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INTRODUCTION

The Atlantic Canada social studies curriculum was planned and
developed by regional committees whose deliberations were
guided by considerations of the learners and input from teachers.
The regional committees consisted of teachers, other educators,
and consultants with diverse experiences in education. Each
curriculum level was strongly influenced by current social studies
research and developmentally-appropriate pedagogy.

Introduction

The vision for the Atlantic Canada social studies curriculum is for
it to enable and encourage students to examine issues, respond
critically and creatively, and make informed decisions as
individuals and as citizens of Canada and an increasingly
interdependent world.

An effective social studies curriculum prepares students to achieve
all essential graduation learnings. In particular, social studies,
more than any other curriculum area, is vital to developing
citizenship. Social studies embodies the main principles of
democracy, including freedom, equality, human dignity, justice,
rule of law, and civic rights and responsibilities. The social studies
curriculum promotes students’ growth. It provides opportunities
for students to explore multiple approaches to analysing and
interpreting their own world and the worlds of others. Social
studies presents unique and particular ways for students to view
the interrelationships among the earth, its people, and its
systems. The knowledge, skills, and attitudes developed through
the social studies curriculum empower students to be informed,
responsible citizens of Canada and the world and to participate in
the democratic process to improve society.

In particular, the social studies curriculum
• integrates the concepts, processes, and ways of thinking

drawn from history and the social sciences, including
geography, economics, political science, sociology, and
anthropology. It also draws from the humanities and the pure
sciences.

• provides the multidisciplinary lens through which students
examine issues that affect their lives from personal, provincial,
national, academic, pluralistic, and global perspectives.

Background

Aims of Social

Studies
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Purpose of

Curriculum Guide

The overall purpose of this curriculum guide is to advance social
studies education and social studies teaching and learning, and,
at the same time, recognize and validate effective practices that
already exist in many classrooms.

More specifically, this curriculum
• provides detailed curriculum outcomes to which educators

and others can refer when making decisions about learning
experiences, instructional techniques, and assessment
strategies in the grade 8 social studies program

• informs both educators and members of the general public
about the philosophy and scope of social studies education
for the intermediate level in the Atlantic provinces

• promotes effective social studies learning and teaching for
students in grade 8 classrooms

All kindergarten to grade 9 curriculum and resources should
reflect the principles, rationale, philosophy, and content of the
Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Social Studies Curriculum
(1999) by
• being meaningful, significant, challenging, active,

integrative, and issues-based
• being consistent with current research on how children learn
• incorporating multiple perspectives
• promoting the achievement of essential graduation learnings

(EGLs), general curriculum outcomes (GCOs), and key-stage
curriculum outcomes (KSCOs)

• reflecting a balance of local, national, and global content
• promoting achievement of the processes of communication,

inquiry, and participation
• promoting literacy through the social studies
• developing knowledge, skills, and attitudes for lifelong

learning
• promoting the development of informed and active citizens
• contributing to the achievement of equity and support

diversity
• supporting the realization of an effective learning environment
• promoting opportunities for cross-curricular connections
• promoting resource-based learning
• promoting the integration of technology in learning and

teaching social studies
• promoting the use of diverse teaching, learning, and

assessment strategies

Guiding Principles

INTRODUCTION
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Program Design and Outcomes

Overview This social studies curriculum is based on The Foundation for the
Atlantic Canada Social Studies Curriculum (1999). Specific
curriculum outcomes (SCOs) were developed to be congruent
with key-stage curriculum outcomes (KSCOs), general curricu-
lum outcomes (GCOs), and essential graduation learnings
(EGLs). In addition, the processes, attitudes, values, and
perspectives of social studies are embedded in the SCOs.

PROGRAM DESIGN AND OUTCOMES

Essential Graduation
Learnings

General Curriculum
Outcomes

Processes
• communication
• inquiry
• participation

Attitudes
Values
Perspectives

Citizenship,
Power, and
Governance

Culture
and

Diversity

Individuals,
Societies,

and
Economic
Decisions

Inter-
dependence

People,
Place, and
Environ-

ment

Time,
Continuity,
and Change

Key-Stage Curriculum Outcomes

Specific Curriculum Outcomes
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Essential

Graduation

Learnings

The Atlantic provinces worked together to identify abilities and
areas of knowledge considered essential for students graduating
from high school. These are referred to as essential graduation
learnings (EGLs). Given below are some examples of key stage
curriculum outcomes (KSOs) in social studies that help students
attain the essential graduation learnings.

Graduates will be able to respond with critical awareness to
various forms of the arts and be able to express themselves
through the arts.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• compare and analyse how culture is preserved, modified, and
transmitted

Graduates will be able to assess social, cultural, economic and
environmental interdependence in a local and global context.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• explain the origins and main features of the Canadian
constitutional system

Graduates will be able to use the listening, viewing, speaking,
reading, and writing modes of language(s) as well as mathematical
and scientific concepts and symbols to think, learn, and
communicate effectively.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• identify and use concepts associated with time, continuity,
and change

Graduates will be able to continue to learn and to pursue an
active, healthy lifestyle.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• explain how economic factors affect people’s incomes

Graduates will be able to use the strategies and processes needed
to solve a wide variety of problems, including those requiring
language, mathematical, and scientific concepts.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• analyse how the movement of people, goods, and ideas have
shaped and continue to shape political, cultural, and
economic activity

Aesthetic Expression

Citizenship

Communication

Personal Development

Problem Solving
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PROGRAM DESIGN AND OUTCOMES

General Curriculum

Outcomes (Conceptual

Strands)

Technological

Competencies

Citizenship, Power, and

Governance

Cultural Diversity

Individuals, Societies,

and Economic Decisions

Graduates will be able to use a variety of technologies, demon-
strate an understanding of technological applications, and apply
appropriate technologies for solving problems.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• explain how values and perspectives influence interactions
among people, technology, and the environment

The general curriculum outcomes (GCOs) for the social studies
curriculum are six conceptual strands that identify what students
are expected to know and be able to do after completing study in
social studies. Each strand includes specific social studies
concepts. (See Appendix A.) For each general curriculum
outcome, examples are given below of key-stage curriculum
outcomes (KSCOs) to be attained by the end of grade 9.

Students will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship and the origins,
functions, and sources of power, authority, and governance.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• explain the origins and continuing influence of the main
principles of Canadian democracy

• take age-appropriate actions to demonstrate their
responsibilties as citizens

Students will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of
culture, diversity, and world view, recognizing the similarities and
differences reflected in various personal, cultural, racial, and
ethnic perspectives.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• explore the factors that influence one’s perceptions, attitudes,
values, and beliefs

• explain the concept of multiculturalism as it applies to race,
ethnicity, diversity, national identity in Canadian society

Students will be expected to demonstrate the ability to make
responsible economic decisions as individuals and as members of
society.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• explain the roles of economic institutions, and examine their
impact on individuals and on private and public organiza-
tions.

• explain the concept of market in the local, national, and
global economy
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Interdependence

People, Place, and

Environment

Time, Continuity, and

Change

Communication

Inquiry

Participation

Processes

Students will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the
interdependent relationships among individuals, societies, and the
environment—locally, nationally, and globally—and the
implications for a sustainable future.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• explain the complexity that arises from the interdependent
nature of relationships among individuals, nations, human
organizations, and natural systems

• plan and evaluate age-appropriate actions to support peace
and sustainability in our interdependent world

Students will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the
interactions among people, places, and the environment.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• analyse the influences of human and physical systems on the
development of distinctive characteristics of place

• analyse how the movement of people, goods, and ideas have
shaped, and continue to shape, political, cultural, and
economic activity

Students will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the
past and how it affects the present and the future.

By the end of grade 9, students will be expected to

• analyse and evaluate historical and contemporary develop-
ments

• identify and analyse trends that may shape the future

The social studies curriculum consists of three major processes:
communication, inquiry, and participation. (See Appendix B for a
Process-Skills Matrix.) The processes are reflected in the “Sugges-
tion for Learning and Teaching”, and the “Suggestions for
Assessment” found in social studies curriculum guides. These
processes constitute many skills; some are responsibilities shared
across curriculum areas, whereas others are specific to social
studies.

Communication requires that students listen, read, interpret,
translate, and express ideas and information.

Inquiry requires that students formulate and clarify questions,
investigate problems, analyse relevant information, and develop
rational conclusions supported by evidence.

Participation requires that students act both independently and
collaboratively in order to solve problems, make decisions, and
negotiate and enact plans for action in ways that respect and value
the customs, beliefs, and practices of others.
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PROGRAM DESIGN AND OUTCOMES

By Conceptual Strand

Attitudes, Values,

and Perspectives

Listed below are major attitudes, values and perspectives students
are expected to develop in intermediate social studies, organized
according to the six conceptual strands and the three processes.
Some attitudes, values, and perspectives are embedded in more
than one strand or process. This is consistent with the integrative
nature of social studies.

Citizenship, Power, and Governance
• appreciate the varying perspectives on the effects of power,

privilege, and authority on Canadian citizens
• develop attitudes that balance rights with responsibilities
• value decision-making that results in positive change

Culture and Diversity
• recognize and respond in appropriate ways to stereotyping

and discrimination
• appreciate that there are different world views
• appreciate the different approaches of cultures to meeting

needs and wants

Individuals, Societies, and Economic Decisions
• appreciate the wide range of economic decisions that they

make and their effects
• recognize the varying impact of economic decisions on

individuals and groups
• recognize the role that economics plays in empowerment and

disempowerment

Interdependence
• appreciate and value the struggle to attain universal human

rights
• recognize the varying perspectives on the interdependence

among society, the economy, and the environment
• appreciate the impact of technological change on individuals

and society

People, Place, and the Environment
• appreciate the varying perspectives of regions
• value maps, globes, and other geographic representations as

valuable sources of information and learning
• appreciate the relationship between attributes of place and

cultural values

Time, Continuity, and Change
• value their society’s heritage
• appreciate that there are varying perspectives on a historical

issue
• recognize the contribution of the past to present-day society
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By Process Communication
• read critically
• respect other points of view
• use various forms of group and interpersonal communication

Inquiry
• recognize that there are various perspectives in the area of

inquiry
• recognize bias in others and in themselves
• appreciate the value of critical and creative thinking

Participation
• take responsibility for individual and group work
• respond to class, school, community, or national public issues
• value the importance of taking action to support responsible

citizenship
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Adolescent Learners:

Characteristics and

Needs

Physical Development

Social Development

Contexts for Learning and Teaching

The adolescent years, between the ages of 10 and 14, represent
the developmental stage that leads to maturity or adulthood.
During these years, the adolescent learner experiences rapid and
significant physical, emotional, social, intellectual, and moral
development. Because these changes are often intense and varied,
and because educators have an import role in directing and
fostering adolescents’ development and learning, they need to
know and appreciate adolescent characteristics.

While some general characteristics for adolescents have been
identified, these characteristics vary at each grade and age. Each
adolescent is unique and any attempt to classify must be regarded
as extremely general. Nonetheless, the following scheme
highlights some characteristics of young adolescents for the
educator and outlines their implications for learning.

Adolescent development is marked by accelerated and variable
growth rates. Strength, energy levels, stamina, and sexual
maturity occur at different times and rates. Physical changes alter
the way young adolescents perceive themselves, but these
perceptions differ for boys and girls. Accelerated growth and
related physical changes make demands of early adolescents’
energy. In learning how to adjust to their “new body,” they
experience periods of over-activity and listlessness—fluctuations
that overtire them until they learn to moderate their activity.

Early adolescents need experiences that help them understand
their own physical development. School should provide opportu-
nities for constructive social interaction and establish a healthy,
stable classroom. To channel their energy, young adolescents
require a variety of physical activities that stress skill-improvement
and accommodate differences in size, weight, strength, and
endurance. Because of the wide ranges in physical development
between boys and girls, what is taught and how it is taught
should reflect the range of students’ needs and interests.

Young adolescents are searching for greater independence from
the family unit as they attempt to define themselves. As they
become more socially interactive, family allegiance diminishes,
and peer relationships take on increased importance. Many
engage in risk-taking behaviours, and conformity to the dress,
speech, and behaviour of their peer group is quite common.
Young adolescents appear to fluctuate between a demand for
independence and a desire for guidance and direction.

At this time, authority still remains primarily with the family,
and parental involvement in the lives of young adolescents is still
crucial and should be encouraged. However, the adolescents will
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exercise the right to question or reject suggestions from adults. As
a result, young adolescents need many positive social interactions
with adults and peers.

Since a tremendous amount of their learning occurs in a social
context, young adolescents benefit from opportunities to work
with peers in collaborative and small-group learning activities.
Yet, they require structure and clear limits as well as opportunities
to set standards for behaviour and establish realistic goals.
Activities such as role-playing and sociodramas allow them to
explore ways of dealing with situations that may arise.

Young adolescents display widely different and often conflicting
emotions. Their moods, temperaments, and behaviours are
profound and intense. They seem to change unpredictably from
one moment to the next and their feelings tend to shift between
superiority and inferiority. Appraisals of self are often overly
critical and negative as they frequently make comparisons and see
themselves deficient in many ways. Youth in this age group are
extremely sensitive to criticism of any kind and are easily
offended. Feelings of inadequacy and fear of rejection by their peer
group contribute to low self-esteem. Adolescents see their
problems as unique, and they often exaggerate simple occurrences.

To develop emotional confidence, adolescents need opportunities
to release emotional stress and develop decision-making skills.
Learning activities should be designed to enhance self-esteem, to
recognize student accomplishments, and to encourage develop-
ment of positive attitudes. Young adolescents need opportunities
to test their strengths and weaknesses as they explore issues and
learning activities that concern them.

Intellectual development varies tremendously among early
adolescents. While some are learning to handle more abstract and
hypothetical concepts and to apply problem-solving approaches
to complex issues, a great many are still in the stage of concrete
operations. Adolescents focus on the present as opposed to the
future. During this stage they retain a certain egocentrism which
leads them to believe that they are unique, special, and even
invulnerable. Adolescents may be unaware of the consequences of
risk-taking behaviour. As their ability to process and relate
information increases, they tend to seek to understand rules and
conventions and to question the relevance of what is taught.

If they are to move from concrete to abstract thinking, young
adolescents need opportunities to develop their formal thinking
skills and strategies. To develop critical analysis and decision-
making skills, young adolescents should be exposed to experiential
learning in which they can apply skills to solve real-life problems
and question and analyse significant issues.

Emotional Development

Intellectual Development
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The Atlantic Canada social studies curriculum is designed to meet
the needs and interests of all students. The curriculum should
provide for including the interests, values, experiences, and
languages of each student and of the many groups within our
local, regional, national, and global communities.

The society of Atlantic Canada, like that of all of Canada, reflects
a diversity of race, ethnicity, gender, ability, values, lifestyles, and
languages. Schools should foster the understanding of such
diversity. Social studies curriculum promotes a commitment to
equity by valuing, appreciating, and accepting the diverse and
multicultural nature of our society and by fostering awareness and
critical analysis of individual and systemic discrimination.

All students are entitled to be respected and valued and, in turn,
are responsible for respecting and valuing all other people. They
are entitled to a school setting characterized by mutual trust,
acceptance, and respect and to an educational system that affirms
diverse gender, racial, ethnic, and cultural identity and promotes
the development of a positive self-image. Educators should ensure
that classroom practices and resources positively and accurately
reflect diverse perspectives and reject prejudiced attitudes and
discriminatory behaviours.

Empowering and effective social studies is meaningful, significant,
challenging, active, integrative, and issues-based.

• Meaningful social studies encourages students to learn
through purposeful experiences designed around stimulating
ideas, social issues and themes, and discourages the memori-
zation of disconnected pieces of information.

• Significant social studies is student-centred and age-
appropriate. Superficial coverage of topics is replaced by
emphasis on the truly significant events, concepts, and
principles that students need to know and be able to apply in
their lives.

Equity and

Diversity

Principles Underlying

the Social Studies

Curriculum

• Challenging social studies occurs when teachers model high
expectations for their students and themselves, promote a
thoughtful approach to inquiry, and demand well-reasoned
arguments.

• Active social studies encourages students to assume increasing
responsibility for managing their own learning. Exploration,
investigation, critical and creative thinking, problem solving,
discussion and debate, decision making, and reflection are
essential elements of this principle. This active process of
constructing meaning encourages lifelong learning.

• Integrative social studies crosses disciplinary borders to explore
issues and events while using and reinforcing informational,
technological, and application skills. This approach facilitates
the study of the physical and cultural environment by making
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The Social Studies

Learning Environment

The Effective Social

Studies Classroom

With the accelerating pace and scope of change, today’s students
cannot prepare for life by merely learning isolated facts. Problem-
solving, critical and creative thinking, and informed decision
making are essential for success in the future. The social studies
learning environment can contribute significantly to the
development of these essential attributes.

An effective instructional environment incorporates principles and
strategies that recognize and accommodate varied learning styles,
multiple intelligences, and diverse abilities that students bring to
the classroom. Teaching approaches and strategies foster a wide
variety of experiences to actively engage all students in the
learning process. The nature and scope of social studies provide
unique opportunities to do this.

To meet these challenges, the social studies program reflects a
wide range of characteristics:

appropriate, meaningful, and evident connections to the
human disciplines and to the concepts of time, space,
continuity, and change.

• Issues-based social studies considers the ethical dimensions of
issues and addresses controversial topics. It encourages
consideration of opposing points of view, respect for well-
supported positions, sensitivity to cultural similarities and
differences, and a commitment to social responsibility and
action.

Respectful of diversity

Students come to the classroom from backgrounds that represent
Canada’s diversity in terms of social identity, economic context,
race, ethnicity, and gender. The social studies learning environ-
ment attempts to affirm the positive aspects of this diversity and
foster an understanding and appreciation of the multiple
perspectives that this diversity can lend to the classroom.
Regardless of their backgrounds, students should be given equal
access to educational opportunities and can be successful at them.

Inclusive and inviting

The social studies classroom should be a psychologically safe place
in which to learn. It should be free from bias and unfair practices
that may arise from perceptions related to ability, race, ethnicity,
culture, gender, or socio-economic status. Students do come with
different attitudes, levels of knowledge, and points of view, but
rather than be obstacles, these differences should be opportunities
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to rise above stereotypes and to develop positive self-images.
Students should be provided collaborative learning contexts in
which they can become aware of and transcend their own
stereotypical attitudes and behaviours.

Engaging and interactive

If classrooms are to be places where there is respect for diversity
and where learning is engaging and interactive, then students will
be expected to participate in inquiry and problem-solving
situations. Students will be provided with direct and vicarious
experiences in which they can apply social studies skills,
strategies, and processes purposefully. Rather than assuming
passive roles, students bring their critical faculties to information
and knowledge to shape it into meaningful patterns.

Relevant and significant

Since the intermediate learner naturally challenges what the adult
world represents, it is necessary for the social studies curriculum
to be convincing and relevant. Consequently, it must provide
learning situations that incorporate student interest but also
encourage students to question what they know: their assump-
tions and attitudes. In so doing, they will come to more deeply
understand and appreciate their own heritage and culture.
History and contemporary studies provide the building blocks of
social studies, but the students’ rational and critical involvement
in learning about them plays an integral part in their develop-
ment as persons and citizens.

Effective social studies teaching and learning actively involves
students, teachers, and library staff effectively using a wide range
of print, non-print, and human resources. Resource-based
learning fosters individual students’ development by accommo-
dating their diverse backgrounds, learning styles, needs, and
abilities.

Resource-based learning supports students as they develop
information literacy: more specifically, accessing, interpreting,
evaluating, organizing, selecting, producing, and communicating
information in and through a variety of media, technologies, and
contexts. When students engage in their own research with
appropriate guidance, they are more likely to take responsibility
for their learning and to retain information.

In a resource-based learning environment, students and teachers
make decisions about appropriate sources of information and tools
for learning and how to access them. A resource-based approach
raises the issues of selecting and evaluating information sources.
Developing the critical skills needed for these tasks is essential to
social studies.

Resource-Based

Learning
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The range of possible resources include
• print—books, magazines, newspapers, documents, and

publications
• visuals—maps, illustrations, photographs, pictures, and study

prints
• artifacts—concrete objects, educational toys, and games
• individual and community—interviews, museums, field trips
• multimedia—films, audio and video tapes, laser and video

discs, television, and radio
• information technology—computer software, databases, CD-

ROMs, DVDs
• communication technology—Internet connections, bulletin

boards, e-mail

Literacy through Social

Studies

Literacy has always been an important component of social
studies education. In recent years, however, through the
promotion of research in critical theory, the meaning of literacy
has broadened to encompass all media and forms of communica-
tion. In today’s social studies classrooms, learners are encouraged
to examine, compose, and decode spoken, written, and visual texts
to aid in their understanding of content and concepts, and to
better prepare them for full and effective participation in their
community. Additionally, the goals of literacy include not only
language development, but also critical engagement with text,
visuals, and auditory information. These goals have implications
for the role of the social studies teacher.

The ability to read is critical for success in school. Therefore, it is
vital that social studies teachers develop and use strategies that
specifically promote students’ abilities to read, comprehend, and
compose text, no matter what form that text might take.
Similarly, writing as a process should be stressed as a means that
allows students to communicate effectively what they have learned
and what further questions they need to ask.

Critical literacy in social studies curriculum addresses several
goals. Through the implementation of various strategies, teachers
will develop students’ awareness of stereotyping, cultural bias,
author’s intent, hidden agendas, silent voices, and omissions.
Students are encouraged to be aware that authors construct texts
with specific purposes in mind. Further, critical literacy helps
students comprehend texts at a deeper level by encouraging them
to view content and ideas from a variety of perspectives and to
interpret the various levels of meaning in a given text, both
explicit and implicit.

In this regard the level and focus of questioning becomes very
important. The depth of student response will often be deter-
mined by the depth of questioning and inquiry. Teachers need to
pose high-level, open-ended questions that allow students to use
their prior knowledge and experiences, providing opportunity for
a sustained engagement before, during, and after reading or
viewing text.
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Strategies that promote literacy through social studies include
helping students comprehend the meaning of words, symbols,
pictures, diagrams, and maps in a variety of ways. It means
engaging students in many learning opportunities which are
designed to challenge and enhance their communication in a
variety of modes such as writing, debating, persuading, and
explaining, and in a variety of mediums, such as the artistic and
technological. In the social studies classroom, all literacy strands
are significant; reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing and
representing.

In the context of social studies, literacy also addresses the
promotion of citizenship. Literacy for active citizenship involves
understanding different perspectives on key democratic struggles,
learning how to investigate current issues, and participating
creatively and critically in community problem-solving and
decision-making. Exercising civic rights and responsibilities is a
practical expression of important social values and requires specific
personal, interpersonal, and advocacy skills. Through this
important focus, the social studies program will help students
become more culturally sensitive and effective cross-cultural
communicators in a world of increasing cultural and linguistic
diversity.

Technology, including Communication and Information
Technology (CIT), plays a major role in social studies learning
and teaching. Computers and related technologies are valuable
classroom tools for acquiring, analysing, and presenting informa-
tion. These technologies provide further opportunity for
communication and collaboration and allow students to become
more active participants in research and learning.

CIT and related technology (digital video and digital cameras,
scanners, CD-ROMs, word-processing software, graphics
software, video-editing software, HTML editors, and the Internet,
including the World Wide Web, databases, electronic discussions,
e-mail, and audio- and video-conferencing) afford numerous
possibilities for enhancing learning. Computers and other
technologies are intended to enhance social studies learning. In
that context, technological resources can provide a variety of
opportunities.

Integration of Technology

in Social Studies

• The Internet and CD-ROMs increase access to information.
This gives teachers and students quicker and easier access to
extensive and current information. Research skills are key to
efficient use of these resources. Questions of validity, accuracy,
bias, and interpretation must still be applied to information
available on the Internet and CD-ROMs.
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• Interactions and conversations via e-mail, video and audio
conferencing, student-created websites, and online discussion
groups provide connections between students and people from
cultures around the world. This exposure to first-hand
information will enable students to directly employ inquiry
skills.

• Students present what they have learned in a wide variety of
forms (e.g., graphs, maps, text, graphic organizers, web sites,
multimedia presentations) that fit their learning styles. These
presentations can be shared with others, both in their
classroom and beyond.

• Students are actively involved in their learning through
controlling information gathering, processing, and presenta-
tion. For example, Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
software enables students to collect data on a community, plot
the data using Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and analyze
and present their findings by creating maps that demonstrate
their learning.

Instructional Approaches

and Strategies

The grade 8 social studies program builds an active learning
approach for students, supporting lifelong learning skills such as
problem-solving, critical thinking, creative thinking, information
analysis, and informed decision-making. This program introduces
methods and skills of social studies research and provides a
context in which students can analyse and evaluate historical
evidence and make their own interpretations.

It is recognized that the most effective instructional approach is
an eclectic one. The classroom teacher employs the instructional
strategies most appropriate to the needs of the learner, the
learning outcomes, and the resources available. One cannot be
prescriptive in favour of any single teaching method in grade 8
social studies since (1) students differ in interest, ability, and
learning styles, and (2) components of the course differ in terms
of intent, conceptual difficulty, and relative emphases on
knowledge, skills, and values. The discerning teacher will use a
variety of methods in response to a variety of instructional
situations.

Particularly in teaching concepts related to history and geography,
social studies teaching has long emphasized strong transmission.
Content was heavily factual and descriptive, and instruction relied
upon (1) direct instructional methods such as lecture, didactic
questions, and drill, and (2) independent study methods such as
homework and recall-level questions. Curriculum developers see
the need for transactional and transformational orientations in
instruction. These approaches deliberately engage the learner
through (1) experiential methods such as historical drama, role-
play, and visits to historical sites, museums, and archives; (2)
indirect instructional strategies such as problem-solving,
document analysis, and concept formation; and (3) interactive
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The rationale for a balance of transmissional, transactional, and
transformational approaches rests on the following assumptions:

• Knowledge deemed to be of most worth rests more on the
process of knowing than on memorizing facts.

• The process of knowing relies largely on accessing and
organizing information, detecting patterns in it, and arriving
at generalizations suggested by the patterns.

• Transformational and transactional approaches bring high
motivational value to the classroom, since they give students a
high degree of ownership of the learning process.

• Transformational and transactional approaches allow for
students’ active participation as they evaluate the relevance of
what they are learning, bring their perspectives and prior
knowledge to the process, and are involved in decisions about
what they are learning.

In spite of the merits of transactional and transformational
orientations, transmission still has a place grade 8 social studies.
Direct instruction to introduce a topic, break down a complex
concept into simpler constructs, review a topic, or prepare for a
comprehensive assessment are all valid uses of a transmissional
approach.

A number of strategies can be used to support program goals and
active learning approaches. Fundamentally, grade 8 social studies
supports a resource-based approach. The authorized text and
resources for teachers and students are intended as sources of
information and organizational tools to guide study, activities,
and exploration of topics. Teachers and students can integrate
information drawn from local and regional sources; print, visual
and audio texts; and information technology and the Internet.

Effective social studies teaching creates an environment that
supports students as active, engaged learners. Discussion,
collaboration, debate, reflection, analysis, and application should
be integrated into activities when appropriate. Teaching strategies
can be employed in numerous ways and combinations. It is the
role of the skilful teacher to reflect on the program outcomes,
topics, resources, and nature of the class and individual students
to select approaches best suited to the circumstance.

strategies such as debates, brainstorms, discussion, and interviews.
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Assessment

Assessing and

Evaluating

Student Learning

Assessment is the systematic process of gathering data on student
learning. Evaluation is the process of analysing patterns in the
data, forming judgements about possible responses to these
patterns, and making decisions about future actions.

An integral part of the planned instructional cycle is the
evaluation of learning for learning. Evaluation of learning focuses
on the degree to which students have achieved the intended
outcomes and the learning environment was effective toward that
end. Evaluation for learning, given what evaluation of learning
reveals, focuses on the designing of future learning situations to
meet the needs of the learners.

The quality of assessment and evaluation has a profound, well-
established link to student performance. Regular monitoring and
feedback are essential to improving student learning. What is
assessed and evaluated, how it is assessed and evaluated, and how
the results are communicated send clear messages to students and
others in the community about what is really valued—what is
worth learning, how it should be learned, what elements of
quality of performance are most important, and how well students
are expected to perform.

To determine how well students are learning, assessment strategies
are designed to systematically gather information on the
achievement of curriculum outcomes. In planning assessments,
teachers should use a broad range of data sources, appropriately
balanced, to give students multiple opportunities to demonstrate
their knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Many sources of assessment
data can be used to gather such information. Some examples
include, but are not limited to the following:

formal and informal interviews
work samples rubrics
anecdotal records simulations
conferences checklists
teacher-made and other tests questionnaires
portfolios oral presentations
learning journals role plays
questioning debates
essay writing rating scales
performance assessments case studies
peer- and self-assessments panel discussions
multimedia presentations graphical representations

Introduction
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Evaluation Evaluation is a continuous, comprehensive, and systematic
process. It brings interpretation, judgements and decisions to the
data collected during the assessment phase to address key
educational issues. Questions include the following: How valid
and reliable is the data gathered? What does the data suggest in
terms of student achievement of course outcomes? Does student
performance confirm the success of instructional practice or
indicate the need to change it? Are students ready to move on to
the next phase of the course, or is there need for remediation?

Teacher-developed assessments and the evaluations based on them
have a variety of uses including the following:

• providing feedback to improve student learning;
• determining if curriculum outcomes have been achieved;
• certifying that students have achieved certain levels of

performance;
• setting goals for future student learning;
• communicating with parents about their children’s

learning;
• providing information to teachers on the effectiveness of

their teaching, the program, and the learning
environment; and

• meeting goals of guidance and administrative personnel.

Evaluation is conducted within the context of the outcomes,
which should be clearly understood by learners before teaching
and evaluation takes place. Students must understand what
teachers expect of them and the basis on which they will be
evaluated. The evaluation of a student’s progress may be classified
as pre-instructional, formative, or summative, depending on the
purpose.

Pre-instructional evaluation is conducted before the introduction
of unfamiliar subject matter or when learners are experiencing
difficulty. It gives an indication of where students are and is not a
measure of what they are capable of doing. The purpose is to
analyse student’s progress to date in order to determine the type
and depth of instruction needed. This type of assessment is
mostly conducted informally and continuously.

Formative evaluation is conducted throughout instruction. Its
primary purpose is to improve instruction and learning. It is an
indication of how things are going. It identifies a student’s
strengths or weaknesses with respect to specific curriculum
outcomes so necessary adaptations can be made.

Summative evaluation occurs at the end of a designated period of
learning. It is used, along with data collected during the formative
stage, to determine learner achievement. This assessment is used
to report the degree to which curriculum outcomes have been
achieved.
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In order to provide accurate, useful information about the
achievement and instructional needs of students, certain guiding
principles for the development, administration, and use of
assessments must be followed.

Principles for Fair Student Assessment Practices for Education in
Canada (1993) articulates five basic assessment principles:

• Assessment strategies should be appropriate for and
compatible with the purpose and context of the assessment.

• Students should be provided with sufficient opportunity to
demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, or behaviours
being assessed.

• Procedures for judging or scoring student performance should
be appropriate for the assessment strategy used and be
consistently applied and monitored.

• Procedures for summarizing and interpreting assessment
results should yield accurate and informative representations
of a student’s performance in relation to the curriculum
outcomes for the reporting period.

• Assessment reports should be clear, accurate, and of practical
value to the audience for whom they are intended.

These principles highlight the need for assessment that ensures
that

• the best interests of the student are paramount
• assessment informs teaching and promotes learning
• assessment is an integral and ongoing part of the learning

process and is clearly related to the curriculum outcomes
• assessment is fair and equitable to all students and involves

multiple sources of information

While assessments may be used for different purposes and
audiences, all assessments must give each student optimal
opportunity to demonstrate what he or she knows and can do.

Guiding Principles
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Entry-Grade 9

Social Studies

Program

Grade 8:

Canadian Identity

Curriculum Overview

The social studies program for entry to grade 9 is designed
around ten conceptual organizers as identified below.

Grade 8 social studies is organized around the following units:

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
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Grade 8 Specific

Curriculum Outcomes

(and accompanying

delineations)

Unit One:

Exploring Canadian Identity

Unit Two:

Geographic Influences

Grade 8 Specific Curriculum Outcomes (and accompanying
delineations)

The conceptual framework for each unit in the grade 8 social
studies program is expressed in the form of specific curriculum
outcomes. Each outcome is accompanied by a set of delineations
that elaborate upon and reflect its intent.  The outcomes describe
what students are expected to know, be able to do, and value by
the end of the year.

Students will be expected to:

8.1.1 Investigate how artistic and literary expression reflects the
following aspects of Canadian identity: landscape, climate,
history, people-citizenship, and related challenges and opportuni-
ties

Students will be expected to

8.2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic features of
Canada’s landscape and climate
• identify and locate major landforms of Canada
• explain the creation and characteristics of mountains and

plains
• describe and account for the variation in physical landscape

across Canada
• identify and locate major climatic regions of Canada
• explain the characteristics of Canada’s climatic regions and

account for the variation among them

8.2.2 Analyse the effects of selected geographic factors on
Candian identity
• describe where Canadians live and explain why communities

are established and grow in particular locations
• account for the variations in growth of settlements due to

physical and human factors
• explain the effect of natural and human resources on regional

prosperity
• confront the issues of regional stereotypes

8.2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the nature of migration
and its impact on post-1920 Canada
• explain why people migrate and provide examples of push and

pull factors
• identify and explain changing source areas for immigrants to

Canada since 1920
• identify and explain changing destinations within Canada for

migrants and immigrants since 1920
• identify and explain the nature of emigration from Canada

and its impact since 1920
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Unit Three:

Decades of Change

• demonstrate an understanding of the debate surrounding
immigration policy since 1920

8.2.4 Analyse the effect of geographic features on the develop-
ment of Canada and of a selected country with similar geographic
features
• compare the size, landforms, climate, and natural and human

resources of the two countries
• compare how these features have created challenges and

opportunities for the development of the two countries

Students will be expected to:

8.3.1 Analyse the impact of changing technology and socio-
economic conditions on differing prosperities and lifestyles in
Canada in the 1920s and 1930s
• identify the factors leading to prosperity in the 1920s
• examine the impact of new technology on lifestyle in the

1920s
• analyse the causes of the Great Depression
• determine the effects of the Great Depression on economic,

social, and political conditions in the 1930s

8.3.2 Demonstrate an understanding of Canada’s participation in
WWII
• identify the factors leading to WWII
• explain Canada’s response to the outbreak of WWII
• demonstrate an understanding of the role of Canada’s army, air

force, navy, and merchant marine during WWII
• examine the extent of Canada’s human and material contribu-

tion to WWII

8.3.3 Analyse the effect of WWII on Canada and her people
• describe the experiences and attitudes of Canadians during

WWII
• examine how the war strained ethnic and cultural relations

within our nation, including the Maritimes and Newfound-
land

• analyse the economic, social and political changes as a result of
WWII

• examine Canada’s reaction and response to the moral and
ethical issues raised by events such as the Holocaust and the
use of the first atomic bombs

8.3.4 Evaluate Canada’s role in the world since WWII
• explain the meaning of the term Cold War
• evaluate Canada’s role in NATO and NORAD during and

since the Cold War
• evaluate Canada’s role as a global citizen through its involve-

ment in the United Nations and other international organiza-
tions
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Unit Four:

Citizenship

8.3.5 Analyse the impact of changing technology and socio-
economic conditions on Canada’s prosperity and lifestyles in the
1950s and 1960s
• examine how changing technologies affected lifestyle
• identify attitudes and values of the 50s and 60s and examine

how they affected lifestyle

8.3.6 Compare the social and cultural trends in Canada in the
1950s, 1960s and 1970s
• suggest reasons for the conformity of the 1950s and its

rejection in the 1960s and 1970s
• describe the idealism that developed in the 1960s by

examining movements such as the civil rights movement, the
women’s rights movement, the peace movement, and
environmentalism

8.3.7 Analyse how globalization has affected Canada and
Canadians since 1980
• define “globalization”
• examine the effects of the end of the Cold War
• examine the extent of American influence on world cultures
• identify the causes of economic globalization and its effects on

Canada
• predict the impact of global environmental threats on Canada’s

future

Students will be expected to:

8.4.1 Take age-appropriate actions that demonstrate the rights
and responsibilities of citizenship (local, national and global)
• examine the concept of citizenship
• define rights and responsibilities
• examine the criteria for becoming a Canadian citizen
• examine the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights
• demonstrate an understanding of the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms
• develop a definition of responsible citizenship
• plan and carry out age-appropriate actions that demonstrate

responsible citizenship

8.4.2 Demonstrate an understanding of how citizenship has
evolved over time
• examine factors in ancient, medieval, and early modern times

that influenced our modern democratic concept of citizenship
• describe how the history of Canada has shaped our concept of

citizenship
• examine the role and responsibility of the citizen in supporting

the rule of law
• identify current global events and the impact they may have

on views of citizenship
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8.4.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the structure and
operation of government in Canada under a federal system
• describe the operation and responsibilities of government at

the municipal, provincial and federal levels
• demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the

provincial and federal governments and account for provincial
and regional variations in this relationship

• examine the roles and responsibilities of the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of government

• examine the processes leading to the formation and dissolution
of governments

Students will be expected to:

8.5.1 Portray their understanding of Canadian identity

Unit Five:

Reflections on

Canadian Identity
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The curriculum has been organized into four columns to relate
learning experiences to the outcomes by
• providing a range of strategies for learning and teaching

associated with a specific outcome or a cluster of outcomes
• demonstrating the relationship between outcomes and

assessment strategies
• suggesting ways that teachers can make cross-curricular

connections
• providing teachers with ideas for supplementary resources

Column 1 provides specific curriculum outcomes and accompany-
ing delineations subsets describing what students are expected to
know, be able to do, and value by the end of the year. The
delineations are intended to help elaborate upon the outcomes.

This column offers a range of strategies from which teachers and
students may choose. Suggested learning experiences can be used
in various combinations to help students achieve an outcome or
outcomes. It is not necessary to use all of these suggestions, nor is
it necessary for all students to engage in the same learning
experience. The suggestions for learning and teaching make
extensive use of graphic organizers and, where applicable, refer to
teaching and learning tools provided in the appendices.

The heart symbol Ì is used to identify learning experiences that
should be approached with sensitivity.

Column 1:

Outcomes

Column 2:

Suggestions for Learning and

Teaching

How to Use the

Four-Column

Curriculum Layout

Sensitive Topics
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In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.3 analyse the effect of 8.3.3 analyse the effect of 8.3.3 analyse the effect of 8.3.3 analyse the effect of 8.3.3 analyse the effect of WWII onWWII onWWII onWWII onWWII on
Canada and her peopleCanada and her peopleCanada and her peopleCanada and her peopleCanada and her people

• describe the experiences and
attitudes of Canadians during
WWII

• examine how the war strained
ethnic and cultural relations
within our nation, including the
Maritimes, and Newfoundland

• analyse the economic, social, and
political changes as a result of
WWII

• examine Canada’s reaction and
response to the moral and ethical
issues raised by events such as the
Holocaust and the use of the first
atomic bombs

The teacher may have students

• interview a World War II veteran about war experiences (daily
routine, dangers, problems, threats, and feelings). The
interviewee could be a soldier, airman, fighter pilot, sailor on
a Corvette, merchant seaman, young wife who remained at
home with the family, female factory worker, Japanese intern,
prisoner of war, Silver Cross mother, zombie, or war bride.
Make a list of questions to focus the interview.

• imagine they have been serving overseas in wartime for the
past four years, (1941-1945), and write brief papers that
responds to the following questions on how soldiers may have
adjusted to peace after the WWII:
a) What did you miss most about home?
b) How have things changed in your community and country?
c) What problems might you experience adjusting to a

peacetime life?
d) What things could help you adjust to being a civilian?
e) How could the government help?

• research and record the amount of bread, meat, sugar, and milk,
etc. that one would have consumed in a week during the war
after rationing was introduced. How would one have had to
change his/her diet? Include an explanation of rationing
coupons. How does this compare to your current patterns of
consumption? Create a chart that compares food consumption
per person per week during the war with the present.

• analyse a series of advertisements from before, during, and after
World War II to determine what cultural messages were being
sent in the following areas: What constitutes the good life?
What are the roles of men and women in society?  Who are the
heroes in our culture?
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This column provides suggestions for ongoing assessment that
form an integral part of the learning experience. These suggestions
also make extensive use of graphic organizers and, where
applicable, refer to teaching/learning tools provided in
appendices.

This column provides additonal information for teachers
including specific links to the provincial resource, cross-curricular
links, supplementary resources, and other web links.  Teachers
may wish to record their own notes in this space.

Column 3:

Suggestions for Assessment

Column 4:

Notes
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• have students assume that they are a teenager during WWII
with a brother fighting overseas. Write a letter to him to
indicate how Canadians changed their lives to support the war
effort: life at home, school, part-time job, volunteer activities,
homefront activities in your community. Tell how they feel
about their role in the war effort.

• complete the following chart to analyse a poster about the
importance of supporting the war effort.

• outline how the Canadian government dealt with a number
of war issues (e.g., wartime production, inflation, conscrip-
tion, or post-war re-adjustment). Select one area of increased
government involvement and explain whether it was positive
or negative for the country.

Provincial ResourcesProvincial ResourcesProvincial ResourcesProvincial ResourcesProvincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 8

CAMETCAMETCAMETCAMETCAMET
• Language Arts

analysing advertisements,
analysing posters, oral presenta-
tion, analysing primary docu-
ments, viewing, debating
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• Life is Beautiful – c. 1999
Academy Award winning movie

WWWWWeb Linkseb Linkseb Linkseb Linkseb Links
• A-Bomb WWW Museum

www.csi.ad.jp/ABOMB/
index.html

• Veteran’s Affairs Canada. Virtual
War Memorial
www.vac-acc.gc.ca/remembers/
sub.cfm?source=memorials

Supplementary ResourcesSupplementary ResourcesSupplementary ResourcesSupplementary ResourcesSupplementary Resources
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Grade 8 Year

Overview

GRADE 8 CURRICULUM

Grade 8 Year Overview

The organizing concept for Social Studies 8 is “Canadian
Identity.”The course has students explore this concept by looking
at post-World War I Canada. Social Studies 8 builds on the skills
and concepts of Social Studies 7 and continues the chronology of
this previous year of study, wherein students examined Canadian
history from the early 1800s through World War I. Social Studies
8 also continues and compliments studies of Canada begun in
even earlier grades.  It is firmly grounded in the social studies
disciplines of geography, history, economics, sociology, and
political science.  In addition, it contains many cross-curricular
opportunities, particularly in language arts, fine arts, music, and
science, and contains myriad opportunities for the
integration of technology.

Social Studies 8 begins with a unit designed to provide students
with a basic understanding of the concept of identity. They
explore this concept, particularly as it pertains to Canada and its
peoples, through a rich examination of Canadian art, music, and
literature. This introduction provides a base for a deeper and
personal exploration of Canadian identity(ies) in the subsequent
units of the course. Students first examine the impact of Canada’s
vast and diverse geography on identity. They then investigate how
historical events, trends, and peoples have contributed to the
development of Canadian identity(ies). Students go on to analyse
how notions of citizenship, reflected in Canadian political
institutions and structures, laws, rights and responsibilities, have
affected and reflected Canadian identity(ies). Finally, Social
Studies 8 concludes with a unit designed to provide students with
an opportunity to reflect upon their whole year of study and
creatively express their own personal understanding of “Canadian
Identity.”
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Unit Identity Focus Discipline Focus

1. Exploring Canadian The general concept of multi-disciplinary
Identity Canadian identity

2. Geographic Influences The influence of physical geography
environment and human
activity on Canadian Identity

3. Decades of Change Issues and events from 1920s history, sociology
to today that have shaped and
continue to shape Canadian
identity

4. Citizenship Issues of governance and political science
citizenship that relate to the
rights and responsibilities of
Canadians and the evolution
of Canadian identity

5. Reflections on Reflective expressions of multi-disciplinary
Canadian Identity Canadian identity
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Exploring Canadian Identity

Unit Overview

This opening unit is designed to introduce students to the concept of identity and to initiate the develop-
ment of their understanding of Canadian identity(ies). Ideally, the subsequent units of the course will
provide opportunities to deepen and personalize this initial understanding. This first unit, however, provides
an important foundation to ensure that the whole course is both powerful and meaningful.

Art, music, and literature form the core of this introductory unit. Students investigate the rich artistic
tradition of what is now Canada and analyse how the land, the country, and its many different peoples, have
been portrayed. The examination of various forms of artistic expression is intended to reach out to the diverse
interests and talents of learners. Ultimately, students will collectively create a class exhibit demonstrating
their understanding of Canadian identity(ies) at the outset of the course. This exhibit, however, not only
serves as a means to demonstrate an initial understanding, but also establishes a reference point that can be
periodically revisited to gauge the growth of student understanding.

Unit Outcomes

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.1.1 Investigate how artistic and literary expression reflects the following aspects of Canadian identity:
landscape, climate, people-citizenship, history, and related challenges and opportunities.

Unit Processes and Skills Emphases

Communication

• read critically
• express and support a point of view
• present a summary report or argument

Inquiry

• identify sources of information relevant to the inquiry
• interpret meaning and the significance of information and arguments
• draw conclusions that are supported by the evidence

Participation

• function in a variety of groupings, using collaborative and cooperative skills and strategies
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Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching
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In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.1.1 investigate how artistic and
literary expression reflects the
following aspects of Canadian
identity: landscape, climate, history,
people-citizenship, and related
challenges and opportunities

The teacher may have students

• use the following mind map to explore the concept of identity
in the personal sense.

• brainstorm a list of features that they think would best
identify their province (e.g., a fish or fishing scene, forests, a
winter sport, mountains, an iceberg, a song ...).  List the
features on chart paper and ask them to classify them into
categories. A given feature may fit into more than one
category. The following classification chart may be used.

Features that Identify My Province

Landscape Climate

Flora Fauna

Poem/Song/Prose Art/Drama/Dance

People/Citizen History

Challenges Opportunities
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Unit 1: An Introduction to Canadian Identity

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• collect promotional literature from a commercial and/or
government bureau designed to attract tourists to the province.
Ask them to use the following chart to analyse the images in the
literature.

• view a television segment (e.g., a commercial, historical
documentary, travelogue ... ) about Canada. Ask students to
describe an image that best reflects at least one of the following
features: landscape, climate, literary work, artistic presentation,
human or citizenship activity, and history).

• analyse a set of predetermined images of Canada. In a think-
pair-share cooperative learning structure, each partner agrees on
a selection of one image. Each partner then individually writes
down what he or she thinks the image means, with supporting
evidence. Both partners then share each other’s ideas. Both
reach a consensus and share a common interpretation of the
image with the class. (To assess student participation in collabora-
tive learning groups, refer to Appendix I).

• use the following chart to analyse an image (e.g., totem pole,
CN Tower, lighthouse, breaching whale) of Canada.

Provincial Resources

• Canadian Identity, Unit 1,
Chapter 1

CAMET Outcomes
• Arts Education Foundation

Document
• Language Arts – Canadian

literature and poetry

Supplementary Resources

• Local and personal music libraries
— Gordon Lightfoot, Stompin’
Tom Connors, Great Big Sea, Bare
Naked Ladies, etc.

• Beaver Magazine
“Expressing Identity”
Feb-March 2000
vol. 80:1

• Charles R. Bronfman Foundation,
Canadians in the Global Commu-
nity, Images of Canada, Pearson.

• The Passionate Canadians, video
• The Seeds of Time, video

Web Links
• Confederation Centre

www.confederationcentre.com
• Narratives of Nationhood

www.nationhood.ca
- Canadian art/artists

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

• A3.2: Use various tools (search
engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

Analysing Images in Promotional Literature

Images I like... Images I think are better...

Why... Why...

Analysis Sheet: Image of Canada

(Insert Image)

What I see... My response to the image...

Symbols used What the image says about
Canada

What they represent Feelings the image creates

What the words (if any) What I like or dislike about
mean the image
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 1: An Introduction to Canadian Identity

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.1.1 investigate how artistic and
literary expression reflects the
following aspects of Canadian
identity: landscape, climate, history,
people-citizenship, and related
challenges and opportunities

The teacher may have students

• choose one of the aspects of Canadian identity. Singly or in
groups, prepare an exhibition of images that depict the chosen
aspect. The exhibition could be mounted in a traditional format
or as a multi-media, online gallery that includes scanned images
in an electronic portfolio. The following organizer may be used
to select the image.

• listen to a song that is particularly symbolic of some aspect(s) of
Canadian culture by such artists as Susan Aglukark, Joni
Mitchell, Gordon Lightfoot, Stompin’ Tom Connors, or Great
Big Sea. Ask students to identify features of Canada and classify
them in the following chart. (Refer to Appendix J-3 for a Holistic
Listening Rubric.)

Features in Song that Identify My Country

Landscape Climate

Flora Fauna

People/Citizen History

Challenges Opportunities

1. What is it about...
Who created the image and
when? What is it about? What
is the title? What objects
(people, animals, buildings,
vegetation, landforms) do you
see?

2. What it means...
What do you think this image
is about? What title would you
give it? Do you think the
organization of the objects,
colours used, and the medium
are good? How does this image
make you feel?

3. Communicating an identity...
How are Canadians portrayed?
What does this image tell
others about Canadian
identity? How do you know?

4. What I think of it...
Do you think the creator of the
image is talented and why?
Would you describe it as weak,
good, or excellent?

How to Critique a Cultural Image
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Unit 1: An Introduction to Canadian Identity

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• write a reflective journal entry about an image (musical, lyrical,
poetic, prose, artistic) studied in this unit. Their entry could
include their thoughts as they listened to, read about, and/or
viewed references about Canada and Canadian life. (Refer to
Appendix G for a discussion of student response journals: types of
entries, cuing questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

• write a paragraph in which they argue the importance to
Canadian identity of using a particular image. The following
organizer may be used to structure the paragraph.

Web Links
National/International
• National Library of Canada

www.nlc-bnc.ca
- for music, art, literature,

history, images of Canada,
etc.

• Art Galleries online
www.virtualmuseum.ca
- Canadian museums and

galleries
• East Coast Music Awards

www.ecma.ca

Beginning
Write a thesis statement to make a claim or take a position on
something.

Middle
Evidence is presented to support the thesis.
Evidence counter to the thesis is refuted.
Examples related to the evidence are used where appropriate.
Evidence and supporting examples are logically arranged to
point toward a conclusion.

End
The original thesis and its significance is affirmed.
Or, the original thesis is revised in the light of the
evidence.

Organizing Structure for an Inquiry Paragraph

CIT

• A3.1: demonstrate awareness of
the internet as a source of
information

• A3.2: Use various tools (search
engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

Provincial Outcomes
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CANADIAN IDENTITY
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Unit 2

Geographic Influences
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8
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Unit 2

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Geographic Influences

Unit Overview

Canada is the world’s second largest country in area. It borders three oceans and extends across six time zones.
Canada is not only geographically large –- it is also incredibly diverse. The size and variety of Canada’s geo-
graphic landscape, and the response of the diverse peoples who have inhabited it, have played a significant role in
shaping Canadian identity(ies).

The physical processes which literally shaped, and continue to shape, present-day Canada are examined in this
unit. (Note: Science 7 will have provided students with a solid foundation for this study.) The resulting “stage”
on which Canada’s history has played out is explored through an examination of the diverse physiographic
regions of the country. The high mountains of British Columbia, the prairie fields of Saskatchewan, the frozen
tundra of Nunavut, and the craggy shores of Newfoundland and Labrador have all contributed to shaping
Canadian identity and identities.

The regional reality of geography is explored and students will have the opportunity to discuss the issues that
regionalization can raise within a nation. The concept of migration, introduced in Social Studies 7, is addressed
further here. Finally, to gain another perspective on the uniqueness of the response of the peoples of Canada to
its physical geography, students will undertake a comparative study of Canada and another nation with
geographic similarities.

Unit Outcomes

In grade 8, students will be expected to
8.2.1 demonstrate an understanding of the basic features of Canada’s landscape and climate
8.2.2 analyse the effects of selected geographic factors on Canadian identity
8.2.3 demonstrate an understanding of the nature of migration and its impact on post-1920 Canada
8.2.4 analyse the effect of geographic features on the development of Canada and of a selected country with

similar geographic features

Unit Processes and Skills

Communication
• read critically
• develop map skills
• present a summary report or argument

Inquiry
• frame questions or hypotheses that give clear focus to an inquiry
• gather, record, evaluate, and synthesize information
• draw conclusions that are supported by the evidence

Participation
• engage in a variety of learning experiences that include both independent study and collaboration
• function in a variety of groupings using collaborative and cooperative skills and strategies
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.1 demonstrate an understanding
of the basic features of Canada’s
landscape and climate

• identify and locate major
landforms of Canada

• explain the creation and characteris-
tics of mountains and plains

• describe and account for the
variation of physical landscape
across Canada

• identify and locate major
climatic regions of Canada

• explain the characteristics of
Canada’s climatic regions and
account for the variation between
them

Example of jigsaw phases for a small class of 12 students

Four home groups: MfdFt MfdFt MfdFt MfdFt
(topic assigned)

Five expert groups: MMMM   FdFdFdFd    FtFtFtFt
(study and discuss)

Back to home groups:   MfdFt MfdFt  MfdFt   MfdFt
(peer tutor and check)

Different sources represent the regions in different ways. For example,
some geographers refer to the Northern Mountains and Lowlands while
others talk of the Innuitian Mountains and the Arctic Lowlands.
Teachers might explain that regions are abstractions and that geogra-
phers do not always use the same criteria, or labels, to define them in the
same way.

The teacher may have students

• use a landforms map of Canada to label a block diagram (i.e.,
cross-section) representing Canada’s major landforms from west
to east along a selected line of latitude.

• draw an outline map of Canada; use appropriate colour legend
to show the extent and location of the major landform regions.
Find photos of a landscape for each region to paste around the
boundary of the map. Draw lines to relate the photo to the
appropriate region.

• present or have students examine a Geologic Time Scale (this
can be constructed using Inspiration 7.5 software) illustrating
the periods that most affected the formation of Canada and use
this to discuss how the mountains and plains were formed over
time.

• label the lithosphere, mantle, and core on a diagram illustrating
the earth’s internal structure.

• examine a map showing the earth’s major plates and their
direction of movement; identify zones of compressional and
zones of tensional forces.

• participate in a “jigsaw” cooperative learning structure. In each
home group, each student agrees to become an “expert” on one
of the types of mountain-forming processes; magma (M),
folding (Fd), and faulting (Ft). After reading/researching and
discussing the type of process with the same experts from other
home groups, he or she shares his or her expertise with other
members of the home group.
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• select a flight path on a map of Canada and describe the
landforms over which they would fly.

• compare the Canadian Shield and the Western Cordillera
according to the criteria given. (Students may add other criteria.
Other regions may be selected.)

• analyse an excerpt from a story, poem, or another piece of
writing that describes some aspects of the Canadian landscape.
Identify the landform region and cite evidence from the piece of
writing to support your choice.

• use the following chart to make jot notes on the formation of
mountain systems.

snoigeRmrofdnaLgnirapmoC snoigeRmrofdnaLgnirapmoC snoigeRmrofdnaLgnirapmoC snoigeRmrofdnaLgnirapmoC snoigeRmrofdnaLgnirapmoC

dleihSnaidanaC dleihSnaidanaC dleihSnaidanaC dleihSnaidanaC dleihSnaidanaC airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC snialProiretnI snialProiretnI snialProiretnI snialProiretnI snialProiretnI

noitacol

kcorfoega

kcorfoepyt

feiler

epytlios

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 2

Chapter 2

Supplementary Resources
• Over Canada

An Aerial Adventure (DVD)

Web Links
• Atlas of Canada

www.atlas.gc/ca
• Candian Geographic Magazine

www.canadiangeographic.ca

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

• A3.1: demonstrate awareness of
the internet as a source of
information

• A3.2: Use various tools (search
engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

Formation of mountains by...

magma folding faulting

illustration illustration illustration

example example example

how they were how they were how they were
formed formed formed
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

The teacher may have students

• classify a series of photos and/or illustrations as examples of
either physical weathering or chemical weathering.

• given an air photo and/or a topographic map, identify the life
cycle stage of a river and explain their decision. The following
criteria may be used.

• use block diagrams (i.e., cross-sections) to describe the landform
features resulting from continental glaciation (e.g., medial
moraine, terminal moraine, esker, drumlin, and erratics) and
alpine glaciation (e.g., medial moraine, terminal moraine,
hanging valley, horn).

• develop a photo-essay to illustrate some of the coastal features
formed by wave action (e.g., tombolo, spit, bay beach, stack, sea
arch, sea cave).

reviRafoegatSfoelcyCefiLehtgninimreteDrofairetirC reviRafoegatSfoelcyCefiLehtgninimreteDrofairetirC reviRafoegatSfoelcyCefiLehtgninimreteDrofairetirC reviRafoegatSfoelcyCefiLehtgninimreteDrofairetirC reviRafoegatSfoelcyCefiLehtgninimreteDrofairetirC

egatS egatS egatS egatS egatS ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE

htuoY
sdipardnasllafretaw

lennahcthgiartsylevitaler
yellavdepahs-Vworran

tneidargpeets

ytirutaM
sdipardnasllafretawon

lennahcgnirednaem
nialpdoolfgninnigebhtiwyellavediw

tneidarghtooms

ytirutaMetaL
sdiparrosllafretawon

lennahcgnirednaemylemertxe
ediwhtiwyellavediwylemertxe

sekalwob-xodnanialpdoolf
tneidarghtooms

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.1 demonstrate an understanding
of the basic features of Canada’s
landscape and climate

• identify and locate major
landforms of Canada

• explain the creation and
characteristics of mountains and
plains

• describe and account for the
variation of physical landscape
across Canada

• identify and locate major
climatic regions of Canada

• explain the characteristics of
Canada’s climatic regions and
account for the variation between
them
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• classify weathering events as either physical or chemical.

• analyse an air photo and/or topographic map of a region of
Canada and identify processes of erosion and their effects.
They may use the following chart to record their findings.

(nisecroFnwoDgniraeW (nisecroFnwoDgniraeW (nisecroFnwoDgniraeW (nisecroFnwoDgniraeW (nisecroFnwoDgniraeW noigeRyfitnedI )

ksaT ksaT ksaT ksaT ksaT noitpircseD noitpircseD noitpircseD noitpircseD noitpircseD

...eesIserutaefehT

mrofdeplehnoisorewoH
...meht

Web Links
• Atlas of Canada

www.atlas.gc/ca
• Environment Canada

www.ec.gc.caClassifying Weathering Events

Event   Type of Weathering

the peeling away of a sandstone grave
marker

the dissolving of a limestone faced
building by acid rain

the fracturing of rocks in a campfire

the rusting of an iron construction beam

the disintegration of a concrete sidewalk
by salt during the winter

the splitting of a sidewalk by a tree root
CIT

• A3.1: demonstrate awareness of
the internet as a source of
information

• A3.2: Use various tools (search
engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

Provincial Outcomes
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Climatic regions, like physical regions, are abstractions, and geographers
do not always define them in the same way. This delineation is
developed in terms of three determinants of climate: distance from the
equator, elevation, and distance from the ocean.

The teacher may have students

• describe weather patterns in the local area on a given day.
• describe climatic patterns for the local area.
• using a model of the planetary system, describe how the earth’s

revolution around the sun results in the march of the seasons.
• collect temperature data from an atlas or the Internet to find a

relationship between average annual temperature and latitude.

• collect temperature data from an atlas or from the Internet to
generalize a relationship between average annual temperatures
and elevation. (Ensure students select two places on about the same
line of latitude; repeat for two more places on another line of
latitude.)

• select two places on about the same line of latitude, one on
Canada’s west coast and one on the east coast. Analyse an ocean
currents map.

erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL

ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP edutitaL edutitaL edutitaL edutitaL edutitaL
launnA.evA launnA.evA launnA.evA launnA.evA launnA.evA
erutarepmeT

erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL erutarepmeTdnaedutitaL

ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP noitavelE noitavelE noitavelE noitavelE noitavelE
launnA.evA launnA.evA launnA.evA launnA.evA launnA.evA
erutarepmeT

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.1 demonstrate an understanding
of the basic features of Canada’s
landscape and climate

• identify and locate major
landforms of Canada

• explain the creation and
characteristics of mountains and
plains

• describe and account for the
variation of physical landscape
across Canada

• identify and locate major
climatic regions of Canada

• explain the characteristics of
Canada’s climatic regions and
account for the variation between
them
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• given a series of statements, identify those that relate to weather
and those that relate to climate.

• given a diagram of the earth’s revolution around the sun,
identify the season associated with a given position of the earth
on its orbital path.

• provide evidence from the chart “Latitude and Temperature”
to support the following statement:

“As a person travels toward the north pole, temperatures will
usually decrease.”

• provide evidence from the chart “Elevation and Temperature”
to support the following statement:

“As a person ascends a high mountain, temperatures will
decrease.”

etamilCdnarehtaeWneewteBgnisiugnitsiD etamilCdnarehtaeWneewteBgnisiugnitsiD etamilCdnarehtaeWneewteBgnisiugnitsiD etamilCdnarehtaeWneewteBgnisiugnitsiD etamilCdnarehtaeWneewteBgnisiugnitsiD

tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS )X(rehtaeW )X(rehtaeW )X(rehtaeW )X(rehtaeW )X(rehtaeW )X(etamilC )X(etamilC )X(etamilC )X(etamilC )X(etamilC

ehtdeyortsedkeewtsaltsorfA
.porcotamot

suodrazahgnivirdsekamgoF
.emitsihtdnuoraraeyyreve

yllausueraerehsremmuS
.sezeerbnaecoybdelooc

nosdniwretnuocnelliweW
.gninevesihtkertruo
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

• collect temperature data from an atlas or from the Internet to
analyse the relationship between average annual temperatures
and distance from the ocean.

• analyse a diagram to explain how mountain ranges may have
wet conditions on the windward side and dry conditions on the
leeward side.

• discuss how rain results when a cold cell and warm cell meet.
• construct a diagram and label it to illustrate how convectional

rain occurs.
• collect data and construct a climagraph for each of the following

climatic regions in Canada:
- dry climate
- warm, moist climate
- cool, moist climate
- polar climate (very cold and dry)

• draw an outline map of Canada. Provide students with four to
six climagraphs.  Ask students to paste them around the edge
of the map. Ask them to draw a line from each climagraph to
an area that has similar climatic conditions.

erutarepmeTdnanaecOmorfecnatsiD erutarepmeTdnanaecOmorfecnatsiD erutarepmeTdnanaecOmorfecnatsiD erutarepmeTdnanaecOmorfecnatsiD erutarepmeTdnanaecOmorfecnatsiD

ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP
morfecnatsiD morfecnatsiD morfecnatsiD morfecnatsiD morfecnatsiD

naecO
launnAegarevA launnAegarevA launnAegarevA launnAegarevA launnAegarevA

erutarepmeT

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.1 demonstrate an understanding
of the basic features of Canada’s
landscape and climate

• identify and locate major
landforms of Canada

• explain the creation and
characteristics of mountains and
plains

• describe and account for the
variation of physical landscape
across Canada

• identify and locate major
climatic regions of Canada

• explain the characteristics of
Canada’s climatic regions and
account for the variation between
them
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• interpret information on a map of ocean currents. Write a
sentence to explain why two places at the same latitude may
experience different annual temperatures.

• account for selected climatic conditions in Canada. (Other
conditions may be examined.)

• use a climate map of Canada to match given conditions to
specific places.

adanaCnisnoitidnoCcitamilCdetceleSrofnoitanalpxEnA adanaCnisnoitidnoCcitamilCdetceleSrofnoitanalpxEnA adanaCnisnoitidnoCcitamilCdetceleSrofnoitanalpxEnA adanaCnisnoitidnoCcitamilCdetceleSrofnoitanalpxEnA adanaCnisnoitidnoCcitamilCdetceleSrofnoitanalpxEnA

noitidnoC noitidnoC noitidnoC noitidnoC noitidnoC noitanalpxE noitanalpxE noitanalpxE noitanalpxE noitanalpxE

ylno,citrAnaidanaCehtnI
dnuorgehtfotrapreppueht

.remmusnituoswaht

niareromseviecerrevuocnaV
.yraglaCnaht

launnaregralasahgepinniW
nahtegnarerutarepmet

.xafilaH

fosdoireperomsahs’nhoJ.tS
.notnomdEnahtgof

nahtremrawsitrepuRecnirP
hguohtla,retniwnitelogiR

emasehttuobaerayeht
.rotauqeehtmorfecnatsid

snoitidnoCcitamilCotecalPagnihctaM snoitidnoCcitamilCotecalPagnihctaM snoitidnoCcitamilCotecalPagnihctaM snoitidnoCcitamilCotecalPagnihctaM snoitidnoCcitamilCotecalPagnihctaM

snoitidnoCcitamilC snoitidnoCcitamilC snoitidnoCcitamilC snoitidnoCcitamilC snoitidnoCcitamilC ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Teachers may have students

• analyse a climate map of Canada and describe climatic
conditions that exist at a given location and some of the factors
that account for these conditions.

• collect data about local climatic conditions and construct a
climagraph to represent the information.

• write a paragraph to assess the validity of the following
statement:

“Canada is a cold, snowy, and northerly place.”

The following organizer may be used to structure the paragraph.

hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO

gninnigeB
nonoitisopaekatromialcaekamottnemetatssisehtaetirW

.gnihtemos

elddiM
.sisehtehttroppusotdetneserpsiecnedivE

.detufersisisehtehtotretnuocecnedivE
.etairporppaerehwdesueraecnediveehtotdetalerselpmaxE

otdegnarrayllacigoleraselpmaxegnitroppusdnaecnedivE
.noisulcnocadrawottniop

dnE
.demriffasiecnacingisstidnasisehtlanigiroehT

.ecnedivefothgilehtnidesiversisisehtlanigiroeht,rO

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.1 demonstrate an understanding
of the basic features of Canada’s
landscape and climate

• identify and locate major
landforms of Canada

• explain the creation and
characteristics of mountains and
plains

• describe and account for the
variation of physical landscape
across Canada

• identify and locate major
climatic regions of Canada

• explain the characteristics of
Canada’s climatic regions and
account for the variation between
them
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

• select from a series of statements the one that best describes
the climate represented by a given climagraph.

• describe the factors that most influence the climate of the local
area. The following box report may be used to briefly describe
the landforms, latitudinal location, distance from the ocean,
and elevation. These elements are then related to give an
explanation of why the local climate is the way it is. Text and/
or illustrations may be used.

Students may, for example,
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Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.2 analyse the effects of selected
geographic factors on Canadian
identity

• describe where Canadians live and
explain why communities are
established and grow at particular
locations

• account for the variation in
growth of settlements due to
physical and human factors

• explain the effect of natural and
human resources on regional
prosperity

• confront the issues of regional
stereotypes

A human response to the influence of geography is reflected in where
people choose to live. Population distribution is evidenced by special
patterns related to where people live in a geographical space. Population
density is a measure of population concentration in a specific area and is
expressed as the ratio of the number of people to a defined area (e.g., the
population density of New Brunswick is 9.9 persons per square
kilometre).

The teacher may have students

• examine a dot population map and write a sentence to describe
the pattern shown.

• given the necessary data, calculate the population density for
each province. The following chart may be used to record the
information.

• research the history of two communities in the local area.
Determine how each place got its name. The following chart
will assist this activity.

semaNecalPgnihcraeseR semaNecalPgnihcraeseR semaNecalPgnihcraeseR semaNecalPgnihcraeseR semaNecalPgnihcraeseR

ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP ecalP ...esuacebdemanossawtI ...esuacebdemanossawtI ...esuacebdemanossawtI ...esuacebdemanossawtI ...esuacebdemanossawtI

Population Density by Province

Province Area Population Population
Density

The pattern that I find is...
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• analyse a population distribution map of Canada (with a
longitude and latitude grid) and record the findings in the
following chart.

• discuss the limitations of population density as a measure of the
distribution of population for a country.

• find at least one place name in Canada that reflects a reason
given in the chart below. (Students may add other reasons.)

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 2,

Chapter 3

CAMET
• Atlantic Canada in the Global

CommunityadanaCninoitubirtsiDnoitalupoP adanaCninoitubirtsiDnoitalupoP adanaCninoitubirtsiDnoitalupoP adanaCninoitubirtsiDnoitalupoP adanaCninoitubirtsiDnoitalupoP

ytivitcA/noitseuQ ytivitcA/noitseuQ ytivitcA/noitseuQ ytivitcA/noitseuQ ytivitcA/noitseuQ esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR

?detalupopylnihtadanaCsierehW

ylesnedtsomsiaerahcihW
?detalupop

detalupopylhgihrehtoowtemaN
.saera

saeradetalupopylhgihesehtodwoH
s’adanaCfonoitacolehtotetaler

?sertnecnabruniam

tahtyasottisietaruccawoH
ylniamsinoitalupops’adanaC

ehtgnolasdnalsinidetartnecnoc
.nialpxE?redrob.S.U-adanaC

emaNecalPehtrofnosaeR emaNecalPehtrofnosaeR emaNecalPehtrofnosaeR emaNecalPehtrofnosaeR emaNecalPehtrofnosaeR selpmaxE selpmaxE selpmaxE selpmaxE selpmaxE

erutaeflacisyhp

emanrelttestsrif

retcarahclacirotsih

tnevelacirotsih

egaugnalrehto

puorgcinhte

ecruoser

ytivitcacimonoce
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.2 analyse the effects of selected
geographic factors on Canadian
identity

• describe where Canadians live and
explain why communities are
established and grow at particular
locations

• account for the variation in
growth of settlements due to
physical and human factors

• explain the effect of natural and
human resources on regional
prosperity

• confront the issues of regional
stereotypes

The teacher may have students

• use the following spider definition organizer to explore the
meaning of the term “site”.

• given a series of photos, classify each by type of site.
• describe the advantages that different types of sites offered to

early settlers. The following organizer may be used.

• identify the features of a site that led early peoples to settle in
the local area.

setiSfosepyTybdereffOsegatnavdA setiSfosepyTybdereffOsegatnavdA setiSfosepyTybdereffOsegatnavdA setiSfosepyTybdereffOsegatnavdA setiSfosepyTybdereffOsegatnavdA

epyT epyT epyT epyT epyT segatnavdA segatnavdA segatnavdA segatnavdA segatnavdA

etissiloporcA

etisecneulfnoC

etisnoitagivan-fo-daeH

etisalusnineP

etisecruoseR

etisdnalsI-reviR

etis)egdirb(drof-reviR

etisrednaemreviR

etisruobrahderetlehS
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• given a series of photos and/or a topographic map, indicate the
site most suited to a particular kind of human activity.  The
following organizer may be used.

• describe the site factors that led people to settle in each of the
capital cities of Atlantic Canada.

• write a paragraph to describe why an aboriginal group lived
where they did. The following organizer may be used to
structure the paragraph. (To assess this writing piece, refer to
Appendix J-1 for a holistic writing rubric.)

ytivitcAnamuHdnaetiStnemeltteS ytivitcAnamuHdnaetiStnemeltteS ytivitcAnamuHdnaetiStnemeltteS ytivitcAnamuHdnaetiStnemeltteS ytivitcAnamuHdnaetiStnemeltteS

otohP otohP otohP otohP otohP etiSfoepyT etiSfoepyT etiSfoepyT etiSfoepyT etiSfoepyT ytivitcAnamuH ytivitcAnamuH ytivitcAnamuH ytivitcAnamuH ytivitcAnamuH

AAAAA

BBBBB

CCCCC

DDDDD

Site Conditions in Atlantic Canadian Capital Cities

City Why People Settled There

St. John’s

Halifax

Charlottetown

Fredericton

Organizing Structure for an Expository Paragraph

Beginning:  State the main idea as a topic sentence to help the
reader anticipate what’s coming.

Middle:  Evidence is presented in the form of facts.
Facts are supported by a description of examples.
Facts and examples are explicitly related to the topic sentence.

End:  The significance of the main idea, given the evidence, is
explained.
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.2 analyse the effects of selected
geographic factors on Canadian
identity

• describe where Canadians live and
explain why communities are
established and grow at particular
locations

• account for the variation in
growth of settlements due to
physical and human factors

• explain the effect of natural and
human resources on regional
prosperity

• confront the issues of regional
stereotypes

“Site”, then, refers to geographic features in a specific area. “Situation”
refers to the factors that influence the relationship between a site and
other sites.

The teacher may have students

• use the following diagram to
explore the meaning of the term
situation.

• use the concept of situation to account for the growth (or lack
of growth) of a community in the local area.

• examine how the role of a local community helps explain its
growth. The following organizer may be used.

Role of a Local Community and Its Growth

Function Description of Does (identify
the Function community)

provide this
function? (X)

Political centre

Commercial centre

Industrial centre

Transportation
centre

Resource centre

Service centre

How the concept of function of a community helps to explain
the growth (lack of growth) of (identify the community):
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Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• given a teacher-constructed map with four possible community
locations on it, identify the best location for a community
according to given criteria. The following organizer may be
used.

• given a case study of a Canadian city, analyse its growth since it
was first established. The following approach will help organize
the analysis.

...sitifidehsilbatsEebdluohSytinummoCehterehW ...sitifidehsilbatsEebdluohSytinummoCehterehW ...sitifidehsilbatsEebdluohSytinummoCehterehW ...sitifidehsilbatsEebdluohSytinummoCehterehW ...sitifidehsilbatsEebdluohSytinummoCehterehW

airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC noitacoL noitacoL noitacoL noitacoL noitacoL snosaeR snosaeR snosaeR snosaeR snosaeR

noitatropsnartaebot...
ertnec

egallivgnimrafaebot...

gnissecorphsifaebot...
ertnec

gnidartrojamaebot...
ertnec

yticegralaotniworgot...

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

• A6.2: correct errors, modify or
delete data in a cell

• B6.2: identify different types of
cell data (text, numeric, function,
date)

Analysing the Growth of (identify one)

Population growth (bar graph)

Situation factors

Function(s)
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.2 analyse the effects of selected
geographic factors on Canadian
identity

• describe where Canadians live and
explain why communities are
established and grow at particular
locations

• account for the variation in
growth of settlements due to
physical and human factors

• explain the effect of natural and
human resources on regional
prosperity

• confront the issues of regional
stereotypes

The teacher may have students

• given related population data, write a sentence to describe the
change between 1800 and 2000 in the share of Canada’s
population living in cities.

• complete the following chart to identify the reasons why more
and more of Canada’s population is moving to cities.

• research living conditions in a large city in the developing
world. Use a Venn diagram to compare living conditions with
those in your town or city.

• given a case study of a large Canadian city, complete an analysis
of living conditions there. Students may wish to add other
conditions to the web (e.g., education, quality of jobs,
environmental conditions, personal safety).
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Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

• read a newspaper account of the decline of some towns in
Canada. Complete the following organizer to determine causes
and effects of this trend.

Students may, for example,

• given the related population data, write a sentence comparing
the percentage of Canadians living in towns and cities in the
late 1800s with the percentage in the late 1900s.

• present some of the factors that led to urbanization in Canada.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.2 analyse the effects of selected
geographic factors on Canadian
identity

• describe where Canadians live and
explain why communities are
established and grow at particular
locations

• account for the variation in
growth of settlements due to
physical and human factors

• explain the effect of natural and
human resources on regional
prosperity

• confront the issues of regional
stereotypes

Regionalism is a key element in Canadian identity. In this two-page
spread, students identify some of the attributes (economic, climatic,
cultural, linguistic ...) of each region. This is only a cursory examina-
tion, but it helps students to examine the fairness of some of the
stereotypes that Canadians often hold about different regions of Canada.

The teacher may have students

• use the following spider definition organizer to define the term
“stereotype.”

• divide into five groups. Each group completes a brief descrip-
tion of a region of Canada. The information may be assembled
into the following classroom chart. (Students may want to pair up
and react to the responses in each other’s chart.)

setubirttAlanoigeR:adanaC setubirttAlanoigeR:adanaC setubirttAlanoigeR:adanaC setubirttAlanoigeR:adanaC setubirttAlanoigeR:adanaC

noigeR noigeR noigeR noigeR noigeR noitacoL noitacoL noitacoL noitacoL noitacoL setubirttA setubirttA setubirttA setubirttA setubirttA

adanaCcitnaltA

cebeuQ

oiratnO

seiriarP

aibmuloChsitirB

htroNnaidanaC
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Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,
• create an advertisement for a travel magazine to attract people

to their region.
• participate in a jigsaw cooperative learning structure. In each

home group, each student agrees to become an “expert” on
common stereotypes about a specific region. (The illustration
below uses three regions: Atlantic Canada (AC), Alberta (AB),
and Northern Canada (NC).) After reading/researching and
discussing common stereotypes with the same experts from
other home groups, he or she shares his or her knowledge with
other members of the home group.

• refer to the chart “Canada: Regional Attributes” and identify
the attributes that are most open to stereotyping. (For example,
the climatic attribute of foggy conditions in parts of coastal
Atlantic Canada may create the impression that much of the
region is blanketed in fog for most of the year). In the following
chart, students should write a stereotypical statement in the
first column and their reaction to it in the second.

• individually record examples of regional stereotyping that are
found in the various media, including television, radio,
Internet, newspapers, literature, art, and music. Ask students
to present them to the class and identify common themes that
permeate them.

• write a reflective journal entry about a stereotypical statement
that they heard or read about a region in Canada or a group of
Canadians. (Refer to Appendix G for a discussion of response
journals: types of entries, cuing questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

Ì

Example of jigsaw phases for a small class of 12 students

Four home groups: AcAbNc AcAbNc AcAbNc AcAbNc
(topic assigned)

Five expert groups: AcAcAcACAc AbAbAbAb NcNcNcNc
(study and discuss)

Back to home groups:  AcAbNc AcAbNc AcAbNc AcAbNc
(peer tutor and check)

I heard that... You know what I think about
that?

Looking Closely at What we say about Other Canadians

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

• A3.2: Use various tools (search
engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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Unit 2: Geographic Influences

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

This two-page spread commences a study of migration in Canada, post-
1920. Migration is another piece of evidence that people and places are
connected.

The teacher may have students

• participate in a “placemat” cooperative learning activity to
identify reasons why someone they
know has migrated from the
local area to another part of Canada.
A placemat organizer is given to a
team of four members; each student
places his or her reason(s) in the
assigned section of the organizer. The
team then checks for duplication and

clarity. Through consensus, each reason that is considered
important is moved to the centre of the organizer. All placemats
may be posted on the wall and distilled to a classroom list.

• research a group who came to Canada since 1920. (Students
may select the same group they studied above, or a different
one). Identify conditions in Canada that attracted them to a
given region. List these pull factors on the lines in the graphic
below.

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.3 demonstrate an understanding
of the nature of migration and its
impact on post-1920 Canada

• explain why people migrate and
provide examples of push and pull
factors

• identify and explain changing
source areas for immigrants to
Canada since 1920

• identify and explain changing
destinations within Canada for
migrants and immigrants since
1920

• identify and explain the nature
of emigration from Canada and its
impact since 1920

• demonstrate an understanding of
the debate surrounding immigra-
tion policy since 1920

• read a case study of a group who migrated to Canada since
1920. Identify conditions that existed in their homeland that
acted as push factors. List them in the following organizer.
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Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• write a sentence to define the term “push factor”; give an
example.

• write a sentence to define the term “pull factor”; give an
example.

• classify the reasons for migration identified in “Suggestions for
Learning and Teaching” into two categories: conditions in a
source area that force people to leave, and conditions in a
destination area that attract people there. The following
organizer may be used.

• list in order of importance three factors that might cause them
to leave Canada. Ask them to share them within a group to see
similarities and differences.

• examine an account of an immigrant group who settled in
Canada since 1920. Identify the major challenges the group
had to face and how they worked through them. Their findings
may be entered in the following chart.

Prescribed Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 2,

Chapter 4

Supplementary Resources
• Beaver Magazine, Feb-March

2000, vol. 80:1, “Peopling
Canada”

Web Links

• Canadian Citizenship &
Immigration Resource Center
(CCIRC) Inc.

www.immigration.ca/permres-
independent-qualifies.asp

• Pier 21
www.pier21.ca/

Why People Migrate

Push Factors Pull Factors

Challenge How They met the Challenge

Immigrants: Their Challenges and Solutions

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

• A3.2: Use various tools (search
engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

The teacher may have students

• draw a line graph to represent the numbers of immigrants who
arrived in Canada since 1920 and describe the pattern shown.

• conduct research to identify the source areas for immigrants to
Canada for selected census periods since 1920. Draw pie charts
to represent the data and identify trends. The following chart
may be used to record the information.

• construct a chart and record the number of immigrants to
Canada by occupation for 1951, 1971, and 1991.

• construct a bar graph for the most recent census year to show
the percentage of the population of each province that is made
up of immigrants.

• construct a pie chart to show the ten Canadian cities that
attract the highest percentage of immigrants.

• analyse a map showing patterns in inter-provincial migration,
and list the three major destination areas for migrants in
Canada.

adanaCotstnargimmIfosaerAecruoS adanaCotstnargimmIfosaerAecruoS adanaCotstnargimmIfosaerAecruoS adanaCotstnargimmIfosaerAecruoS adanaCotstnargimmIfosaerAecruoS

ecruoS ecruoS ecruoS ecruoS ecruoS
aerA

doirePybsrebmuN doirePybsrebmuN doirePybsrebmuN doirePybsrebmuN doirePybsrebmuN

63-1391 63-1391 63-1391 63-1391 63-1391 65-1591 65-1591 65-1591 65-1591 65-1591 67-1791 67-1791 67-1791 67-1791 67-1791 69-1991 69-1991 69-1991 69-1991 69-1991

eporuE

acirfA

nitaL
aciremA

aisA

ailartsuA

naebbiraC

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.3 demonstrate an understanding
of the nature of migration and its
impact on post-1920 Canada

• explain why people migrate and
provide examples of push and pull
factors

• identify and explain changing
source areas for immigrants to
Canada since 1920

• identify and explain changing
destinations within Canada for
migrants and immigrants since
1920

• identify and explain the nature
of emigration from Canada and its
impact since 1920

• demonstrate an understanding of
the debate surrounding immigra-
tion policy since 1920
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Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• examine the patterns reflected in a line graph representing the
numbers of immigrants who arrived in Canada since 1920 and
relate them to key social, economic, and political factors (e.g.,
Great Depression, World War II, environmental disasters).

• cite evidence to support the following statements about
patterns in immigration to Canada.

• examine a table showing unemployment rates for each province.
Write a sentence to relate the patterns shown with those
reflected in a map depicting inter-provincial migration.

Immigration Patterns

Statement Evidence

Europe is no longer the major source
area for immigrants to Canada.

Areas of political unrest led to high
numbers of arrivals to Canada.

When Canada experienced economic
downturns, immigration slowed.

Canada is looking for skilled rather
than unskilled workers.

Most immigrants to Canada tend to
settle in central and western Canada.

Large urban centres, rather than rural
areas are major attractions for
immigrants.
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

The teacher may have students

• conduct research to identify
the push and pull factors that
result in the migration of some
Canadians to the United States.
The findings may be recorded in
the following chart.

• use the following organizer to record responses to questions
posed during the interview of a peer who is assuming the role of
a Canadian who is migrating to the United States. (The types of
questions are cast at three taxonomic levels: gathering information
(i.e., factual); connecting information (i.e., relational); and posing
opinions and evaluating situations (i.e., opinion). The questions
provided are only intended to illustrate the levels of questions; the
student may write a new set).

weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP

noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT setoNweivretnIyM setoNweivretnIyM setoNweivretnIyM setoNweivretnIyM setoNweivretnIyM

:lautcaF
?evomotnalpuoyodnehW

uoyerewnoitisoptahW
?setatSdetinUehtnidereffo

:lanoitaleR
tsomerewsrotcaftahW

ruoygnikamnitnatropmi
?evomotnoisiced

:noinipO
efilruoyknihtuoyodwoH

detinUehtnitnereffideblliw
nisrehtoknihtuoyoD?setatS

osladluohsnoitisopruoy
?evom

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.3 demonstrate an understanding
of the nature of migration and its
impact on post-1920 Canada

• explain why people migrate and
provide examples of push and pull
factors

• identify and explain changing
source areas for immigrants to
Canada since 1920

• identify and explain changing
destinations within Canada for
migrants and immigrants since
1920

• identify and explain the nature
of emigration from Canada and its
impact since 1920

• demonstrate an understanding of
the debate surrounding immigra-
tion policy since 1920
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• assume the role given and state what their position would be on
the migration of young skilled workers to the United States.

• write letters to the editor of a local newspaper to express their
views on Canadian out-migration to the United States. The
following checklist may be used as a self-evaluation tool.

.S.UehtotnoitargiMnaidanaCnosevitcepsreP .S.UehtotnoitargiMnaidanaCnosevitcepsreP .S.UehtotnoitargiMnaidanaCnosevitcepsreP .S.UehtotnoitargiMnaidanaCnosevitcepsreP .S.UehtotnoitargiMnaidanaCnosevitcepsreP

...amaI ...amaI ...amaI ...amaI ...amaI
snaidanaCtuobasgnileefyM snaidanaCtuobasgnileefyM snaidanaCtuobasgnileefyM snaidanaCtuobasgnileefyM snaidanaCtuobasgnileefyM

...S.Uehtotgnivom

renwossenisub.S.U

amorfetaudargtnecera
ytisrevinunaidanaC

naidanaCdeyolpmenuna
rekrow

naciremAdeyolpmenuna
rekrow

rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC

airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC seY seY seY seY seY
toN toN toN toN toN

teY

?lufesoprupdnagnortssecnetnesgninepoymerA

?noinipoymgnitatsylraelcImA

fotniopymtroppusotsliatedhguoneerehterA
?weiv

?snoinipoetisoppotsniagagniugraImA

?edausrepotdeenImohwerusImA

?segassemraelcetaercotnettirwsecnetnesymerA

?egassemymrofnesohc-llewsdrowymerA

,rammarg,noitautcnup,gnillepsymdekcehcIevaH
?noitazilatipacdna
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

The teacher may have students

• analyse the requirements for entry to Canada for each of the
three classes: family class, humanitarian or refugee class, or
independent class. The analysis may be completed according to
the following chart.

• participate in a “think-pair-share” cooperative learning structure
to examine the following statement:

“Canada should increase the numbers of immigrants who are
allowed to enter the country.”

The pair decides whether they will agree or disagree with this
statement. Each partner individually jots down arguments in
support of his or her position. Partners then share their ideas.
Partners reach a consensus on their arguments and then share
them with the class. The arguments in favour of one position
may then be compared with those of other teams. (To assess
student participation in collaborative learning groups, refer to
Appendix I.)

• design a poster to attract immigrants to a specific part of
Canada. A variety of pull factors could be used (e.g., physical
features, climate, job availability, educational opportunities,
standard of living conditions).

stnemeriuqeRyrtnEs’adanaCfosisylanA stnemeriuqeRyrtnEs’adanaCfosisylanA stnemeriuqeRyrtnEs’adanaCfosisylanA stnemeriuqeRyrtnEs’adanaCfosisylanA stnemeriuqeRyrtnEs’adanaCfosisylanA

tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE

rofgnikoolsiadanaC
sbojllifotstnargimmi

.snoitacifilauqhgihgniriuqer

ycilopnoitargimminaidanaC
dluohselpoeptahtsezingocer

etanoissapmocrofdettimdaeb
.snosaer

timdaotsehsiwadanaC
etaercdluocohwstnargimmi

.snaidanaCrehtorofsboj

otdnopserotsehsiwadanaC
nieraohwelpoepfosdeeneht

.noitautissisirca

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.3 demonstrate an understanding
of the nature of migration and its
impact on post-1920 Canada

• explain why people migrate and
provide examples of push and pull
factors

• identify and explain changing
source areas for immigrants to
Canada since 1920

• identify and explain changing
destinations within Canada for
migrants and immigrants since
1920

• identify and explain the nature
of emigration from Canada and its
impact since 1920

• demonstrate an understanding of
the debate surrounding immigra-
tion policy since 1920
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Ì

Students may, for example,

• create a list of some of the criteria that define a person as a
refugee. (Canada has specific criteria that define a person as a
refugee. Refugees are people who do not wish to return to their
country of nationality or habitual residence due to risks of persecu-
tion, torture, or cruel and unusual treatment or punishment. For a
detailed treatment of the concept of “refugee”, refer to CIC Canada
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/index.html).

I would...   Reasons

How Would I Change Canada’s Immigration Policy

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

• A3.2: Use various tools (search
engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

• apply Canada’s Skilled Worker Class qualifications to one of
their caregivers to determine if he or she would qualify for entry
to Canada as a skilled worker.

• evaluate Canada’s immigration policy and have students
recommend changes they think are necessary. Have them give
reasons in support of these changes.
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In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.4 analyse the effect of geographic
features on the development of
Canada and of a selected country
with similar geographic features
• compare the size, landforms,

climate, and natural and human
resources of the two countries

• compare how these features have
created challenges and opportuni-
ties for the devlopment of the two
countries

Canada’s identity has been greatly influenced by its geography. However,
students should not finish this unit with a belief in geographical
determinism. To this end, students may compare Canada with another
nation with similar geographical features in order to understand that
geography influences but does not necessitate particular responses. Some
possible choices would include Australia, Russia, Brazil, USA, China,
South Africa, Nigeria, New Zealand, India, Chile, or a Scandinavian
nation. The articulation of Outcome 8.2.4 is referenced to Australia.

The teacher may have students

• refer to an atlas and complete the following chart to delineate
where Australia is found.

• use (GIS) or refer to an atlas to identify key physical features
(i.e., landforms and waterforms) in Australia.

• refer to a climate map of Australia or research the Internet to
identify climatic conditions in Australia.

Physical Features Description Location

Australia: Key Physical Features

Climate Zone Conditions Location

Australia: Key Climate Zones

Australia: Where is it?

Water bodies nearby...

The two hemispheres in which
it is located...

Two nearest countries...
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Students may, for example,

• on an outline map of Australia, shade in the key physical
features.

• classify a series of photos of different landscapes in Australia
according to the physical feature depicted. The following chart
may be used.

• on an outline map of Australia, indicate the area where the
landform or waterform depicted by each photo is located.

• on an outline map of Australia, shade in the key climatic zones.
• complete the following chart to compare location, physical

features, and climate of Australia with those of Canada.

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 2,

Chapter 5

Supplementary Resources

Web Links
• Canadian International

Development Agency
www.acdi-cida.gc.ca/cidaweb/
webcountry.nsf/index.html

• Centre for Intercultural Learning,
Canadian Foreign Service
Institute, Department of Foreign
Affairs and International Trade
www.e-thologies.com  (bilingual
access to country information on
more than 200 United Nations-
recognized countries)

• The CIA World Fact Book
www.odci.gov/cia/publications/
factbook/index.html

serutaeFlacisyhPyeK:ailartsuA serutaeFlacisyhPyeK:ailartsuA serutaeFlacisyhPyeK:ailartsuA serutaeFlacisyhPyeK:ailartsuA serutaeFlacisyhPyeK:ailartsuA

otohP otohP otohP otohP otohP ...aswohsotohpsihT ...aswohsotohpsihT ...aswohsotohpsihT ...aswohsotohpsihT ...aswohsotohpsihT

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

• E2.6: adhere to copyright and
privacy laws; give credit to sources
of information (MLA, APA)

Australia and Canada: Comparison of Location,
Physical Features, and Climate

Australia Criteria Canada

Location

Physical Features

Climate
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The teacher may have students

• on an outline map of Australia, shade in the major ecozones.
• complete the following chart to relate climate zones and

ecozones in Australia.

• engage in a “think-pair-share” cooperative learning structure to
examine how a land-use activity in Australia is affected by
conditions in a given ecosystem. A specific question, such as
“How do Australians adapt their farming activities to dry
conditions?”, may be posed. (Other questions may be posed
instead). Each student independently thinks of a possible
response to the question (e.g., use of irrigation systems, use of
large areas for sheep or cattle grazing to prevent over-grazing).
Students then form pairs and reach a consensus on a response
and collect evidence to support it. The teacher then selects pairs
to share a common answer with the class. (To assess student
participation in collaborative learning groups, refer to Appendix I.)

• plan a travel itinerary by road and/or rail to cross Australia from
the east to the west coast. They may list the things they
would like to see and do at the larger cities and tourist
destinations along the journey.

• refer to a population map of Australia and write a sentence to
describe where the greatest population concentrations are found.

senozocEdnaetamilC:ailartsuA senozocEdnaetamilC:ailartsuA senozocEdnaetamilC:ailartsuA senozocEdnaetamilC:ailartsuA senozocEdnaetamilC:ailartsuA

senozocE senozocE senozocE senozocE senozocE
etamilC etamilC etamilC etamilC etamilC

snoitidnoC
noitategeV noitategeV noitategeV noitategeV noitategeV

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.4 analyse the effect of geographic
features on the development of
Canada and of a selected country
with similar geographic features
• compare the size, landforms,

climate, and natural and human
resources of the two countries

• compare how these features have
created challenges and opportuni-
ties for the devlopment of the two
countries
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Students may, for example,

• read a fictional piece of literature or information-based text and
identify the ecozone(s) described.

• write a paragraph to describe an animal that is unique to
Australia and how it is adapted to the conditions of its ecozone.
The following organizer may be used. (To assess this writing
piece, refer to Appendix J-1 for a holistic scoring rubric.)

• complete the following chart to show the influence of the
natural environment on travel in Australia.

• complete the following chart to relate population density to
ecozones.

ytisneDnoitalupoPdnasenozocE:ailartsuA ytisneDnoitalupoPdnasenozocE:ailartsuA ytisneDnoitalupoPdnasenozocE:ailartsuA ytisneDnoitalupoPdnasenozocE:ailartsuA ytisneDnoitalupoPdnasenozocE:ailartsuA

senozocE senozocE senozocE senozocE senozocE ytisneDnoitalupoP ytisneDnoitalupoP ytisneDnoitalupoP ytisneDnoitalupoP ytisneDnoitalupoP

ailartsuAnilevarTdnatnemnorivnE ailartsuAnilevarTdnatnemnorivnE ailartsuAnilevarTdnatnemnorivnE ailartsuAnilevarTdnatnemnorivnE ailartsuAnilevarTdnatnemnorivnE

noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR

ehtfosaeratsaverayhW
?sdaortuohtiwyrtnuoc

tsomsecnatsidegralerawoH
.dellevartyltneinevnoc

esopetamilcseodwoH
nilevartrofsmelborp

?ailartsuA

Organizing Structure for a Paragraph

Beginning:  State the main idea as a topic sentence to help the
reader anticipate what’s coming.

Middle:  Evidence is presented in the form of facts.
Facts are supported by a description of examples.
Facts and examples are explicitly related to the topic sentence.

End:  The significance of the main idea, given the evidence, is
explained.
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The teacher may have students

• select a place in Australia where they would like to move.
Identify pull factors that would influence their decision to move
there and indicate how their lifestyle may change. The
following organizer may be used.
(This is an opportunity for students to write a speculative journal
entry to speculate how their lifestyle may change. Refer to Appendix
G for a discussion of student response journals: types of entries, cuing
questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

otgnivoM otgnivoM otgnivoM otgnivoM otgnivoM ecalpayfitnedi( ailartsuA,)

evomotekildluowIerehW evomotekildluowIerehW evomotekildluowIerehW evomotekildluowIerehW evomotekildluowIerehW
...esuaceb

ebyamefilymwoH ebyamefilymwoH ebyamefilymwoH ebyamefilymwoH ebyamefilymwoH
...tnereffid

srotcafhsuP gnihtolcyM

esuohyM

srotcaflluP stropsfoeciohcyM

syadlaicepsnoseitivitcA

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.2.4 analyse the effect of geographic
features on the development of
Canada and of a selected country
with similar geographic features
• compare the size, landforms,

climate, and natural and human
resources of the two countries

• compare how these features have
created challenges and opportuni-
ties for the devlopment of the two
countries
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Students may, for example,

• complete the following chart to compare ways in which
Australians and Canadians respond to certain geographical
challenges.

 Australia and Canada: Responding to Geographical Challenges

 Australia Criteria Canada

Transportation

Land Use

Population
Distribution
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Decades of Change
Unit Overview
In comparison to many other nations, Canada is often termed a young country — one which officially came
into being in 1867. The history of what is now Canada, however, goes back much further. Beginning with
the First Nations and Inuit, continuing with early European colonists, and including the diverse racial and
ethnic array of our contemporary country, many peoples have contributed to the story of Canada. Identity is
a product of experience — of individuals, groups, and nations. The events, actions, traditions, and decisions
of both our past and present inhabitants have played an important role in shaping the identities held by
Canadians today.

Understanding Canada’s history is essential in any exploration of Canadian identity(ies). Previous courses
examining Canada’s history, especially Social Studies 7, have provided students with a solid foundation up to
the end of the First World War. In this unit, students will explore the affect of the post-1918 history of
Canada on the development of Canada’s identity(ies). The events, trends, and peoples of this era have left an
indelible mark on the peoples of Canada.

This unit is organized chronologically — largely by decade. It should be noted, however, that such an
organizing principle can sometimes diminish larger concepts which overlap decades. Teachers must strive to
identify such themes and the learning activities in this guide attempt to reflect this reality. It is also
important to note that the events, trends, and peoples examined through these decades of change broadly
represent all of Canada. It is easy to focus on the major political, economic, and military events of Canadian
history; however, the social history of these decades, including the lives of Aboriginals, women, children,
African-Canadians, Acadians, and other historically disenfranchised peoples, consists of stories important to a
full understanding of Canada’s identity(ies).

Unit Outcomes
In grade 8, students will be expected to
8.3.1 analyse the impact of changing technology and socio-economic conditions on differing prosperities

and lifestyles in Canada in the 1920s and 1930s
8.3.2 demonstrate an understanding of Canada’s participation in WWII
8.3.3 analyse the effect of WWII on Canada and her people
8.3.4 evaluate Canada’s role in the world since WWII
8.3.5 analyse the impact of changing technology and socio-economic conditions on Canada’s prosperity and

lifestyles in the 1950s and 1960s
8.3.6 compare the social and cultural trends of the 50s, 60s, and 70s
8.3.7 analyse how globalization has affected Canada and Canadians since 1980

Unit Processes and Skills
Communication
• read critically
• develop map skills
• express and support a point of view
Inquiry
• frame questions or hypotheses that give clear focus or direction
• identify sources of information relevant to the inquiry
• draw conclusions that are supported by the evidence
Participation
• engage in a variety of learning experiences that include both independent study and collaboration
• function in a variety of groupings, using collaborative and cooperative skills and strategies
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In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.1 analyse the impact of changing
technology and socio-economic
conditions on differing prosperities
and lifestyles in the 1920s and
1930s

• identify the factors leading to
prosperity in the 1920s

• examine the impact of new
technology on lifestyles in the
1920s

• analyse the causes of the Great
Depression

• determine the effects of the Great
Depression on economic, social,
and political conditions in the
1930s

The teacher may have students

• work with a partner and identify the causes and characteristics
of economic prosperity in Canada from 1924 to 1929. The
following organizer may be used to present the findings.

• arrive at their own decision on the issue of American investment
in Canada. The following organizer may be used

• compare the economy of Central Canada, British Columbia,
and the Prairies with that of the Maritimes during the 1920s.

• write a song or poem or create an illustration to capture the
challenges faced by one of the following groups in Canada who
did not enjoy the prosperity or the good times despite the great
economic boom of the 1920s: Aboriginal peoples, black
Canadians, Jewish Canadians, recent immigrants. They should
include in their medium of expression, examples of racism,
prejudice, and discrimination faced by some Canadians during
this period. (Students may need to begin with a clear understanding
of the difference between prejudice and racism. They should
understand that prejudice refers to a bias against a group of people or
a dislike of someone’s culture etc., whereas racism assumes racial
inferiority/superiority.)

9291-4291yrevoceRcimonocE 9291-4291yrevoceRcimonocE 9291-4291yrevoceRcimonocE 9291-4291yrevoceRcimonocE 9291-4291yrevoceRcimonocE

sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC scitsiretcarahC scitsiretcarahC scitsiretcarahC scitsiretcarahC scitsiretcarahC

adanaCnitnemtsevnInaciremA adanaCnitnemtsevnInaciremA adanaCnitnemtsevnInaciremA adanaCnitnemtsevnInaciremA adanaCnitnemtsevnInaciremA

sorP snoC

:eussisihtnonoisicedyM

s0291ehtgnirudymonocEnaidanaC s0291ehtgnirudymonocEnaidanaC s0291ehtgnirudymonocEnaidanaC s0291ehtgnirudymonocEnaidanaC s0291ehtgnirudymonocEnaidanaC

adanaCnretseW&lartneC adanaCnretseW&lartneC adanaCnretseW&lartneC adanaCnretseW&lartneC adanaCnretseW&lartneC semitiraM semitiraM semitiraM semitiraM semitiraM
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Students may, for example,

• create a map of Canada that illustrates “Economic Development
in Canada during the 1920s.” Design symbols that represent
the major industries that developed during the 1920s and
place these symbols on the appropriate regions of the map.
Also, include on the map short bubble notes that explain how
and why these industries developed in these specific regions.

• research one entertainer, sports personality, or artist of the
1920s and present your findings to the class. Use the organizer
to help with the research.

• develop and deliver an oral presentation on what they learned
about the groups that didn’t prosper during the 1920s. Their
findings may be organized around the following themes:
a) Which groups had the worst living conditions?
b) What challenges did people have to meet, and how did they

deal with them?
c) What rights were limited and to whom?

• give evidence to support key statements.

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 6

CAMET
• Language Arts

estimating adequacy of informa-
tion, writing expository text,
summarizing ideas

• Arts Education Foundation
Document

Supplementary Resources

WebLinks
• Beaver Magazine

www.historysociety.ca/bea.asp
• Parliament of Canada

www.parl.gc.ca/

snoitseuQhcraeseR snoitseuQhcraeseR snoitseuQhcraeseR snoitseuQhcraeseR snoitseuQhcraeseR sgnidniF sgnidniF sgnidniF sgnidniF sgnidniF

?nosrepsihtesoohcuoydidyhW

efilrehrosihebircseduoydluowwoH
?stnemhsilpmoccadna

noevahnosrepehtdidtcapmitahW
?srehto

foegallocaniedulcniuoylliwtahW
?efils’nosreptahttcipedtahtserutcip

ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS

tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE

gnirudrepsorptondidsemitiraMehT
.s0291eht

ehtgnirudsetitiuqenidecafnemoW
.s0291

ehtmorftifenebtondidsnoitaNtsriF
.s0291ehtfohtworgcimonoce

...erasnoisulcnocyM

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Graphics
• A5.2: apply principles of design
Word Processing
• B7.9: format multi-page

documents with headers, footers,
page numbers, page breaks and
keep text together function,
change page orientation/size (i.e.,
text presentation features)

Multimedia
• A8.5: select appropriate medium

to convey message (be conscious of
file size, formats, and storage
location)

Social/Ethical/Health
• E2.6: adhere to copyright and

privacy laws, give credit to sources
of information (MLA, APA)

Internet
• A3.3: obtain/download material

(test, graphics, files) from Internet
• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-

tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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The teacher may have students

• participate in a “jigsaw” cooperative learning strategy.  In each
home group, each student becomes an “expert” on the impact
of one of five significant inventions or technological develop-
ments (e.g., radio, automobile, combine, snowmobile,
telephone, air transport, motion pictures) on the lives of
Canadians. In the expert groups, students read relevant
information, brainstorm (using mind maps) and record the
impact the new technology would have had on Canadian
families. When the mind maps have been completed, students
rejoin their home group and explain the nature of the invention
they discussed and the impact it had on daily life. (To assess
student participation in collaborative learning groups, refer to
Appendix I.)

All students then complete the chart below.

• use the “jigsaw” cooperative learning strategy to research the
importance of political issues of the 1920s (e.g., the Chanak
Affair, the Balfour Declaration, and the King-Byng Affair) to
Canadian independence. Each student may then complete the
following chart.

s0391dnas0291ehtfosnoitavonnIygolonhceT s0391dnas0291ehtfosnoitavonnIygolonhceT s0391dnas0291ehtfosnoitavonnIygolonhceT s0391dnas0291ehtfosnoitavonnIygolonhceT s0391dnas0291ehtfosnoitavonnIygolonhceT

noitavonnI noitavonnI noitavonnI noitavonnI noitavonnI yteicoSnotcapmI yteicoSnotcapmI yteicoSnotcapmI yteicoSnotcapmI yteicoSnotcapmI

ymonotuAgniworGs’adanaC ymonotuAgniworGs’adanaC ymonotuAgniworGs’adanaC ymonotuAgniworGs’adanaC ymonotuAgniworGs’adanaC

eussI eussI eussI eussI eussI esnopseRs’gniKdnanoitpircseD esnopseRs’gniKdnanoitpircseD esnopseRs’gniKdnanoitpircseD esnopseRs’gniKdnanoitpircseD esnopseRs’gniKdnanoitpircseD

Example of jigsaw phases for a small class of 15 students

Four home groups: T
1
T

2
T

3
T

4
T

5
   T

1
T

2
T

3
T

4
T

5
T

1
T

2
T

3
T

4
T

5

(each topic T assigned)

Five expert groups: T
1
T

1
T

1
 T

2
T

2
T

2
  T

3
T

3
T

3
 T

4
T

4
T

4
  T

5
T

5
T

5

(study and discuss)

Back to home groups: T
1
T

2
T

3
T

4
T

5
   T

1
T

2
T

3
T

4
T

5
T

1
T

2
T

3
T

4
T

5

(peer tutor and check)

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.1 analyse the impact of changing
technology and socio-economic
conditions on differing prosperities
and lifestyles in the 1920s and
1930s

• identify the factors leading to
prosperity in the 1920s

• examine the impact of new
technology on lifestyles in the
1920s

• analyse the causes of the Great
Depression

• determine the effects of the Great
Depression on economic, social,
and political conditions in the
1930s
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Students may, for example,
• describe how the new appliances of the 1920s saved time or

made life easier. Name products that have become popular
over the last 20 years and describe how they save time or make
life easier. The chart below may help organize this information.

• write a journal entry reflecting on the effects of the new technolo-
gies and inventions on the lives of individual Canadians. Entries
should represent a cross-section of Canadian society and could
be shared and discussed in groups. Alternatively, students could
role play or present skits representative of different lifestyles.
(Refer to Appendix G for a discussion of student response journals:
types of  entries, cuing questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

• share findings about new technologies by creating a period
catalogue, designing posters, or developing a mini-museum.

• write a brief paragraph analysing the impact that new technolo-
gies had on Canadians and how this differed depending on
income and where one lived. (To assess this writing piece, refer to
Appendix J-1 for a holistic writing rubric.)

tcudorP tcudorP tcudorP tcudorP tcudorP emitsevastisyaW emitsevastisyaW emitsevastisyaW emitsevastisyaW emitsevastisyaW efilsekamtisyaW efilsekamtisyaW efilsekamtisyaW efilsekamtisyaW efilsekamtisyaW
reisae

• design advertisements for a product, service, or recreational
activity that became available or popular during the 1920s. The
advertisement should focus on the benefits for the consumer
and how the item would change the nature of everyday life.

• make a timeline showing events in Canada’s growing autonomy
from Britain between 1922 and 1931.

hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO hpargaraPyriuqnInaroferutcurtSgnizinagrO

gninnigeB
nonoitisopaekatromialcaekamottnemetatssisehtaetirW

.gnihtemos

elddiM
.sisehtehttroppusotdetneserpsiecnedivE

.detufersisisehtehtotretnuocecnedivE
.etairporppaerehwdesueraecnediveehtotdetalerselpmaxE

otdegnarrayllacigoleraselpmaxegnitroppusdnaecnedivE
.noisulcnocadrawottniop

dnE
.demriffasiecnacifingisstidnasisehtlanigiroehT

.ecnediveehtfothgilehtnidesiversisisehtlanigiroeht,rO

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Concept Mapping
• A4.1: use brainstorming

techniques to generate ideas
• A4.2: create a web (i.e., literary,

concept, character, word, Venn
Diagrams, and timelines)

• A4.3: categorize ideas graphically
• A4.5: elaborate on ideas (i.e.

adding notes, annotations, etc.)
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Teachers may have students
• invite to class a person knowledgeable about the business cycle, the

stock market, and investment practices, e.g., an economics teacher
or a business person. Students may ask them questions about events
that led to the stock market crash and subsequent depression. The
following organizer may be used to develop questions.

• work with a partner to complete a chart listing the main causes and
economic characteristics for each of the three main stages of the
business cycle during the 1920s: economic recession, economic
recovery, andeconomic depression. (Sample answers are provided for
illustrative purposes only).

• compare the economic conditions of the 1920s with those of today.
The business section of newspapers may be used to help determine
the current conditions of the economy.
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In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.1 analyse the impact of changing
technology and socio-economic
conditions on differing prosperities
and lifestyles in the 1920s and
1930s

• identify the factors leading to
prosperity in the 1920s

• examine the impact of new
technology on lifestyles in the
1920s

• analyse the causes of the Great
Depression

• determine the effects of the Great
Depression on economic, social,
and political conditions in the
1930s
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• create an advertisement that could have been used in a 1920s
newspaper encouraging people to “Buy now, pay later.”

• develop a mind map illustrating the causes of the Great
Depression and use the information to complete a chart in
which they rank the causes in order of importance and justify
their ranking. As a class, discuss the results and arrive at a
consensus as to the main causes of “The Great Depression.”

• work in groups of four to create the front page of a newspaper
published on October 29, 1929. Each group should decide on
a name for the paper and then brainstorm a number of
headlines for the main story. Group members may be assigned
specific roles such as:
- editor: oversees the process and writes a short editorial on

the events
- staff writer: writes a short lead article to accompany the

headline decided on earlier by the group
- cartoonist: draws a cartoon capturing the effects of the stock

market crash on investors
- art director: decides on the design and layout of the page.
The final page should be displayed in the classroom.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

The teacher may have students

• develop a chart to outline the effects of the stock market crash
on corporations, banks, unemployment, individual savings, and
stores.

• assume the role of a person living in different parts of Canada
during the 1930s. Roles might include an immigrant living in
Vancouver, prairie farmer, middle-class business person in
Toronto, widow living in the city with several children, single
unemployed man in rural Quebec, fisher from the Maritimes,
First Nations person in Nova Scotia. Research and briefly
describe some of the social, economic, and cultural circum-
stances of their lives at different times during the decade.

• use the following organizer to analyse a photo depicting life
during the 1930s.

• complete the following chart to record perspectives on the best
way to deal with the economic problems of the country and
show how successful each party was. Parties include: Conserva-
tive Party, CCF, Social Credit, and Union National.
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In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.1 analyse the impact of changing
technology and socio-economic
conditions on differing prosperities
and lifestyles in the 1920s and
1930s

• identify the factors leading to
prosperity in the 1920s

• examine the impact of new
technology on lifestyles in the
1920s

• analyse the causes of the Great
Depression

• determine the effects of the Great
Depression on economic, social ,
and political conditions in the
1930s
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• use the following organizer to guide their analysis of the
historical value of a letter, diary entries, or songs written about
the hard times of the Great Depression.

• represent citizens from different constituencies across Canada
and write a letter to their local MP describing conditions and
requesting specific support and help. The requests should
reflect their ideas for solving the problems of the 1930s. (Go to
www.parl.gc.ca for the 17th Parliament for a list of MPs.)

• prepare a short (200 words) fictional story based on historical
evidence. Their story is to focus on a particular region of
Canada (e.g., Newfoundland, the Maritimes, or Quebec) and
capture life in that region during the Depression and show how
people responded to the economic crisis. Stories should be
exchanged with a partner to be both peer and self-assessed and
revised as necessary. (To assess this writing piece, refer to Appendix
J-1 for a holistic writing rubric).

• create a “Canada Through the Decades” exhibition. Each
student contributes one item representative from 1920s or
1930s that they feel represents an aspect of Canadian identity.
Display items might include photos, posters, advertisements,
clothing, magazine covers, artifacts (real or recreated), models,
art work, music (tapes), or videos. These could focus on, for
example, Canada’s success at the 1928 Olympics, the “Golden
Age of Sports for Women” in Canada, an early Hockey Night in
Canada broadcast, Mary Pickford’s movie stardom, fashions of
the era, or Carr or Group of Seven paintings.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.2 demonstrate an understanding
of Canada’s participation in WWII

• identify the factors leading to
WWII

• explain Canada’s response to the
outbreak of WWII

• demonstrate an understanding of
the role of Canada’s army, air
force, navy, and merchant marine
during WWII

• examine the extent of Canada’s
human and material contribution
to WWII

The teacher may have students

• participate in pairs and use the following spider definition
organizer to define terms such as “dictator” and “appeasement.”

• identify from their text and other sources the underlying causes
of the Second World War and complete the following
organizer to briefly explain each cause. They should write a
main cause, and list details to provide an explanation.

• use a map of Europe to trace and label Hitler’s acts of aggression
-steps to war from 1933-1939. In your opinion, at what point
should Hitler have been stopped? Why?
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• research the Internet and other text sources for the underlying
causes of the Second World War. Choose one of these causes and
write a “what if ” paragraph explaining how the cause might
have been dealt with to avoid war. Then, rank or prioritize the
main causes of the war and justify the choices made.

• write a paragraph to explain whether or not the Allies of World
War I were too hard on Germany in the terms of the Versailles
Treaty in 1919. (Refer to page 83 of this guide for the chart,
“Organizing Structure for an Inquiry Paragraph”. To assess this
writing piece, refer to Appendix J-1 for a holistic writing rubric.)

• work with a partner to construct a flow chart to illustrate the
sequence of events that led to WWII. Use the sequence to
prepare notes from which they design a storyboard for a visual
presentation on the path to World War II.

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 7

CAMET
• Language Arts

oral presentation, identifying
resources for research, journaling,
writing a biography

• newspaper front pages and letters
to the editor, link to literacy/
reading, fact and opinion

Supplementary Resources

• Cruxton, J. Bradley, and W.
Douglas Wilson, Spotlight
Canada, 4th edition Oxford
University Press, 2000
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Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

Social/Ethical/Health
• E2.6: adhere to copyright and

privacy laws; give credit to sources
of information (MLA, APA)
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.2 demonstrate an understanding
of Canada’s participation in WWII

• identify the factors leading to
WWII

• explain Canada’s response to the
outbreak of WWII

• demonstrate an understanding of
the role of Canada’s army, air
force, navy, and merchant marine
during WWII

• examine the extent of Canada’s
human and material contribution
to WWII

The teacher may have students

• work in pairs and reflect on the term “appeasement”. Complete
a chart to compare the attitudes of Neville Chamberlain,
Mackenzie King, and Winston Churchill on appeasement and
Hitler in the 1930s. Draw conclusions about which politician
was more realistic and why. Ask students if they had lived in
Canada during the 1930s and had read about Hitler and the
Nazis, what position would they have taken on appeasement?
Why?

• compare Canada’s entry into WW I with its entry into World
War II. (Sample answers are provided for illustrative purposes only.)

• work in groups to write a script for the morning news that
might be broadcast on Monday, September 11, 1939 - the day
Canada declared war on Germany. Then, role play the news
broadcast for the class and record it on a CD. The broadcast
should include quotations from some of the following people on
their reactions to Canada’s declaration of war: (a) a pacifist,
(b) a French-Canadian nationalist, (c) a member of Canada’s
armed forces, (d) a Jewish Canadian, (e) a parent who lost a son
in World War I, (f ) a German-Canadian, and (g) a Polish or
Czechoslovakian-Canadian. (A group could be assigned the task of
listening to the “broadcast” and critiquing it. Refer to Appendix E,
“Analysing a Sound Recording.”)
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• classify selected statements about the beginning of World War II
as either fact or opinion and explain their decision.

• write letters to the editor of a newspaper to express their views
(for or against) “Canada’s declaration of war.” Compare letters
with classmates.

Agencies Groups
• NFB: Canada at War Series
• War Amps of Canada videos

Web Links
• Veterans Affairs Canada

www.vac-acc.gc.ca
Search:
- Native Soldiers, Foreign

Battlefields
- Valour at Sea
- Battle of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence
- The Battle of the Atlantic,

Valour Remembered: Canada
and the Second World War

• The Memory Project
www.thememoryproject

• Yale University’s
www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/
wwii/gbmenu.htm
Provides excellent primary sources
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Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.3: obtain/download material

(test, graphics, files) from Internet
• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-

tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.2 demonstrate an understanding
of Canada’s participation in WWII

• identify factors leading to
WWII

• explain Canada’s response to the
outbreak of WWII

• demonstrate an understanding of
the role of Canada’s army, air
force, navy, and merchant marine
during WWII

• examine the extent of Canada’s
human and material contribution
to WWII

The teacher may have students

• prepare an illustrated time line of the major events that
Canadians took part in from September 1939 to August 1945.
The illustrations should include drawings (or photocopies of
photographs from magazines) of important people, places, and
events. Each time line should be compared with a partner’s to
ensure that it is complete. Events would include: defence of Hong
Kong, Dieppe Raid, Italian Campaign, D-Day, Liberation of the
Netherlands, The Battle of the Atlantic, the War in the Air, and
Operation Overlord. Partners then choose the one battle
that they think was Canada’s biggest contribution to the war
fort and prepare an argument supporting that choice.

• use the following organizer to examine key battles and the extent
of Canada’s contribution. Draw conclusions about Canada’s
military involvement in and contribution to WWII.

• work individually or in groups to research and share findings on
the role and contribution of minorities (e.g., Aboriginal peoples,
and women) to Canada’s military effort.
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• assume the role of a war correspondent and use the following
checklist to write a news article about a selected battle, e.g.,
Dieppe Raid, Italian Campaign, Liberation of the Netherlands,
The Battle of the Atlantic, the War in the Air, and Operation
Overlord: D-Day.

• imagine that they were in the army, air force, navy, or merchant
marine and write a journal describing their experiences and
emotions during a typical week of the war.

• use an organizer to guide their analysis of a primary source
document, e.g., “An Eyewitness Account of the Dieppe Raid”.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.2 demonstrate an understanding
of Canada’s participation in WWII

• identify the factors leading to
WWII

• explain Canada’s response to the
outbreak of WWII

• demonstrate an understanding of
the role of Canada’s army, air
force, navy, and merchant marine
during WWII

• examine the extent of Canada’s
human and material contribution
to WWII

The teacher may have students

• develop an organizer that shows Canada’s human and material
contributions to World War II. Explain how each contribution
helped the war effort. Consider topics such as Victory Bonds,
Munitions Plants, Rationing, and British Commonwealth Air
Training Program (BCATP).

• create a photo essay to depict the various ways that regions and
groups in Canada contributed to the war effort from the home
front. Essays should address the contributions of women and
Aboriginal people, as well as contributions from various regions
in Canada. Photo essays should include only photocopies,
interesting clear captions, and a good title.

• prepare an argument to support or oppose the belief that
“World War II was an important step in the Women’s Liberation
Movement.”

• use the following statistics to draw a bar graph to show the
human cost of war. What percentage of those who went to war
never returned?
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cipoT cipoT cipoT cipoT cipoT noitubirtnoC noitubirtnoC noitubirtnoC noitubirtnoC noitubirtnoC

sdnoByrotciV

stnalPsnoitinuM

gninoitaR

PTACB

raWfotsoCehT raWfotsoCehT raWfotsoCehT raWfotsoCehT raWfotsoCehT

ecivreSyratiliM ecivreSyratiliM ecivreSyratiliM ecivreSyratiliM ecivreSyratiliM stnemtsilnElatoT stnemtsilnElatoT stnemtsilnElatoT stnemtsilnElatoT stnemtsilnElatoT seitilataFlatoT seitilataFlatoT seitilataFlatoT seitilataFlatoT seitilataFlatoT

ymrAnaidanaC 951,037 719,22

ecroFriAnaidanaC 266,942 101,71

yvaNnaidanaC 225,601 420,2

latoT 297,090,1 240,24
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• research and write a biography of a person who served in World
War II. The following organizer may be used to collect and
organize the information.

• give evidence to support a key statement.

• assume the role of a reporter in June 1944 asking people what
they think about the war. Write a short quotation that
might have been given.

raWehtgniruDefiL raWehtgniruDefiL raWehtgniruDefiL raWehtgniruDefiL raWehtgniruDefiL

...amaI ...amaI ...amaI ...amaI ...amaI .rawehttuobaknihtItahW .rawehttuobaknihtItahW .rawehttuobaknihtItahW .rawehttuobaknihtItahW .rawehttuobaknihtItahW

ydnamroNtasawohwreidlos

adanaCninaicitilop

eporuEnireidlosaforehtom

sdnalrehteNehtmorfnosrep

yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC

?nosrepehtsiohW

?evahnosrepehtdidseitilauqtahW

?seitilauqesehtevorpselpmaxetahW

?nosrepsihtdegnahctahtstneveebircseD

ksirfosdniktahW s ?ekatnosrepsihtdid

?elpoeprehtoottnatropminosrepsihtsawwoH

efilekamemplehotlaudividnisihtmorfdenraelIevahtahW
?seciohc

Supporting Statements with Evidence

Statement Evidence

Canada helped the war effort in many
ways besides fighting in Europe.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.3 analyse the effect of WWII on
Canada and her people

• describe the experiences and
attitudes of Canadians during
WWII

• examine how the war strained
ethnic and cultural relations
within our nation, including the
Maritimes, and Newfoundland

• analyse the economic, social, and
political changes as a result of
WWII

• examine Canada’s reaction and
response to the moral and ethical
issues raised by events such as the
Holocaust and the use of the first
atomic bombs

The teacher may have students

• interview a World War II veteran about war experiences (daily
routine, dangers, problems, threats, and feelings). The
interviewee could be a soldier, airman, fighter pilot, sailor on
a Corvette, merchant seaman, young wife who remained at
home with the family, female factory worker, Japanese intern,
prisoner of war, Silver Cross mother, zombie, or war bride.
Make a list of questions to focus the interview.

• imagine they have been serving overseas in wartime for the
past four years, (1941-1945), and write brief papers that
respond to the following questions on how soldiers may have
adjusted to peace after the WWII:
a) What did you miss most about home?
b) How have things changed in your community and country?
c) What problems might you experience adjusting to a

peacetime life?
d) What things could help you adjust to being a civilian?
e) How could the government help?

• research and record the amount of bread, meat, sugar, and milk,
etc. that one would have consumed in a week during the war
after rationing was introduced. How would one have had to
change his/her diet? Include an explanation of rationing
coupons. How does this compare to your current patterns of
consumption? Create a chart that compares food consumption
per person per week during the war with the present.

• analyse a series of advertisements from before, during, and after
World War II to determine what cultural messages were being
sent in the following areas: What constitutes the good life?
What are the roles of men and women in society?  Who are the
heroes in our culture?

weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP

noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT
IelpmaxE IelpmaxE IelpmaxE IelpmaxE IelpmaxE
esUdluoW

?erehW?nehW?tahW?ohW:lautcaF

?yltnereffidwoH?woH?yhW:lanoitaleR
?ekilawoH

dluowtahW?tahtknihtuoyoD:noinipO
?deneppahevah
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• have students assume that they are a teenager during WWII
with a brother fighting overseas. Write a letter to him to
indicate how Canadians changed their lives to support the war
effort: life at home, school, part-time job, volunteer activities,
homefront activities in your community. Tell how they feel
about their role in the war effort.

• complete the following chart to analyse a poster about the
importance of supporting the war effort.

• outline how the Canadian government dealt with a number
of war issues (e.g., wartime production, inflation, conscrip-
tion, or post-war re-adjustment). Select one area of increased
government involvement and explain whether it was positive
or negative for the country.

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 8

CAMET
• Language Arts

analysing advertisements,
analysing posters, oral presenta-
tion, analysing primary docu-
ments, viewing, debating

tnemnrevoGfoeloRdesaercnI tnemnrevoGfoeloRdesaercnI tnemnrevoGfoeloRdesaercnI tnemnrevoGfoeloRdesaercnI tnemnrevoGfoeloRdesaercnI

eussI eussI eussI eussI eussI noitcA noitcA noitcA noitcA noitcA stluseR stluseR stluseR stluseR stluseR

noitcudorpemitraW

noitalfnI

noitpircsnoC

:stnemugraevitageN:stnemugraevitisoP

retsoPadnagaporPagnisylanA retsoPadnagaporPagnisylanA retsoPadnagaporPagnisylanA retsoPadnagaporPagnisylanA retsoPadnagaporPagnisylanA

ksaT ksaT ksaT ksaT ksaT setoN setoN setoN setoN setoN

ehtfollaetondnaretsopehtydutS.1
,sretcarahc,setad,sruoloc,segami

.noosdna,secalpotsecnerefer

ehttahtaediehtebircseD.2
.ottniopotsmeesnoitamrofni

larevestahwotaediruoyerapmoC.3
.evahsetamssalcruoyfo

lartnecehtetatsotecnetnesaetirW.4
.retsopehtfoesoprup

evhdluowretsopehtknihtuoyoD.5
.nialpxE?enoevitceffenaneeb

• Life is Beautiful – c. 1999
Academy Award winning movie

Web Links
• A-Bomb WWW Museum

www.csi.ad.jp/ABOMB/
index.html

• Veteran’s Affairs Canada. Virtual
War Memorial
www.vac-acc.gc.ca/remembers/
sub.cfm?source=memorials

Supplementary Resources
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.3 analyse the effect of WWII on
Canada and her people

• describe the experiences and
attitudes of Canadians during
WWII

• examine how the war strained
ethnic and cultural relations
within our nation, including the
Maritimes, and Newfoundland

• analyse the economic, social, and
political changes as a result of
WWII

• examine Canada’s reaction and
response to the moral and ethical
issues raised by events such as the
Holocaust and the use of the first
atomic bombs

The teacher may have students

• examine how the Canadian government treated those Canadian
citizens who were regarded as “enemy aliens” during
World War II. Complete the following organizer.

• complete the following chart to record different perspectives on
the internment of Japanese Canadians during World War II.

• write a diary entry from the point of view of a Japanese
Canadian teenager who has been interned during World War II.
They should include how they feel about being Canadian in an
internment camp, the hardships faced, and how they feel about
Canada after being released.

• prepare presentations/displays illustrating Canada’s record in the
area of Jewish immigration before, during, and after World
War II. (Jews fleeing Nazi Germany were routinely denied entry to
Canada.) Presentations should focus specifically on the fate of
those turned away by Canada. Follow up research could focus
on the reasons for refusing Jewish applicants entry to the
country.

sneilAymenE sneilAymenE sneilAymenE sneilAymenE sneilAymenE

erewohW
?yeht

krowtahW
?odyehtdid

erewyhW
nitupyeht

spmac

erewtahW
pmac

snotidnoc
?ekil

Perspectives on the Internment of Japanese Canadians

I am...
My feeling toward the
internment of Japanese
Canadians...

Prime Minister Mackenzie
King

an RCMP officer

a Canadian-born Japanese
leader
someone who has a son in a
Japanese prisoner-of-war
camp

a British Columbian worried
about a Japanese attack
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,
• write letters to the editor of a newspaper to express their views

on the issue of detaining “enemy aliens” in camps away from
the general population.

• use the following organizer to guide their analysis of a primary
source document (letter, diary entry, or eyewitness account) of
life in an internment camp for Japanese Canadians.

• write a reflective journal entry in response to something they
have read, experienced, or heard about the internment of
Japanese Canadians and/or the refusal of entry to Jewish
immigrants during and after World War II. (Refer to Appendix
G for a discussion of student response journals: types of entries, cuing
questions, and examples of lead-ins).

rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC

airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC seY seY seY seY seY
toN toN toN toN toN

teY

?lufesoprupdnagnortssecnetnesgninepoymerA

?noinipoymgnitatsylraelcImA

fotniopymtroppusotsliatedhguoneerehterA
?weiv

?snoinipoetisoppotsniagagniugraImA

?edausrepotdeenIohwerusImA

?segassemraelcetaercotnettirwsecnetnesymerA

?egassemymrofnesohc-llewsdrowymerA

,rammarg,noitautcnup,gnillepsymdekcehcIevaH
?noitazilatipacdna

tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA

noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ setoN setoN setoN setoN setoN

?tnemucodsihtfonigiroehtsitahW

tnemucodehtsawecneiduatahwroF
?nettirw

?nettirwtisawyhW

ehtninoitamrofniehtseodtahW
?cipotruoytuobauoyllettnemucod

hsiwuoyodnoitamrofnirehtotahW
?dedulcnidahtnemucodeht

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.3: obtain/download material

(test, graphics, files) from Internet
• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-

tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.3 analyse the effect of WWII on
Canada and her people

• describe the experiences and
attitudes of Canadians during
WWII

• examine how the war strained
ethnic and cultural relations
within our nation, including the
Maritimes, and Newfoundland

• analyse the economic, social, and
political changes as a result of
WWII

• examine Canada’s reaction and
response to the moral and ethical
issues raised by events such as the
Holocaust and the use of the first
atomic bombs

The teacher may have students

• complete a “fish-bone” organizer to outline their understanding
of the impact of World War II on Canada. Students may begin
by creating a title (e.g., World War II permanently affects
Canada), develop main ideas (e.g., economic, political, and
social), and then provide details to support each main idea.

• reflect upon the positive and negative elements that make up
the legacy of the Second World War and create a Pro and Con
Organizer that lists elements they think are positive or negative.
Decide whether the good outweighs the bad.

• view a video presentation on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the
Enola Gay, etc.; read and study Sadako’s Paper Cranes; listen to
a presentation from a Holocaust survivor, or watch a video on
the Holocaust (e.g., Genocide) then stage a debate on one of the
following issues:
a) The use of weapons of destruction such as the atomic bomb

can never be justified.
b) The creation of nuclear weapons has improved the prospects

of world peace.
c) Canada could have done more to prevent atrocities such as

the Holocaust.
(Refer to page 103 of this guide for a debate evaluation form.)

raWdlroWdnoceSehtfoycageLehT raWdlroWdnoceSehtfoycageLehT raWdlroWdnoceSehtfoycageLehT raWdlroWdnoceSehtfoycageLehT raWdlroWdnoceSehtfoycageLehT

sorP sorP sorP sorP sorP snoC snoC snoC snoC snoC

...siweivyM
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• classify key changes after the Second World War as either
economic, social, or political.

• research and create a chart showing social programs that existed
before WWII, during WWII, and which ones exist today (e.g.,
family allowance, unemployment insurance, widow’s allowance,
health care, old age, Canada pensions). Explain how attitudes
to government funded social programs have changed over the
same time period.

smargorPlaicoS smargorPlaicoS smargorPlaicoS smargorPlaicoS smargorPlaicoS

IIWWerofeB IIWWerofeB IIWWerofeB IIWWerofeB IIWWerofeB IIWWgniruD IIWWgniruD IIWWgniruD IIWWgniruD IIWWgniruD yadoT yadoT yadoT yadoT yadoT

...degnahcsmargorplaicostnemnrevogotsedutittA

Classifying Key Events/Conditions

Conditions/Events Economic Social Political
(X) (X) (X)

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Multimedia
• A8.3: describe situations where

streaming video and audio is
appropriate

• A8.5: select appropriate medium
to convey message (be conscious of
file size, formats, and storage
location)
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.3 analyse the effect of WWII on
Canada and her people

• describe the experiences and
attitudes of Canadians during
WWII

• examine how the war strained
ethnic and cultural relations
within our nation, including the
Maritimes, and Newfoundland

• analyse the economic, social and
political changes as a result of
WWII

• examine Canada’s reaction and
response to the moral and ethical
issues raised by events such as the
Holocaust and the use of the first
atomic bombs

Teachers may have students

• create a timeline of Holocaust events:
- 1933 -Hitler places restrictions on Jewish people
- 1935 -Nuremberg Laws
- 1938 -Kristallnacht
- 1939 -Jews aboard the St. Louis look for refuge
- 1939 -Jews are sent to concentration camps
- 1942 -Hitler introduces his “final solution”
- 1943 -Warsaw uprising
- 1944/45-Canadian and other Allied troops begin to liberate

the death camps
- 1945/46-Nuremberg Trials).
Write a descriptive paragraph about Canada’s response to these
events.

• work in pairs to examine whether the dropping of the atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki was justified. One student
may develop arguments for the dropping of the bombs; the
other partner, arguments against them. The positions may be
recorded in the following chart.

• use the following organizer to guide their analysis of an
eyewitness description of the effects of an atomic bomb.

tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA tnemucoDlacirotsiH:teehSsisylanA

noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ setoN setoN setoN setoN setoN

?tnemucodsihtfonigiroehtsitahW

tnemucodehtsawecneiduatahwroF
?nettirw

?nettirwtisawyhW

ehtninoitamrofniehtseodtahW
?cipotruoytuobauoyllettnemucod

hsiwuoyodnoitamrofnirehtotahW
?dedulcnidahtnemucodeht

Was the Dropping of the Atomic Bomb Justified?

It was because... It was not because...
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• debate whether the dropping of the atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki was justified. The topic may be
expressed as, “Be it resolved that the dropping of the atomic
bombs was necessary and right.” The following organizer will
help students to structure the debate and the teacher to
evaluate student engagement in the process.

mroFnoitaulavEetabeD mroFnoitaulavEetabeD mroFnoitaulavEetabeD mroFnoitaulavEetabeD mroFnoitaulavEetabeD

_______________:etaD_______________:cipoT _______________:etaD_______________:cipoT _______________:etaD_______________:cipoT _______________:etaD_______________:cipoT _______________:etaD_______________:cipoT
____________:revresbO

-moC -moC -moC -moC -moC
stnem

1maeT 1maeT 1maeT 1maeT 1maeT
).mriffA(

stnioP stnioP stnioP stnioP stnioP
2maeT 2maeT 2maeT 2maeT 2maeT

).geN(
stnioP stnioP stnioP stnioP stnioP

-moC -moC -moC -moC -moC
stnem

1rekaepS
)emaN(

1rekaepS
)emaN(

2rekaepS
)emaN(

2rekaepS
)emaN(

3rekaepS
)emaN(

3rekaepS
)emaN(

4rekaepS
)emaN(

4rekaepS
)emaN(

serudecorP serudecorP serudecorP serudecorP serudecorP

evitamriffA evitamriffA evitamriffA evitamriffA evitamriffA evitageN evitageN evitageN evitageN evitageN

:tsrifskaeps1rekaepS
sekamdnacipotsecudortni

.stnemugra

:dnocesskaeps1rekaepS
skcatta,cipotsecudortni

dna,stnemugraevitamriffa
.stnemugraevitagensevig

skcatta:drihtskaeps2rekaepS
dnastnemugraevitagen

evitamriffasnehtgnerts
.stnemugra

:htruofskaeps2rekaepS
evitamriffaskcattarehtruf

snehtgnertsdna,stnemugra
.stnemugraevitagen

:tsalskaeps3rekaepS
evitamriffasezirammus

dnashtgnerts’stnemugra
’stnemugraevitagen

.sessenkaew

:tsalskaeps3rekaepS
evitamriffasezirammus

dnashtgnerts’stnemugra
’stnemugraevitagen

.sessenkaew

;stniop4:gnortS;stniop5:gnidnatstuO:gnirocS
tniop1:rooP;stniop2:riaF;stniop3:dooG
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.4  evaluate Canada’s role in the
world since WWII

• explain the meaning of the term
“Cold War”

• evaluate Canada’s role in NATO
and NORAD during and since
the Cold War

• evaluate Canada’s role as a global
citizen through its involvement in
the United Nations and other
international organizations

The teacher may have students

• work in groups of four to complete a “reaction-grid” organizer.
Each group member in turn writes, in a quadrant, a short
reaction to a term such as “cold war”, “expansionism”, or
“peacekeeping”. Each group then reaches a consensus and
expresses it as a written statement. Reaction statements are
shared with the class. (To assess student participation in
collaborative learning groups, refer to Appendix I).

• label and colour-code a map to illustrate the two alliances of the
Cold War - NATO members and Warsaw Pact members from
1945 to 1991.

• have students imagine they are in a space station looking down
from directly above the North Pole. Using their knowledge of
the Cold War, have them write a description of Canada’s
geographical position in the Cold War struggle. (View with
software “Google Earth”.)

• work in groups to research selected events (e.g., the Yalta
Conference, the San Francisco Conference, the Gouzenko Affair,
Churchill’s “Iron Curtain” speech, Berlin Blockade, formation of
NATO, and the Warsaw Pact) following World War II and
decide if each event would either encourage peace or encourage a
Cold War. Provide an explanation for each classification.

Events that Encouraged Peace or the Cold War

Events Peace Cold War Explanation
(X) (X)
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• give evidence to support a key statement (sample answers are
provided for illustrative purposes only.)

• compare the political and economic systems of the two
superpowers of the Cold War.

• research the Cold War and complete a time line of significant
events from its early days after WWII until it ended in 1991.
(Students may select an event such as the Cuban Missile Crisis and
write a speculative journal entry on what might have been the long
term impact of a different turn of events (e.g., if Kennedy had
backed down). Refer to Appendix G for a discussion of student
response journals: types of entries, cuing questions, and examples of
lead-ins.)

• analyze cartoons that show how the superpowers viewed each
other. The following organizer may be used.

Prescribed Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 9

CAMET
• Language Arts

viewing, writing text, using a
variety of information sources,
organizing information,
supporting statements with
evidence

Web Links
• Veterans Affairs Canada

www.vac-acc.gc.ca
Search:
- Valour Remembered:

Canadians in Korea

srewoprepuSehtfonosirapmoC srewoprepuSehtfonosirapmoC srewoprepuSehtfonosirapmoC srewoprepuSehtfonosirapmoC srewoprepuSehtfonosirapmoC

metsyS metsyS metsyS metsyS metsyS noinUteivoS noinUteivoS noinUteivoS noinUteivoS noinUteivoS setatSdetinU setatSdetinU setatSdetinU setatSdetinU setatSdetinU

lacitiloP

cimonocE

nootraClacirotsiHnagnisylanA nootraClacirotsiHnagnisylanA nootraClacirotsiHnagnisylanA nootraClacirotsiHnagnisylanA nootraClacirotsiHnagnisylanA

noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR

?nootracsihtnidesueraslobmystahW

?tneserperlobmyshcaeseodtahW

?naem)ynafi(sdrowehtodtahW

ehtfoegassemniamehtsitahW
?nootrac

sihttegotgniyrttsinootracehtsiyhW
?ssorcaegassem

?egassemehtfonoiniporuoysitahW

Supporting Statements with Evidence

Statement    Evidence

A Cold War existed after 1945 - relations between the Soviet
Union and former allies
deteriorated

-

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.3: obtain/download material

(test, graphics, files) from Internet
Social/Ethical/Health
• E2.6: adhere to copyright and

privacy laws; give credit to sources
of information (MLA, APA)
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.4  evaluate Canada’s role in the
world since WWII

• explain the meaning of the term
“Cold War”

• evaluate Canada’s role in NATO
and NORAD during and since
the Cold War

• evaluate Canada’s role as a global
citizen through its involvement in
the United Nations and other
international organizations

The teacher may have students

• work in pairs or triads to complete a K-W-L-H chart about a
particular topic that interests them related to the Cold
War (e.g., the arms race). (This is an opportunity for students to
write a metacognitive journal entry. Refer to Appendix G for a
discussion of student response journals: types of entries, cuing
questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

• assume the role of a foreign policy advisor to the government.
Research and select post-war information to prepare a foreign
policy brief for the Prime Minister. Outline what they believe
should be Canada’s policies on responding to communism,
providing aid to other countries, peacekeeping, protecting
human rights, and on how closely Canada should ally itself
with the United States.

• assume the role of a person living in Canada in the 1950s and
1960s and create a poster, cartoon, button, song, or poem to
show their point of view on the nuclear arms race.

• reflect upon the Cold War and complete the following chart to
decide whether or not they would have supported the
stockpiling of weapons of mass destruction.

(ehttuobatrahCH-L-W-K (ehttuobatrahCH-L-W-K (ehttuobatrahCH-L-W-K (ehttuobatrahCH-L-W-K (ehttuobatrahCH-L-W-K cipotehtyfitnedi )

ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW
ydaerlawonk

ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW
wonkottnaw

ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW ewtahW
denrael

ewnacwoH ewnacwoH ewnacwoH ewnacwoH ewnacwoH
eromnrael

Decision: Would I have supported the policy
of stockpiling weapons of mass destruction?

Pros Cons

I would have (give your decision) because (give reasons for
your decision).
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Students may, for example,

• have students read their text and other sources to complete a
sentence fragment. Have students explain how each factor
contributed to the rivalry between the two superpowers.
(Samples answers are provided for illustrative purposes only).

• reflect upon the causes of the Cold War. Complete the chart to
decide whether or not they think it could have been avoided.

• collect quotations from key figures in the Cold War that
illustrate their views on issues and events at the time. Display
these quotations in a collage on the class bulletin board. (This is
an opportunity for students to write a dialectical journal entry. Refer
to Appendix G for a discussion of student response journals: types of
entries, cuing questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

Web Links

• NATO
www.nato.int/

• Cold War
www.pwc.k12.nf.ca/ coldwar/

• Veteran’s Affairs Canada site at
www.vac-acc.gc.ca/

• United Nations
www.un.org

• United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations
www.un.org/Depts/dpko/dpko/
view.htm

• United Nations Cyber School
Bus
www.cyberschoolbus.un.org/

• Centre for Military Strategic
Studies, University of Calgary -
NATO
www.WEBLEARN.CA

?dediovaneebevahraWdloCehtdluoC:noisiceD ?dediovaneebevahraWdloCehtdluoC:noisiceD ?dediovaneebevahraWdloCehtdluoC:noisiceD ?dediovaneebevahraWdloCehtdluoC:noisiceD ?dediovaneebevahraWdloCehtdluoC:noisiceD

tnemugraorP tnemugraorP tnemugraorP tnemugraorP tnemugraorP tnemugranoC tnemugranoC tnemugranoC tnemugranoC tnemugranoC

(evahdluoctI noisicedruoyevig (esuaceb) ruoyrofsnosaerevig
noisiced .)

American and Soviet Relationship after WWII

Statement    Factors

The relationship between the
United States and the Soviet
Union changed after the
Second World War because...

- the relative losses the two
countries suffered in WWII

- the soviet fear of American
power and the American
fear of Communism

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.4  evaluate Canada’s role in the
world since WWII

• explain the meaning of the term
“Cold War”

• evaluate Canada’s role in NATO
and NORAD during and since
the Cold War

• evaluate Canada’s role as a global
citizen through its involvement in
the United Nations and other
international organizations

The teacher may have students
• participate in a “place-mat” cooperative learning activity to

examine the reasons Canada had for joining either NATO in
1949 or NORAD in 1957. A place-mat organizer is given to a
team of three or four members;
each student places his or her
reason in the assigned section of
the organizer. Through consensus,
each reason that is considered
important is moved to the circle.
All place-mats may be posted on
the wall and distilled to a class-
               (To assess student
participation in collaborative
learning groups, refer to Appendix I.)

• research and write a descriptive paragrah to explain Canada’s
role in NATO and NORAD. (To assess this writing piece, refer
to Appendix J-1 for a holistic writing rubric.)

snoitazinagrOlanoitanretnI snoitazinagrOlanoitanretnI snoitazinagrOlanoitanretnI snoitazinagrOlanoitanretnI snoitazinagrOlanoitanretnI

ecnaillA ecnaillA ecnaillA ecnaillA ecnaillA snigirO snigirO snigirO snigirO snigirO pihsrebmeM pihsrebmeM pihsrebmeM pihsrebmeM pihsrebmeM slaoG slaoG slaoG slaoG slaoG

OTAN

tcaPwasraW

DARON

• compare the origins, membership, and goals of NATO, Warsaw
Pact, and NORAD.

room list.

Organizing Structure for a Paragraph

Beginning
State the main idea as a topic sentence to help the reader
anticipate what’s coming.

Middle
Evidence is presented in the form of facts.
Facts are supported by a description of examples.
Facts and examples are explicitly related to the topic sentence.

End
The significance of the main idea, given the evidence, is
explained
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rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC

airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC seY seY seY seY seY
toN toN toN toN toN

teY

?lufesoprupdnagnortssecnetnesgninepoymerA

?noinipoymgnitatsylraelcImA

fotniopymtroppusotsliatedhguoneerehterA
?weiv

?snoinipoetisoppotsniagagniugraImA

?edausrepotdeenImohwerusImA

?segassemraelcetaercotnettirwsecnetnesymerA

?egassemymrofnesohc-llewsdrowymerA

,rammarg,noitautcnup,gnillepsymdekcehcIevaH
?noitazilatipacdna

Students may, for example

DARONdnaOTANninoitapicitraPs’adanaC DARONdnaOTANninoitapicitraPs’adanaC DARONdnaOTANninoitapicitraPs’adanaC DARONdnaOTANninoitapicitraPs’adanaC DARONdnaOTANninoitapicitraPs’adanaC

tsoC tsoC tsoC tsoC tsoC stifeneB stifeneB stifeneB stifeneB stifeneB

UN Principles

Principles Rank Justification

• complete a chart on the costs and the benefits for Canada of
belonging to NATO and NORAD.

• write a letter to the editor, their MP, or the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, either in support of or in opposition to Canada’s
continued or future involvement in NATO or UN
peacekeeping and peacemaking missions.

• rank the principles of the UN in order of importance and in
point form list reasons for your ranking.
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.4  evaluate Canada’s role in the
world since WWII
• explain the meaning of the term

“Cold War”
• evaluate Canada’s role in NATO

and NORAD during and since
the Cold War

• evaluate Canada’s role as a global
citizen through its involvement in
the United Nations and other
international organizations

The teacher may have students

• complete an organizer to compare Cold War “hot spots”
(e.g., Berlin Blockade, Korean War, Suez Crisis, Cuban Missile
Crisis).

• participate in a “think-pair-share” cooperative learning structure
to examine the meaning of “peacekeeping” and “peacemaking.”
Each partner individually jots down what he or she thinks they
mean, with an example for each. They then share their ideas,
reach a consensus, and share a common definition and an
example. (To assess student participation in collaborative learning
groups, refer to Appendix I. Peacekeeping comes up again in outcome
8.3.7, and there may be an opportunity to combine the activities or
use material generated in this exercise again.)

• complete a chart to show Canada’s role in the settlement of the
Korean War and the Suez Canal Crisis. Why is one considered
an example of “peacekeeping” and the other “peacemaking?”

• use a map to locate, colour, and label the areas where Canadian
peacekeeping forces have been sent since 1945. Working
in groups of three or four, research one of these operations
according to the criteria provided in the chart below. Write an
expository report on their findings.

stopStoHraWdloC stopStoHraWdloC stopStoHraWdloC stopStoHraWdloC stopStoHraWdloC

tcilfnoC tcilfnoC tcilfnoC tcilfnoC tcilfnoC setaD setaD setaD setaD setaD sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC stnevE stnevE stnevE stnevE stnevE
-nosreP -nosreP -nosreP -nosreP -nosreP

seitila
stluseR stluseR stluseR stluseR stluseR

eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC

raWnaeroK raWnaeroK raWnaeroK raWnaeroK raWnaeroK lanaCzeuS lanaCzeuS lanaCzeuS lanaCzeuS lanaCzeuS

eloRgnipeekecaePs’adanaC eloRgnipeekecaePs’adanaC eloRgnipeekecaePs’adanaC eloRgnipeekecaePs’adanaC eloRgnipeekecaePs’adanaC

noitarepO noitarepO noitarepO noitarepO noitarepO sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC sesuaC eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC eloRs’adanaC seruliaF/sseccuS seruliaF/sseccuS seruliaF/sseccuS seruliaF/sseccuS seruliaF/sseccuS
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Students may, for example,

• give evidence to support a key statement. (Samples are
provided for illustrative purposes only.)

• read accounts about the lives of peacekeepers and select one
they would like to meet. Ask them to write several questions
they would ask that person if they had the opportunity.

• work with a partner and list major conflicts threatening world
peace today. Participate in a classroom discussion about
whether the world is a safer place since the end of the Cold
War.

• read newspapers and monitor the news for a period of time.
Based on the news, debate the question “Is the Cold War really
over?” See page 103 of this curriculum guide for a debate
evaluation form.

• analyse two or three newspaper editorials about world events for
evidence of bias. (It may be necessary to remind students of the
meaning of bias - when only one side of an issue is considered or
when facts are used to defend only one particular viewpoint.)

saiBrofgnisylanA saiBrofgnisylanA saiBrofgnisylanA saiBrofgnisylanA saiBrofgnisylanA

saiBforotacidnI saiBforotacidnI saiBforotacidnI saiBforotacidnI saiBforotacidnI selpmaxE selpmaxE selpmaxE selpmaxE selpmaxE

sesarhpdnasdrowdegrahcyllanoitomE

noitareggaxE

noitazilarenegrevO

noitamrofnignissiM

noitacilpmisrevO

Supporting Statements with Evidence

Statement Evidence

In the context of the Cold
War, the 1970s was an era of
detente, i.e., there was a
determination to avoid major
confrontation between the
superpowers.

- The Soviet Union and the
United States agreed in 1973
to admit East and West
Germany into the UN
-
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Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.5 analyse the impact of changing
technology and socioeconomic
conditions on Canada’s prosperity
and lifestyles in the 1950s and
1960s
• examine how changing technologies

affected lifestyle
• identify the attitudes and values

of the 1950s and 1960s and
examine how they affected
lifestyle

stcejorp-ageMnaidanaC stcejorp-ageMnaidanaC stcejorp-ageMnaidanaC stcejorp-ageMnaidanaC stcejorp-ageMnaidanaC

tcejorP tcejorP tcejorP tcejorP tcejorP esopruP esopruP esopruP esopruP esopruP
segnahC segnahC segnahC segnahC segnahC

detaerc
stifeneB stifeneB stifeneB stifeneB stifeneB

elbissoP elbissoP elbissoP elbissoP elbissoP
smelborp

segnahClacigolonhceT segnahClacigolonhceT segnahClacigolonhceT segnahClacigolonhceT segnahClacigolonhceT

ygolonhceT ygolonhceT ygolonhceT ygolonhceT ygolonhceT notcapmI notcapmI notcapmI notcapmI notcapmI
sreganeet

notcapmI notcapmI notcapmI notcapmI notcapmI
adanaC

decafsegnellahC decafsegnellahC decafsegnellahC decafsegnellahC decafsegnellahC
asayteicosayb

tluser

...tahtedulcnocnacI,trahcsihtmorF

• use an organizer to show the influence of technological changes
and innovations (e.g., automobiles, aluminum, unbreakable
glassware, high-fidelity stereo sound, and television) on
Canadian lifestyle during the 1950s and 1960s.

• complete a chart about a federal government mega-project of
the 1950s and 1960 (e.g., the Trans-Canada Highway, the St.
Lawrence Seaway, the Trans-Canada Pipeline).

Teachers may have students

• create a web diagram to illustrate the effects of the plastics
revolution on life in the 1950s and 1960s. Include criteria such
as the economy, everyday life, fashions, and world trade. (For
fashion and everyday life, have students bring to the class heirlooms
or tools/implements from before the age of plastics to note differences
in construction from similar items today.)
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Students may, for example,

• write examples of types of questions that could be asked by a
person pursuing further research on the technological changes
of the 1950s and 1960s.

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 10

CAMET
Language Arts
• planning research, analysing

advertisements, interviewing, role
playing, predicting

• Fine Arts Foundation Document

Supplementary Resources
• Horizons Canada, “On the Tube”,

issue 62, page 1478.

Web Links
• St. Lawrence Seaway

www.greatlakes-seaway.com/en/
home.html
Search:
- Teachers Crib Sheet for the

Seaway activity
• Stats Canada

www.statcan.ca/english/kits/
animat
Search:
- Animated population

pyramids
- Lesson Plans for drawing

population pyramids
• The National Library

www.nlc-bnc.ca
Search:

- advertising

• research car designs of the 1950s and complete a “Then and
Now” organizer to compare these designs with those of today.
Include criteria such as chrome, fins, flashing tail-lights, colour,
motor size, body trim, grill, and radio. (Alternatively, a “Then
and Now” organizer could be used to compare TV viewing in the
1950s and 1960s with today. Criteria could include: picture
quality, sound quality, variety of programs, and depiction of life at
the time).

• research the St. Lawrence Seaway on the Internet and make jot
notes for the following questions:
- Which Canadian products are moved to the USA via the

Seaway?
- Which Canadian products are shipped to Europe and

other ports overseas?
- How has the Seaway benefited the economy and

contributed to industrial growth? Is it outdated because of
its size limitations?

Preparing Questions for Further Research

Type of Question Example

Factual When was the first artificial satellite
launched by the Soviet Union?

Definitional “What does “transistor” mean?”

Comparative How does the impact of television
compare with the impact of the
microcomputer in changing society?

Casual What caused the development of boom
towns in Canada?

Decision- What did the federal government do to
making protect Canadian culture and identity?

Speculative What would have happened to the
development of the oil and gas industry
in western Canada if the federal
government had not supported the
building of the Trans-Canada Pipeline?
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.5 analyse the impact of changing
technology and socioeconomic
conditions on Canada’s prosperity
and lifestyles in the 1950s and
1960s
• examine how changing technolo-

gies affected lifestyle
• identify the attitudes and values

of the 1950s and 1960s and
examine how they affected
lifestyle

Teachers may have students

• research and explain, in the form of a 1950s consumer
information pamphlet, five examples of new consumer products
during the 1950s.

• analyse advertisements from the 1950s and early 1960s.
Identify the features highlighted; what values were emphasized
and what messages were sent about the nature of the “good
life.” Compare 1950s and 1960s advertisements with today’s
advertisements for similar products.

• find information to compare consumer attitudes in the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s. Then design and administer a survey to
complete a fourth column explaining consumer attitudes today.

stnemesitrevdAfosisylanA stnemesitrevdAfosisylanA stnemesitrevdAfosisylanA stnemesitrevdAfosisylanA stnemesitrevdAfosisylanA

ygolonhceT ygolonhceT ygolonhceT ygolonhceT ygolonhceT
htiwseitiralimiS htiwseitiralimiS htiwseitiralimiS htiwseitiralimiS htiwseitiralimiS

tneserP
morfsecnereffiD morfsecnereffiD morfsecnereffiD morfsecnereffiD morfsecnereffiD

tneserP

narofdanoitatropsnart
elibomotua

rofdanoitacinummoc
noisivelet

gnivas-ruobaldlohesuoh
rehsawhsidarofecived

sedutittAremusnoCfonosirapmoC sedutittAremusnoCfonosirapmoC sedutittAremusnoCfonosirapmoC sedutittAremusnoCfonosirapmoC sedutittAremusnoCfonosirapmoC

s0391
)noisserpeD(

oDekaM

s0491
)IIWW(

evresnoC

s0591
&htworG(
)ytirepsorP

emusnoC

yadoT

• construct population pyramids from available statistics.
Compare the effects of varying birth rates for different years for
1935, 1955, and 1995. Identify factor(s) that brought about
this change in lifestyle, changes that resulted from this
phenomenon (e.g., impact of baby-boomers on health and
educational systems) and implications of the population
structure for the future.
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Students may, for example,

• use the following chart to investigate the topic of consumerism.

• produce a collage or poster on one of the following topics:
(a) The 1950s as the golden age of the automobile,
(b) The 1950s’ changes in the auto industry as a reflection of

the transformation to a consumer society,
(c) The cars of the 1950s as the dinosaurs of the auto

industry, and
d) The automobile as a social icon.

• interview community members who experienced the 1950s and
1960s. Questions might focus on leisure time in the home,
family vacation, family use of the car, part-time work after
school, family size and roles, and traditions around marriage.

weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP weivretnInarofsnoitseuQgniraperP

noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT noitseuQfoepyT
IelpmaxE IelpmaxE IelpmaxE IelpmaxE IelpmaxE
esUdluoW

?erehW?nehW?tahW?ohW:lautcaF

?yltnereffidwoH?woH?yhW:lanoitaleR
?ekilawoH

dluowtahW?tahtknihtuoyoD:noinipO
?deneppahevah

Consumerism

Questions   Notes

List some of the things you own or
wear that display the logo or name of a
corporation.

Why do many people shop for items
that display certain logos?

How many of these items are made in
Canada?

What image is the brand of each item
trying to create for the person wearing
the product?
Does the wearing of corproate logs and
names endanger your personal identity,
our national identity, or both?
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.5 analyse the impact of changing
technology and socioeconomic
conditions on Canada’s prosperity
and lifestyles in the 1950s and
1960s
• examine how changing technolo-

gies affected lifestyle
• identify the attitudes and values

of the 1950s and 1960s and
examine how they affected
lifestyle

The teacher may have students

• complete an organizer on whether the population shift to
suburbia was good or bad for Canadian society. Explain
their position.

• research a planned suburban community and prepare a photo
essay to report when the community was built and to illustrate
the planned features of this community.

• work in groups to create a chart outlining the pros and cons of
universal health care. They can present their findings to the class
and discuss the results.

• complete a “graffiti” cooperative learning structure to facilitate
brainstorming about changes that took place during the 1960s.
Students work in groups of three or four and write “graffiti”
(words, phrases, graphics) on their assigned topic or question
for 10 minutes. Topics may include transportation, mega-
projects, television, telephone, consumer goods, suburban
living, education, and health care. Groups then stop and pass
their sheet of butcher paper to the next group. Sheets are passed
until original graffiti sheet returns to the home group. Each
group then reads, discusses, summarizes and presents their
graffiti ideas to the class. (To assess student participation in
collaborative learning groups, refer to Appendix I.)

aibrubuSottfihSnoitalupoP aibrubuSottfihSnoitalupoP aibrubuSottfihSnoitalupoP aibrubuSottfihSnoitalupoP aibrubuSottfihSnoitalupoP

oogsaW oogsaW oogsaW oogsaW oogsaW ddddd dabsaW dabsaW dabsaW dabsaW dabsaW

noitisopyM :

eraChtlaeHlasrevinU eraChtlaeHlasrevinU eraChtlaeHlasrevinU eraChtlaeHlasrevinU eraChtlaeHlasrevinU

sorP sorP sorP sorP sorP snoC snoC snoC snoC snoC
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Students may, for example,

• assume the role of a young working parent planning a move to a
suburban community in 1959. Write a letter to a friend
explaining why you are making the move. Students should try
to be enthusiastic enough to convince their friend to move to
the same community.

• predict the impact that the baby boomers will likely have on
their own future. Students should give consideration to the age,
wealth, and needs of the baby boomers and prepare a visual
display to illustrate their predictions. (This is an opportunity for
students to write a speculative journal entry. Refer to Appendix G
for a discussion of student response journals: types of entries, cuing
questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

• examine editorials in a current daily newspaper and write
an editorial reflecting concerns about the social changes in
Canada during the fifties. Suggested topics may include:
- Coffee: Can it be good for you?
- Suburbia swallows up farmland
- Television intrudes into family life
- What are we going to do with all these baby boomers?

• give evidence to support key statements about changes in the
1960s.

ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS

tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE

adnatnemniatretnededivorpVT
seussinoevitcepsreplabolg .

edamerewsdoogremusnocweN
gnisitrevdaVThguorhtralupop .

decneirepxellitsnemoW
noitanimircsid .
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In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.6 compare the social and cultural
trends in Canada in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s

• suggest reasons for the conformity
of the 1950s and its rejection in
the 1960s and 1970s

• describe the idealism that
developed in the 1960s by
examining movements such as the
civil rights movement, the
women’s rights movement, the
peace movement, and environ-
mentalism

The teacher may have students

• complete a chart to analyse post-war trends. In the “From a
country of...” column, describe Canadian society during the
1950s, then describe what Canada became in the 1960s in “To
a country of ...” column. Take the same approach for “People
who ...”.  Draw conclusions about the information entered in
the chart.

• complete a chart identifying the areas of Canadian culture most
at risk from American influence during the 1950s and 1960s
and the actions taken by the federal government to counter this
situation.

• analyse a series of photos for evidence of the popular culture of
the 1960s.

doirePrawtsoPehtfosdnerT doirePrawtsoPehtfosdnerT doirePrawtsoPehtfosdnerT doirePrawtsoPehtfosdnerT doirePrawtsoPehtfosdnerT

morF morF morF morF morF oToToToToT

...foyrtnuocA ...foyrtnuocA

...ohwelpoeP ...ohwelpoeP

ehtninoitcejerstidnas0591ehtniytimrofnocrofnosaerehT
...eras0691
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Analysis Sheet: Analysing a Photo

Photo     What I see...

(Identify the
Photo)

Describe the setting and time.
Identify the people and objects. How are
they arranged?
What’s happening in the photo?
Was there a purpose for taking the picture?
Explain.
What would be a good caption for the photo?

From this photo, I have learned...
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• watch a film based on 1960s culture (e.g., Grease) and make
notes on various aspects of the popular culture of the times
(e.g., cars, clothing styles, hairstyles, music, friendships, gangs,
entertainment, values).

• make a balance sheet to examine the impact of American
television on Canadian identity. Rank the pros (positive
points) and cons (negative points) they have identified and state
their own opinion on the question, giving reasons for their
views.

• develop a photo essay of the different features of teenage
popular culture from the 1960s, such as clothing styles,
entertainment, relationships, and music. Draw conclusions
about what aspects of that culture remain today.

• find out the meaning of the following teenage slang expressions
of the 1960s: bread, far out, rap, groovy, good vibes, flower
child, psychedelic, cool, square, and cat or chick. Write a
paragraph describing how these expressions reflect the
counterculture of the decade. (These expressions reflected a culture
that was outside the main culture and was thus referred to as a
counterculture. This counterculture rejected “normal” society and
used a language that deliberately excluded outsiders.)

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 11

CAMET
Language Arts
• viewing, representing, identifying

information sources, charting,
interviewing

Supplementary Resources
• Canadiana Scrapbook, Years of

Promise: Canada 1945–1963.
• Cruxton and Wilson, Spotlight

Canada  4th ed. Toronto: Oxford,
2000.

• G. Newman, Canada. A Nation
Unfolding. Toronto: McGraw-Hill
Ryerson Ltd., 2000.

sisylanAmliF sisylanAmliF sisylanAmliF sisylanAmliF sisylanAmliF
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.6 compare the social and cultural
trends in Canada in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s

• suggest reasons for the conformity
of the 1950s and its rejection in
the 1960s and 1970s

• describe the idealism that
developed in the 1960s by
examining movements such as the
civil rights movement, the
women’s rights movement, the
peace movement, and environ-
mentalism

The teacher may have students

• investigate the music of Canadian artists from different eras -
the 50s, 60s, and 70s. Compare criteria, such as the lyrics,
tempo, stage presence, equipment used, appearance and
concerts venues. Draw conclusions about changes in music
and the hopes, worries, attitudes, and values of the two eras.
(Examples of artists include the following: 1950s - Paul Anka, The
Crew Cuts, The Diamonds, Rover Boys, Bobby Curtola, Felix
Leclerc; 1960s - The Guess Who, Neil Young, Gordon Lightfoot, Ian
and Sylvia, Robert Charlebois, Ginette Reno, Buffy St. Marie,
Gilles Vigneault, Claude Leveillee, Claude Gauthier, Don Messer
and the Islanders; 1970s - Edith Butler, April Wine, Joni
Mitchell, Angele Arsenault, Beau Dommage, Anne Murray,
Stompin’ Tom Connors, Bachman-Turner Overdrive).

• describe clothing items and hairstyles that would have been
chosen to attend events listed in the chart below.

trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• identify from their text and other sources the social taboos of
the 1950s and describe examples of how things had changed by
the 1960s and 1970s (e.g., the increased permissiveness of the
“new morality”).

• give evidence to support a statement.

• analyse a song that reflects the counterculture of the 1960s. The
following organizer may be used to analyse the messages and
draw a conclusion from the lyrics of a song.

• prepare an audio-visual presentation using slides, tapes, and/or
computer technology to present fashions and music from 1945
to the late 1960s.

Web Links

• Hockey Hall of Fame
http://www.hhof.com/index/htm

• Canadian Olympic Hall of Fame
www.olympic.ca/EN/index.shtml

• National Library of Canada
www.nlc-bnc.ca

ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS
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Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

Graphics
• A5.2: apply principles of design
Word Processing
• B7.9: format multi-page

documents with headers, footers,
page numbers, page breaks and
keep text together function,
change page orientation/size (i.e.,
text presentation features)

Multimedia
• A8.5: select appropriate medium

to convey message (be conscious of
file size, formats, and storage
location)

• B8.2: use multimedia creation
and editing tools (screen captures,
scanner, sound recording, digital
image editing software: still and
video

• B8.3: convert file formats for a
particular application (.jpg, gif,
bmp, mp3, wav, avi, mpeg, mov,
etc.)
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.6 compare the social and cultural
trends in Canada in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s

• suggest reasons for the conformity
of the 1950s and its rejection in
the 1960s and 1970s

• describe the idealism that
developed in the 1960s by
examining movements such as the
civil rights movement, the
women’s rights movement, the
peace movement, and environ-
mentalism

The teacher may have students

• research and create a biography for an athlete from the 1950s,
1960s, or 1970s. (Examples of athletes from the 1950s include:
Rocket Richard, Gordie Howe, Barbara Scott, Yvon Durelle,
Marilyn Bell, Doug Hepburn, Normie Kwong, Ernestine
Russell, William O’Ree; 1960s - Bobby Hull, Frank Mahovlich,
Terry Sawchuk, Jean Beliveau, Nancy Greene, George Chuvalo; and
1970s - Diane Jones Konihowski, Ferguson Jenkins, Jerome
Drayton, Paul Henderson, Phil Esposito, Bobby Orr, Guy Lefleur,
Russ Jackson.).

• complete a chart to note the similarities and differences between
the hippie and activist youth groups. Indicate which of the two
counterculture groups they would have joined and why. Provide
this information in a table or as a Venn diagram. (After students
provide their reasons for which group they would have joined, invite
them to reflect on bias and frame of reference. Some students might
have made decisions based on something that is known today but
was unknown in the 1960s).

yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC yhpargoiBagnitirWroftsilkcehC

?nosrepehtsiohW

?evahnosrepehtdidseitilauqtahW

?seitilauqesehtevorpselpmaxetahW

?nosrepsihtdegnahctahtstneveebircseD

ksirfosdniktahW s ?ekatnosrepsihtdid

?elpoeprehtoottnatropminosrepsihtsawwoH

efilekamemplehotlaudividnisihtmorfdenraelIevahtahW
?seciohc
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• interview an adult who was a teenager in the 1950s or 1960s
and find out what life was like for teenagers. They might ask
questions such as the following: How did you dress for the
school dance? What were your favourite sports? What was your
favourite TVshow? After the interview, share with the class a
report on their findings.

• produce a scrapbook comparing the teenagers of the 1950s
with those of today. They might include information on
fashion, attitudes and values, fads, music and dance, heroes,
special groups, spending habits, leisure activities, high school
life, campus life, dating, and attitudes toward the future. It
should include illustrations, photos, written text, graphs, and
tables. Each scrapbook must include a summary report
outlining the similarities and differences between the two
periods. A scrapbook and chart using the same criteria may be
developed to compare teenage life of 1960s or 1970s with
today.

trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC trahCnosirapmoC
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noihsaF
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.6 compare the social and cultural
trends in Canada in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s

• suggest reasons for the conformity
of the 1950s and its rejection in
the 1960s and 1970s

• describe the idealism that
developed in the 1960s by
examining movements such as the
civil rights movement, the
women’s rights movement, the
peace movement, and environ-
mentalism

The teacher may have students

• use Internet sources to research the issues of one of the
movements that took place during the 1960s and 1970s (e.g.,
civil rights, women’s rights, peace, environmentalism).
Findat least three sites that deal with the issues and create a
chart that distinguishes between the facts and opinions found
on these sites. Write a summary paragraph on your point of
view on these issues.

• analyse an issue (e.g., equal rights) on which a movement for
change was focused.

• assume the role of a Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO) officer asked to intervene in a dispute between
Greenpeace environmentalists and seal harvesters off the coast of
Newfoundland. Greenpeace wants to end the hunt, but for
Newfoundlanders this is a way of life and a means of earning a
living that is acceptable in their community. You are to mediate
a written agreement between these opposing groups. This may
be done as a cooperative learning activity: one group represent-
ing Greenpeace; another group representing the seal harvesters;
and another group representing the Department of Fisheries.
Each group is to present its position in a formal debate.

noinipOdnatcaF noinipOdnatcaF noinipOdnatcaF noinipOdnatcaF noinipOdnatcaF
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• assume the role of an advocate for one of the movements (e.g.,
gender equality, human rights, aboriginal rights) that devel-
oped in the 1960s. Prepare a speech to deliver to a protest rally.
The following topics may be used or they may develop their
own:

• divide into pairs to examine whether the protest over American
involvement in Vietnam, the arms race, or an environmental
issue was justified. One student may develop arguments for the
protest; the other partner, arguments against them. The
positions may be recorded in the following chart.

• outline the successes Aboriginal peoples had in asserting their
Aboriginal rights and provide supporting evidence of
frustrations and obstacles they encountered.

• make an organizer summarizing information about one of the
movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Use the following
headings:
- Major Issues of Concern
- Important Leaders and their Contributions
- Main Groups and their Activities
- Impact of the Movement on Canada and other Countries

...rofdnatSoteussInA ...rofdnatSoteussInA ...rofdnatSoteussInA ...rofdnatSoteussInA ...rofdnatSoteussInA
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Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria

Social/Ethical/Health
• E2.6: adhere to copyright and

privacy laws, give credit to sources
of information (MLA, APA)
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.6 compare the social and cultural
trends in Canada in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s

• suggest reasons for the conformity
of the 1950s and its rejection in
the 1960s and 1970s

• describe the idealism that
developed in the 1960s by
examining movements such as the
civil rights movement, the
women’s rights movement, the
peace movement, and environ-
mentalism

The teacher may have students

• analyse protest songs and songs of peace and love from the 60s
to identify what youth feared and rejected, as well as to describe
their vision of a better world. For example, Barry Maguire’s “Eve
of Destruction” painted a frightening picture of the possibility
of nuclear destruction against the background of the Cuban
Missile Crisis. Country Joe and the Fish performed “1-2-3-4
What Are We Fighting For” at Woodstock as a specific rejection
of the American war effort in southeast Asia. The lyrics tell
dramatically what youth of the period rejected. The Beatles “All
You Need is Love”, Lennon’s “Give Peace a Chance” and Scott
MacKenzie’s “Are You Going to San Francisco?” express the
youth culture’s idea of a better world.

• research and complete a spider diagram of the terms “vertical
mosaic” and “cultural mosaic”. Explain why those terms are
effective in describing Canadian Society in the 1950s and
1960s.

• conduct research on common attitudes toward certain groups
(e.g., immigrants, Aboriginal peoples, African Canadians,
Jewish Canadians) during the 1950s and 1960s. Findings may
be recorded in a chart. Discuss how and why attitudes
have changed and to what extent the movements of this era
influenced these changes.
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• develop a music video of a song from the 50s, 60s, or 70s that
reflects the mindset of the era.

• create a skit of a parent-child confrontation circa 1967. Issues
in contention might include length of hair, length of skirt,
music, going to war, “make love not war”, free love, and
idealistic communes.

• review the information in their text, on the Internet, or in
magazines about the 1950s and 1960s and choose one visual
image, graph, or statistic that symbolizes for them the 1950s
and one that symbolizes the 1960s. Share their choice with a
partner and explain their choice.

• select a key event from one of the movements for change during
the 1950s and 1960s and develop a visual representation of it
(e.g., cartoon, protest poster, T-shirt inscription). The
following events may be considered: Civil Rights Movement,
Aboriginal Movement, Women’s Movement.

• make a chart outlining why the federal government introduced
bilingualism and multiculturalism and list the objections to
these policies.

• ask students to assume they lived in Canada during the 1960s,
and write a letter to a local, provincial, or federal politician
outlining their concerns about an injustice they see occurring in
the country. They should also explain why they are concerned
and make some constructive suggestions about how to improve
the situation.

• write a brief essay to describe one of the movements for change
during the 1960s, such as the peace movement, civil rights
movements, women’s movement, or Aboriginal movement. (To
assess this writing piece, refer to Appendix J-1 for a holistic writing
rubric.)

msilarutlucitluMdnamsilaugniliB msilarutlucitluMdnamsilaugniliB msilarutlucitluMdnamsilaugniliB msilarutlucitluMdnamsilaugniliB msilarutlucitluMdnamsilaugniliB
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ehterewtahW ehterewtahW ehterewtahW ehterewtahW ehterewtahW

?snoitcejbo
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Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.7 analyse how globalization has
affected Canada and Canadians since
1980
• define “globalization”
• examine the effects of the end of

the Cold War
• examine the extent of American

influence on world culture
• identify the causes of economic

globalization and its effects on
Canada

• predict the impact of global
environmental threats on Canada’s
future

This outcome examines Canada’s evolving place in the changing world
of the 1980s and 1990s. The end of the Cold War saw a fundamental
change in global power relationships. Canada’s contribution to
peacekeeping, a cornerstone of our international policy, serves as a good
illustration of Canada’s adaptation to the shifts in global power
structures.

The teacher may have students

• participate in a “think-pair-share” cooperative learning structure
to examine what “globalization” means. Each partner individu-
ally jots down what he or she thinks it means, with an example.
Partners then share their ideas, reach a consensus, and share a
common definition and an example with the class. (To assess
student participation in collaborative learning groups, refer
to Appendix I.)

• participate in a learning group
to brainstorm a list of examples
of globalization and classify the
examples into three categories -
economic, cultural, and environ-
mental. In the following
organizer, the brainstormed
examples of globalization are
placed in the central circle, and
then based on group consensus,
examples are correctly distributed to the labelled
section.

• write a brief essay to describe one of the effects of the end of the
Cold War, such as reform of the political and economic system
of the Soviet Union, the rejection of communism in Soviet
satellite countries, or the redefined role of post Cold War UN.
(To assess this writing piece, refer to Appendix J-1 for a holistic
writing rubric.)

• examine a newspaper article depicting some aspect of globaliza-
tion that followed the end of the Cold War (e.g., peacekeeping,
free trade, activities of the WTO, American popular culture,
global warming in Canada) and defend or refute conclusions
drawn by the author of the article. Search on-line and in
other sources for additional articles that support their conclu-
sions.
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• create a classroom collage to represent examples of globalization.
The collage may be expanded during the year as students
progress through the course.

• write a reflective journal entry in response to something they
have read, experienced, or heard in class about globalization.
(Refer to Appendix G for a discussion of response journals: types of
entries, cuing questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

• analyse the validity of statements about what brought an end to
the Cold War. (Students can develop other statements.)

• write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper voicing
concerns they have about some aspect of globalization. The
following checklist may be used as a self-evaluation tool.

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 3,

Chapter 12
CAMET
Language Arts
• evaluating information, role

playing, charting, writing text,
summarizing information

Web Links
• National Atlas of Canada

atlas.nrcan.gc.ca/site/index.html
• Canadian Labour Congress

http://www.clc-ctc.ca/
• New Democratic Party

www.ndp.ca
• Liberal Party

www.liberal.ca
• Conservative Party web site at

www.pcparty.ca
• CIDA

www.acdi-cida.gc.ca/index.htm
• Department of Foreign Affairs and

International Relations
www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/

• Department of National Defence
www.forces.gc.ca/site/home_e.asp

Local
• Royal Canadian Legion

www.legion.ca
Search:
- Corps of Commissionaires
- local military units for

contacts with veteran
peacekeepers
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nathguorbnagaeRdlanoR
.raWdloCehtotdne

roops’noinUteivoSehT
.raWdloCehtdedneymonoce

rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC rotidEehtotretteLagnitirW:tsilkcehC

airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC airetirC seY seY seY seY seY
toN toN toN toN toN

teY

?lufesoprupdnagnortssecnetnesgninepoymerA

?noinipoymgnitatsylraelcImA

fotniopymtroppusotsliatedhguoneerehterA
?weiv

?snoinipoetisoppotsniagagniugraImA

?edausrepotdeenImohwerusImA

?segassemraelcetaercotnettirwsecnetnesymerA

?egassemymrofnesohc-llewsdrowymerA

,rammarg,noitautcnup,gnillepsymdekcehcIevaH
?noitazilatipacdna

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools...
• A3.3: obtain/download material...
• E3.1: critically evaluate info...
Social/Ethical/Health
• E2.6: adhere to copyright...
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.7 analyse how globalization has
affected Canada and Canadians since
1980
• define “globalization”
• examine the effects of the end of

the Cold War
• examine the extent of American

influence on world culture
• identify the causes of economic

globalization and its effects on
Canada

• predict the impact of global
environmental threats on Canada’s
future

The teacher may have students

• research the North American free trade debates of the 1980s
and 1990s. Create a chart of arguments for and against free
trade. Decide if you would have voted for or against the
agreement if you had been able to vote at the time. Write
a brief speech trying to convince others to take your position.

• divide into pairs to examine whether the protest over the power
of transnational companies was justified. One student may
develop arguments for the protest; the other partner, arguments
against it.

• research the protest movement against globalization (e.g., the
Seattle WTO meetings and the Quebec Summit protests).
Identify reasons why people felt strongly enough to take to the
streets in opposition to such initiatives.

tnemeergAedarTeerFnaciremAhtroN tnemeergAedarTeerFnaciremAhtroN tnemeergAedarTeerFnaciremAhtroN tnemeergAedarTeerFnaciremAhtroN tnemeergAedarTeerFnaciremAhtroN

rofstnemugrA rofstnemugrA rofstnemugrA rofstnemugrA rofstnemugrA tsniagastnemugrA tsniagastnemugrA tsniagastnemugrA tsniagastnemugrA tsniagastnemugrA

.tnemeergaeht)tsniagarorof(detovevahdluowI

?deifitsujstsetorpehtereW ?deifitsujstsetorpehtereW ?deifitsujstsetorpehtereW ?deifitsujstsetorpehtereW ?deifitsujstsetorpehtereW

...esuaceberewyehT ...esuaceberewyehT ...esuaceberewyehT ...esuaceberewyehT ...esuaceberewyehT ...esuacebtonerewyehT ...esuacebtonerewyehT ...esuacebtonerewyehT ...esuacebtonerewyehT ...esuacebtonerewyehT
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

• suggest the point of view that each of the following people
might have regarding free trade and provide reasons for their
view:

• use the following organizer to analyse a cartoon that takes either
an anti-free trade perspective or depicts protest over globaliza-
tion.

Students may, for example,

nootraCagnisylanA nootraCagnisylanA nootraCagnisylanA nootraCagnisylanA nootraCagnisylanA

noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ noitseuQ esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR esnopseR

?nootracsihtnidesueraslobmystahW

?tneserperlobmyshcaeseodtahW

?naem)ynafi(sdrowehtodtahW

ehtfoegassemniamehtsitahW
?nootrac

sihttegotgniyrttsinootracehtsiyhW
?ssorcaegassem

?egassemehtfonoiniporuoysitahW

edarTeerFnoweiVfotnioP edarTeerFnoweiVfotnioP edarTeerFnoweiVfotnioP edarTeerFnoweiVfotnioP edarTeerFnoweiVfotnioP

...maI ...maI ...maI ...maI ...maI ...siweivfotniopyM ...siweivfotniopyM ...siweivfotniopyM ...siweivfotniopyM ...siweivfotniopyM

nidnapxeotgnipohrenwossenisuba
wenhguorhtemocniesaercnidnaezis

stekram

naidanaCegralaniredloherahsa
stifotnecrep03sahtahtynapmoc

htiwedartnotnednepedssenisub
ainrofilaC

ynapmocnaidanaCaniredloherahsa
noitcetorpffiratstiesollliwtaht

nosrepdeyolpmenuna

neponodlossiniargesohwremrafa
stekramdlrow

elitxeterehwnwotllamsaforoyameht
ngierofmorfdetcetorperaseirotcaf

ffiratybnoititepmoc
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.7 analyse how globalization has
affected Canada and Canadians since
1980
• define “globalization”
• examine the effects of the end of

the Cold War
• examine the extent of American

influence on world culture
• identify the causes of economic

globalization and its effects on
Canada

• predict the impact of global
environmental threats on Canada’s
future

The teacher may have students

• conduct a survey to identify their favourite performers,
musicians, actors, athletes, movies, and television series.
Determine their countries of origin - Canadian, United States,
and other countries. What does this tell you about American
influence on world cultures? Should this situation be allowed to
continue? What could and would you do about it?

• discuss the validity of phrases like “McWorld” and “Coca Cola
Culture” which are often used to describe the globalization and
Americanization of the world economy and culture.

• survey where students’ clothes/household products were made.
Compare the cost of each item and its country of origin to its
manufacturing cost. Why are goods sold in Canada made in
these other places? What are labour conditions like in those
countries? Should we be supporting such labour conditions by
continuing to trade with these countries? Are we contributing
to the continuation of child labour and poor working and living
conditions by buying certain goods?

• in a group, discuss the possible economic or cultural effects of a
key issue listed below (or another choice). Show the impact
in a cause-and-effect chart.

yevruSerutluC yevruSerutluC yevruSerutluC yevruSerutluC yevruSerutluC

etiruovaF
sremrofreP

naidanaC naciremA rehtO

snaicisuM

:seussIyeK

noitazilabolgrofecrofasaygolonhcetsnoitacinummoC*
seinapmocaidemdenwoyletavirP*

erutlucralupopnaciremAfotropxE*
snoitaroproclanoitansnartfoesiR*
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• write letters to the editor of a newspaper to explain their views
on the export of American popular culture around the world.
Each letter could be compared to one written by a classmate.
(Refer to page 131 of this curriculum guide for a self-evaluation toll
for writing a letter to a newspaper editor).

• complete a chart which summarizes the pros and cons of
globalization for the citizens of Canada and other countries of
the world. Decide whether you think globalization is having a
positive or a negative impact.

• use the following self-checklist as they engage in the discussion
of possible effects of globalization.

noitazilabolG noitazilabolG noitazilabolG noitazilabolG noitazilabolG

sorP sorP sorP sorP sorP snoC snoC snoC snoC snoC

...noitazilabolgfotcapmiehtnonoisulcnocyM

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Telecommunications
• A10.1: collaborate using software

(whiteboard, slideshow, applica-
tion sharing, chat, messaging,
send and receive files, photos,
group file sharing, resource
sharing (links), on-line content
creation and sharing, assignment
drop box, video and audio,
discussion forums, journal)

Group Discussion Self Checklist

Criteria Yes      Not Yet

Speaks appropriately

Asks a question

Responds to a question

Listens attentively to others

Refers to facts and ideas

Keeps on topic

Shows respect for others

Summarizes what is said
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.7 analyze how globalization has
affected Canada and Canadians since
1980
• define “globalization”
• examine the effects of the end of

the Cold War
• examine the extent of American

influence on world culture
• identify the causes of economic

globalization and its effects on
Canada

• predict the impact of global
environmental threats on Canada’s
future

• engage in a “fish-bowl” cooperative
learning structure to discuss the
long-term and short-term impacts
of the North American Free Trade
Agreement. The “fish” (   ) will
complete a discussion of an assigned
key question as the observers (   )
are given an opportunity to ask
questions, offer refinements, and
add more information in an overall
class response to the key question.
(To assess student participation in
collaborative learning groups, refer to Appendix I.)

• research and compare views on the impact of free trade on
Canada by the following: the Canadian Labour Congress, the
New Democratic Party, the Progressive Conservative Party, and
the Liberal Party. Write a summary of each viewpoint.

• participate in a jigsaw cooperative learning structure designed to
learn about globalization and its impact on Canada. Use the
information to complete a concept web on “The impact of
globalization on Canadian life”.  The main categories may
include business, consumer buying, culture, entertainment. (To
assess student participation in collaborative learning groups, refer to
Appendix I.)

The teacher may have students

adanaCnotcapmIstidnanoitazilabolG adanaCnotcapmIstidnanoitazilabolG adanaCnotcapmIstidnanoitazilabolG adanaCnotcapmIstidnanoitazilabolG adanaCnotcapmIstidnanoitazilabolG

- seinapmoclanoitansnartfoesirehT
- dlrowehtdnuoraskcolbgnidarteerffonoitaercehT

seinapmocnaidanaCfognizisnwodehT-
- ytitnedidnaerutlucfossolarevonrecnoC

adanaCnoedarTeerFfotcapmI adanaCnoedarTeerFfotcapmI adanaCnoedarTeerFfotcapmI adanaCnoedarTeerFfotcapmI adanaCnoedarTeerFfotcapmI

noitazinagrO noitazinagrO noitazinagrO noitazinagrO noitazinagrO edarTeerFnosweiV edarTeerFnosweiV edarTeerFnosweiV edarTeerFnosweiV edarTeerFnosweiV

ssergnoCruobaLnaidanaC

traPcitarcomeDweN

ytraPlarebiL

ytraPevitavresnoC
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• chart the consequences of continued trade with a nation that
ignores human rights abuses. Assess and evaluate the conse-
quences of the various choices that may be made by govern-
ment as identified in the chart below. Have students examine
their personal buying patterns, assess the consequences of their
decisions and develop a buying pattern action plan.

• complete a “fish-bone” organizer to outline their understanding
of the impact of globalization on Canada. Students may begin
by developing a title (e.g., Globalization Affects Canada), then
develop main ideas (e.g., political, economic, and cultural), and
provide details to support each main idea.

• work in groups to prepare a collage or storyboard using
newspaper or magazine articles, photos, and any other items to
present a visual impression of how globalization is affecting
Canadian society today. Make a brief presentation to the
class explaining the significance of the images and information
they have presented on their storyboard.

seciohCedarTfosecneuqesnoC seciohCedarTfosecneuqesnoC seciohCedarTfosecneuqesnoC seciohCedarTfosecneuqesnoC seciohCedarTfosecneuqesnoC

gnidarT
rentraP

emaN
)yrtnuoC(

erongiewfI
sthgirnamuh

dnasesuba
eunitnoc

gnidart

llapotsewfI
dnaedart

diangierof
namuhlitnu
sesubasthgir

raeppasid

eunitnocewfI
tubedartot

egaruocne
stnemevorpmi

namuhni
saerasthgir

stifenebohW
?adanaCni

stifenebohW
rehtoni

?seirtnuoc

sreffusohW
rehtoehtni

?yrtnuoc

sihtlliW
foesruoc

noitca
evorpmi

ecnamrofrep
namuhno

ehtnisthgir
?yrtnuocrehto

yhwroyhW
?ton
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Unit 3: Decades of Change

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.3.7 analyze how globalization has
affected Canada and Canadians since
1980
• define “globalization”
• examine the effects of the end of

the Cold War
• examine the extent of American

influence on world culture
• identify the causes of economic

globalization and its effects on
Canada

• predict the impact of global
environmental threats on Canada’s
future

The teacher may have students

• use the following chart to examine key elements of the Kyoto
Protocol.

kooLresolCA:locotorPotoyKehtgnitpodA kooLresolCA:locotorPotoyKehtgnitpodA kooLresolCA:locotorPotoyKehtgnitpodA kooLresolCA:locotorPotoyKehtgnitpodA kooLresolCA:locotorPotoyKehtgnitpodA

aedIyeK aedIyeK aedIyeK aedIyeK aedIyeK setoN setoN setoN setoN setoN

yrtsudnInotcapmI

srekrownostceffE

stifenebmretgnoL

• stage an environmental awareness day on a theme such as “Local
Effects of Global Environmental Change” or “International
Efforts to Protect the Environment” (e.g. Kyoto Accord). Invite
speakers from industry and environmental groups.

• create a map or model illustrating the predicted effects of global
warming and climate change on Canada over the next hundred
years or so.

• conduct an interview of their parents or some other adult in the
community about their thoughts on the increasing globaliza-
tion of the world since the later part of the 20th century. Select
other sources of information (e.g., a cartoon, newspaper article
or editorial, speech) to see how it compares with the
interviewee’s thoughts on globalization.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• check the media for reports of current global environmental
problems that affect Canada and then prepare a short case
study. The study should include an explanation of the problem
and the reasons for it, an outline of what has or has not been
done to resolve it, and suggestions for possible solutions. Topics
might include resource depletion, the collapse of the fishery,
acid rain, etc.

• log their energy consumption for a week and identify alterna-
tive forms of energy that would be more beneficial to the
environment. Explain their choices.

• classify key conditions/features of globalization as either
political, economic, or cultural. Some may fit more than one
category.

serutaeF/snoitidnoCyeKgniyfissalC serutaeF/snoitidnoCyeKgniyfissalC serutaeF/snoitidnoCyeKgniyfissalC serutaeF/snoitidnoCyeKgniyfissalC serutaeF/snoitidnoCyeKgniyfissalC

erutaeF/noitidnoC erutaeF/noitidnoC erutaeF/noitidnoC erutaeF/noitidnoC erutaeF/noitidnoC
lacitiloP lacitiloP lacitiloP lacitiloP lacitiloP

)X(
cimonocE cimonocE cimonocE cimonocE cimonocE

)X(
larutluC larutluC larutluC larutluC larutluC

)X(

lanoitansnartfoesiR
seinapmoc

naidanaCfonoitazinagroeR
seinapmoc

naidanaCfognizisnwoD
seinapmoc

aidemdenwoyletavirP
seinapmoc

erutlucnaciremAfotropxE

nisnoitnevretniNUeroM
setupsid
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Citizenship

Unit Overview

Citizenship is a very important concept in social studies. In Atlantic Canada, “Citizenship” is one of the six
Essential Graduation Learnings, and “Citizenship, Power, and Governance” is one of the six broad strands of
social studies at all grade levels. In previous years, students have had many opportunities to develop an
understanding of the concept of citizenship. In Social Studies 7, for example, students investigated the
unifying concept of “empowerment,” including a specific examination of “Political Empowerment.”

This unit focusses on citizenship and the corresponding political identity of the peoples of Canada. The
notions people hold, individually and collectively, about citizenship are a powerful expression of their beliefs
about identity. The political institutions created, the systems of governance constructed, the laws passed, the
rights and freedoms upheld, the responsibilities expected, as well as the evolution of all these things, are
expressions of beliefs about who people are as local, national, and global citizens. In Canada, as in many other
countries, such beliefs have variously served both to include and exclude peoples.

Ultimately, this unit on citizenship is designed for students to examine the political culture(s) within
Canada. Understanding and analysing the political makeup of their country is important for citizens.
Informed students have the capacity to become vibrant and active citizens who can shape their own
identity(ies) and those of their country. True citizenship is not a docile acceptance of the status quo — it is
an active and constructive participation in political life.

Unit Outcomes

In grade 8, students will be expected to
8.4.1 take age appropriate actions that demonstrate the rights and responsibilities of citizenship (local,

national and global)
8.4.2 demonstrate an understanding of how citizenship has evolved over time
8.4.3 demonstrate an understanding of the structure and operation of government in Canada under a

federal system

Unit Process and Skills

Communication
• read critically
• employ active listening techniques
• present a summary report or argument

Inquiry
• frame questions or hypotheses that give clear focus to an inquiry
• recognize significant issues and perspectives in an area of inquiry
• gather, record, evaluate, and synthesize information
• draw conclusions that are supported by the evidence

Participation
• engage in a variety of learning experiences that include both independent study and collaboration
• respond to class, school, community, or national public issues
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.1 take age-appropriate actions
that demonstrate the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship (local,
national and global)
• examine the concept of citizenship
• define rights and responsibilities
• examine the criteria for becoming

a Canadian citizen
• examine the United Nations

Declaration of Human Rights
• demonstrate an understanding of

the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms

• develop a definition of responsible
citizenship

• plan and carry out age-appropri-
ate action that demonstrate
responsible citizenship

The teacher may have students

• complete an “Anticipation Guide” on the concept of citizenship.
Students respond with “agree” or “disagree” to a series of
statements about citizenship. Then, in small groups or in pairs,
students discuss their responses and views. They can revise their
responses following the discussion and provide reasons for any
change in viewpoint. (An anticipation guide helps to generate
interest in the material to be read, introduce unfamiliar vocabulary,
activate prior knowledge, and/or set a purpose for reading. It is
important for students to accept the different viewpoints of others and
to realize that they can change their viewpoints after hearing others
speak.)

• construct a spider definition to define the concept of citizen-
ship.

• individually construct a web to illustrate the concept of
citizenship. The webs can be shared in small groups and,
through consensus, one developed for each group. The small
group webs can then be posted to provide key points for a
whole class discussion. From this discussion develop a class web
that illustrates the various aspects of citizenship.

pihsnezitiC:ediuGnoitapicitnA pihsnezitiC:ediuGnoitapicitnA pihsnezitiC:ediuGnoitapicitnA pihsnezitiC:ediuGnoitapicitnA pihsnezitiC:ediuGnoitapicitnA

eergA eergA eergA eergA eergA eergasiD eergasiD eergasiD eergasiD eergasiD tnemetatSnoitapicitnA tnemetatSnoitapicitnA tnemetatSnoitapicitnA tnemetatSnoitapicitnA tnemetatSnoitapicitnA snosaeR snosaeR snosaeR snosaeR snosaeR

ehtsiadanaCfoneziticagnieB
ynafoneziticagniebsaemas

.dlrowehtfoyrtnuocrehto

ytilibisnopserylnoehtsignitoV
."sneziticdoog"fo

ehtevahdluohssneziticllA
.sthgiremas

ehtevahsneziticllA
.walehtyebootytilibisnopser

pugniworgebotlufknahtmaI
.adanaCfoneziticasa
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Students may, for example,

• create a classroom collage of ideas and symbols that represent
examples of citizenship. Include images related to each of the
following: culture and society, politics and law, economy and
technology, and the environment. The collage could be
displayed in the hall or any other prominent location. It may
be expanded through the year as students continue to progress
through the course.

• write a reflective journal entry in response to something they
have read, experienced, or heard in class about citizenship.
(Refer to Appendix G for a discussion of student response journals:
types of entries, cuing questions, and examples of lead-ins.)

• give evidence to support key statements

• debate the following statement:

“To me, allowing a mounted policeman to wear a turban is
equivalent to allowing someone to change the words of our
[national] anthem or fly our flag with a fleur-de-lis or stars and
stripes in the corner.” - Journalist Diane Francis. The topic may
be expressed as “Be it resolved that national symbols and
practices are a part of Canadian citizenship and should remain
unchanged”.

(For a debate evaluation form, refer to Suggestions for Assessment,
Outcome 8.3.3, page 103 of this curriculum guide.)

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 4,

Chapter 13

CAMET
Language Arts
• oral presentation, identifying

resources for research, journaling,
Supplementary Resources
• Belonging: An Activity Guide.

Citizenship and Immigration
Canada

Web Links
• Citizenship and Immigration

Canada
www.cic.gc.ca/welcomehome
- A free reaffirmation ceremony
kit is available from

• Canadian Civil Liberties
Association
www.ccla.org

• John Peters Humphry Model
United Nations (JPHMUN) at St
Thomas University United
Nations website

Local
• Programs such as Adopt a Stream,

Adopt a Highway, Adopt a
Corner, Communities in Bloom,
Trans-Canada Trail, Adopt a
Senior

ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS ecnedivEhtiwstnemetatSgnitroppuS

tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS tnemetatS ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE ecnedivE

neziticatonsineziticA"
niatrecanisevilehesuaceb

ohwenosineziticA.ecalp
noitartsinimdaehtni"serahs"

]cilbup[nidna,ecitsujfo
eltotsirA."seciffo

Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.1 Take age-appropriate actions
that demonstrate the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship (local,
national and global)
• examine the concept of citizenship
• define rights and responsibilities
• examine the criteria for becoming

a Canadian citizen
• examine the United Nations

Declaration of Human Rights
• demonstrate an understanding of

the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms

• develop a definition of responsible
citizenship

• plan and carry out age-appropri-
ate actions that demonstrate
responsible citizenship

The teacher may have students

• participate in a “think-pair-share” cooperative learning structure
to examine what the terms “rights” and “responsibilities” mean.
Each partner individually jots down what he or she thinks each
means, with an example. Partners then share their ideas. They
reach a consensus and share a common definition
and an example of each term with the class. (To assess student
participation in collaborative groups, refer to Appendix I.)

• brainstorm what they feel are their rights. Create a list of each
person’s rights as an individual and then identify the responsi-
bilities associated with each right.

• develop a list of the various groups to which they belong (e.g.,
family, religion, school/classroom, clubs/organizations, teams,
peers, cultural/ethnic, geographic (community, province,
nation, world). Work in groups of two or three to identify
and record the rights and responsibilities associated with each
group. The chart below provides an example of how they might
respond. (Students should recognize that being a member of a group
makes an individual a citizen of that group. The discussion about the
rights and responsibilities of belonging to a group should include
discussion of the rights and responsibilities of Canadian citizenship.)

seitilibisnopseRdnasthgiRgninifeD seitilibisnopseRdnasthgiRgninifeD seitilibisnopseRdnasthgiRgninifeD seitilibisnopseRdnasthgiRgninifeD seitilibisnopseRdnasthgiRgninifeD

smreT smreT smreT smreT smreT gninaeM gninaeM gninaeM gninaeM gninaeM elpmaxE elpmaxE elpmaxE elpmaxE elpmaxE noitinifeD noitinifeD noitinifeD noitinifeD noitinifeD

sthgiR sthgiR sthgiR sthgiR sthgiR
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,
• assume the role of a citizenship judge and prepare a chart to

helpinstruct the participants of a citizenship court on the rights
and responsibilities of Canadian citizenship. The chart below
may serve as an example.

• classify the content of newspaper clippings in term of rights or
responsibilities and give evidence to support their choices.

• examine a newspaper article about rights or responsibilities
(e.g., candidates in an election, eliminating discrimination and
injustice) and write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.1 take age-appropriate actions
that demonstrate the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship (local,
national and global)
• examine the concept of citizenship
• define rights and responsibilities
• examine the criteria for becoming

a Canadian citizen
• examine the United Nations

Declaration of Human Rights
• demonstrate an understanding of

the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms

• develop a definition of responsible
citizenship

• plan and carry out age-appropri-
ate actions that demonstrate
responsible citizenship

The teacher may have students

• explore Canada’s Citizenship and Immigration web site to learn
about the current criteria for becoming a Canadian citizen.
Complete the following chart to outline those requirements and
describe how they feel about such requirements.

• compare the Oath or Affirmation of Citizenship used since the
1970s and an Oath proposed in the 1990s. Draw conclusions
about the proposed changes.

• organize a Citizenship Reaffirmation Ceremony in your school.
(A kit for conducting such a ceremony is available from Citizenship
and Immigration Canada.)
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,
• use the following checklist to design a poster about the

requirements for becoming a Canadian citizen.

• research another country to compare its citizenship and
immigration policies and practices to those of Canada. The
following chart may be helpful in organizing the information.

• debate whether all citizens of the world have the right to live
where they want to live. This topic may be expressed as, “Be it
resolved that citizens of the world have a right to live where
they want to live”. Use the discussion to introduce the broader
issue of universal human rights.

For a debate evaluation form, refer to Suggestions for Assessment,
Outcome 8.3.3, page 103 of this curriculum guide.)
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Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.1 take age-appropriate actions
that demonstrate the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship (local,
national and global)
• examine the concept of citizenship
• define rights and responsibilities
• examine the criteria for becoming

a Canadian citizen
• examine the United Nations

Declaration of Human Rights
• demonstrate an understanding of

the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms

• develop a definition of responsible
citizenship

• plan and carry out age-appropri-
ate action that demonstrate
responsible citizenship

The teacher may have students

• search the Internet and other sources for a copy of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. After examining this
declaration of rights make a list of those they think are the
most important and explain why they think so. Share the list
with a partner and compare the rights selected.

• research John Peters Humphrey and describe his role in the
development of the United Nations Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

• compare the students’ lists of individual rights and responsibili-
ties to the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Check how many rights are common.

• complete a K-W-L-H chart about the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms or some aspect of the Charter, such as
democratic rights, mobility rights, or legal rights.

• participate in a jigsaw cooperative learning structure designed
to have them learn about the Charter of Rights and Freedoms
and its impact on Canada. Use the information to complete a
concept web on “The impact of the Charter on Canadian life.”
The main categories may include: fundamental freedoms,
democratic rights, mobility rights, legal rights, equality rights,
official languages of Canada, minority language education
rights, enforcement, Aboriginal rights, and application of the
Charter.

• develop a list of the various rights and freedoms, and complete a
ranking exercise to identify which ones students value the most.
Collate the results to see which are most important to the
group. Discuss the differences.

• work in small groups to examine each of the fundamental rights
and freedoms listed in the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Make a list of what they consider to be the most
important of these rights and freedoms. Explain why you
think these rights are so important. Why has the Charter been
such a powerful force of change?
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,
• summarize eight of the articles in the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights and provide an example of how and where
(community, province, country) it is being followed or not
followed.

• work with a partner to draw or select from magazines pictures
showing at least eight of the rights in the United Nations
Declaration of Human Rights. Explain why each right is
important to people in the world.

• consider the situation in the table below and identify which of
the Canadian Rights and Freedoms applies in each case.

• classify the content of newspaper clippings in terms of rights
(e.g., democratic rights, legal rights, equality rights, official
language rights, mobility rights) and give evidence to suggest
your choice.
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Provincial Outcomes

CIT
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools (search

engines and directories) and
strategies necessary to carry out
research

• A3.3: obtain/download material
(test, graphics, files) from Internet

• E3.1: critically evaluate informa-
tion and its source based on pre-
determined criteria
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.1 take age-appropriate actions
that demonstrate the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship (local,
national and global)
• examine the concept of citizenship
• define rights and responsibilities
• examine the criteria for becoming

a Canadian citizen
• examine the United Nations

Declaration of Human Rights
• demonstrate an understanding of

the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms

• develop a definition of responsible
citizenship

• plan and carry out age-appropri-
ate actions that demonstrate
responsible citizenship

The teacher may have students

• develop a class activity to help students understand the term
“Responsible Citizenship.” Ask them to suggest words that they
associate with each term, and write them inside the appropriate
box; for example, responsible (answerable, accountable, duty or
trust, obligation), and citizenship (resident of a country, rights,
freedoms).  Transfer all words into a larger square labeled
“Responsible Citizenship”; working in pairs or triads, develop a
definition of  “Responsible Citizenship” using the words in the
larger square.

• plan, organize, and conduct an interview with someone they
feel is a model, active, responsible citizen.  The following
organizer may be used as a guide.

• create a “Manifesto of Responsible Citizenship.” Students in
small groups or individually can produce a document similar to
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in which they outline the
characteristics of a responsible citizen in Canadian society. This
could be personal, classroom, school or community-based and
could include lists or a series of statements. The presentation
copy of this manifesto might include symbols of citizenship and
the nation.

• create a realistic personal action plan based on the “Manifesto of
Responsible Citizenship” by identifying ways they can help
their classroom, school, home, or community. They could create
presentations, videos, or work with local media to record actions
taken to carry out their plan.
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• read short accounts in newspapers and other media of
individuals who demonstrate responsible citizenship. Complete
the following chart to identify what they did. Students may
select from examples listed at the bottom of the chart and/or
identify new ones.

• create a class collage to represent examples of responsible
citizenship. The collage may be expanded through the year as
students continue to progress through the course. The collage
could be displayed in the hall or any other prominent location.

• assume they have been asked by the community to form a
committee to address a global problem of their choosing.
Design a course of action to solve the problem, including a set
of recommendations, and present the plan to the appropriate
board of the United Nations. The checklist below can be used
to guide the activities.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.2 demonstrate an understanding
of how citizenship has evolved over
time
• examine factors in ancient,

medieval, and early modern times
that influenced our modern
democratic concept of citizenship

• describe how the history of
Canada has shaped our concept of
citizenship

• examine the role and responsibil-
ity of the citizen in supporting
the rule of law

• identify current global events and
the impact they may have on
views of citizenship

Involvement in the decision-making process is central to the modern
concept of citizenship. It is important for students to realize that people
have not always had this opportunity. This outcome begins with having
students research various periods in history to examine the involvement of
citizens in the decision-making process and the factors that brought
about change.
The teacher may have students
• research the development of the concept of citizenship by

completing the chart below. Students can work in small groups
with each group finding data necessary to complete a row in the
chart. Ultimately, the class can generate a master chart for
reference and discussion (see notes 1 and 2).

• create a timeline to show the evolution of citizenship through
time. Entries might include information on ancient civiliza-
tions, Greece, Rome, Britain, France, and United States.

• create a timeline to show the evolution of citizenship through
time. Entries might include information on ancient civiliza-
tions, Greece, Rome, Britain, France, and United States.
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,
• develop a bulletin board display showing evidence of earlier

influence on Canada’s modern democratic concept of citizen-
ship. The evidence displayed could include information on
ancient, medieval, and modern times.

• make an organizer to compare the Canadian and Athenian
systems of democracy. The following organizer may be used.

• imagine that they are one of the following individuals: ancient
Mesopotamian, ancient Athenian, ancient Roman, citizen of
13th Century England, citizen of 17th Century England,
citizen of 18th Century America and France, a Loyalist of Nova
Scotia or New Brunswick, British North American in the
1830s, a First Nations person in the 1870s or today, or a
woman in Canada in the 1920s. They believe that more people
should help decide how the government is run. Write a
persuasive paragraph designed to make others agree with their
point of view.

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 4,

Chapter 14

CAMET
Language Arts
• prepare summaries, identify

sources of information, present
information in a variety of formats

Supplementary Resources
• Historica

www.histori.ca
Search:
- CRB Heritage Minutes
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.2 demonstrate an understanding
of how citizenship has evolved over
time
• examine factors in ancient,

medieval, and early modern times
that influenced our modern
democratic concept of citizenship

• describe how the history of
Canada has shaped our concept of
citizenship

• examine the role and responsibil-
ity of the citizen in supporting
the rule of law

• identify current global events and
the impact they may have on
views of citizenship

As modern Canadian citizens we take part in the decision making
process through elections and other actions as responsible citizens. As
students will have discovered in the grade 7 social studies course, this has
not always been the case. Since Colonial times we have evolved into one
of the most democratic nations in the world. The following activity
allows us to chart/identify key factors/events that have shaped, and are
shaping, our concept of citizenship.

The teacher may have students
• research the identified Canadian events and complete the

following chart. Students can work in small groups with each
group finding data necessary to complete a row in the chart.
Ultimately, the class can generate a master chart for reference,
and discuss how each event affected the idea of citizenship.

• work in groups to create a timeline based on the major
historical events researched. Each group can use appropriate
symbols on the timeline to graphically illustrate their contribu-
tion on how the events affected views of citizenship. They
should use a variety of media to do this.
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• assume the role of Prime Minister and write a statement that
could have been used to announce one of the following
milestones in the evolution of Canadian citizenship: Official
Languages Act (1969), Multiculturalism Policy (1971),
Advisory Council on the Status of Women (1973), Office of
Native Land Claims (1974), Constitution Act and Charter of
Rights and Freedoms (1982).

• compare the status of Canadian citizenship before and after the
Citizenship Act of 1947.

• investigate and report on the Canadian Bill of Rights (1960),
including information on its origins, main freedoms and rights,
limitations, use, and impact on identity.

• debate whether everyone should be allowed to vote in Canada.
The topic may be expressed as, “Be it resolved that all Canadian
citizens should qualify for voting.” Each side should present its
arguments noting specific reasons and examples to support
their position.  (For a debate evaluation form, refer to Suggestions
for Assessment, Outcome 8.3.3, page 103 of this curriculum guide.)

• use the following organizer to research and write a biography of
a key figure in history who played a significant role in shaping
our concept of citizenship. Some individuals include: Nellie
McClung, John Diefenbaker, and Pierre Trudeau.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.2 demonstrate an understanding
of how citizenship has evolved over
time
• examine factors in ancient,

medieval, and early modern times
that influenced our modern
democratic concept of citizenship

• describe how the history of
Canada has shaped our concept of
citizenship

• examine the role and responsibil-
ity of the citizen in supporting
the rule of law

• identify current global events and
the impact they may have on
views of citizenship

To become informed responsible citizens, students need to become aware
of the impact current events are having on citizenship. For example,
because of civil conflicts there are more and more refugees trying to move
into new countries. Such events are having an impact on views of
citizenship.

The teacher may have students

• conduct research to find out about the role and responsibility of
the citizen in supporting the rule of law. Prepare an oral
presentation for “broadcast” on local radio.  (To assess the
student’s oral presentation, refer to Appendix J-4 for a holistic
speaking rubric.)

• survey media to identify events and issues that are influencing
our views about citizenship. This might include issues about
governance, power, decision-making, conflict resolution,
individual versus collective rights and freedoms, global versus
national citizenship, or personal empowerment. Have students
share their findings and discuss the issues raised.

• create and participate in an activity such as a skit, debate,
tableau, or role-play that explains a significant contemporary
event or issue related to citizenship.
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,
• write a paragraph to describe how citizens can support the rule of law in

their community, province, and country.  They may include reference to:
support for such initiatives as freedom of information legislation, public legal
information programs, and community-police relations programs. As well,
they might mention the role of citizens in speaking out against injustice and
disadvantaged groups, serving on a jury, and monitoring the effectiveness of
the legal system.

• use the following checklist to write letters to the editor of a newspaper to
express their views about global events and their impact on views of
citizenship (for example, dual citizenship which enables Canadians to
participate in voting in other countries, freedom of religion as part of
citizenship in a democratic country).

• write a brief paragraph to assess the impact of one of the following events on
views of citizenship in Canada: terrorist attack on New York’s World Trade
Center, child soldiers in South Asian countries, deportation of illegal
immigrants, or humanitarian and military support for Afghanistan.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.2 demonstrate an understanding
of the structure and operation of
government in Canada under a
federal system
• describe the operation and

responsibilities of government at
the municipal, provincial, and
federal levels

• demonstrate an understanding of
the relationship between the
provincial and federal govern-
ments and account for provincial
and regional variations in this
relationship

• examine the roles and responsi-
bilities of executive, legislative,
and judicial branches of govern-
ment

• examine the processes leading to
the formation and dissolution of
government

One of the duties of being a responsible Canadian citizen is to be
informed about the democratic decision making process. Canada has
evolved from colony to nation over the last century while still essentially
maintaining the British parliamentary model.  This outcome is designed
to explore the structure and operation of the federal system.

The teacher may have students
• participate in a “jigsaw” cooperative learning structure. In each

home group, each student agrees to become an “expert” on one
of the levels of government, i.e., municipal, provincial or
territorial, or federal. After researching, reading, and discussing
the level of government with the same
expert from the other home groups,
he or she shares his or her expertise
with other members of the home
group. (Aboriginal self-government
could be included in this activity.
To assess student participation in
cooperative learning groups, refer
to Appendix I.)

• engage in a “4-Corners” cooperative
learning strategy. Each student may
select a level of government that
interests him or her, i.e., federal, provincial, or municipal. They
then go to a corner labelled with the name of the level of govern-
ment. (Use two corners for the level of government with the most
student interest.) Students form pairs and discuss something
interesting about the level of government that led them to make
the selection they did. They may also visit another area to find
out why their peers made the choices they did. Randomly select
students to report to the class.

• use information in the phone book and Internet sources to
create a organizer showing the services by the three levels of
government in Canada. Draw conclusions about the general
duties of each government.

• identify at least one power that they would change from federal
to provincial or local control, or vice versa, and explain why.
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example

• create a web diagram to show the structure of the federal
government in Canada. Then, write a brief note to explain the
purpose and function of each part of the government. Include
where they think the base of the power is in this government
structure. Alternatively, they could review a visual representa-
tion of either the federal or a provincial government and
identify its main components.

• make a class display, collage, or wall mural which shows the
various responsibilities and powers of each level of government
(e.g., the federal government - a symbol of the nation and
symbols representing the powers of the federal government,
such as defence and revenue). Students can be encouraged to
design their own symbols but can use clip art and links to
WWW for examples from which they can design their own.

• work in pairs and decide which level of government (municipal,
provincial, or federal) would have the power to help them solve
each of the following problems or concerns. (Hint: the phone
book may help).

Provincial Resources
• Canadian Identity, Unit 4,

Chapter 185

CAMET
Language Arts
• presenting information in a variety

of formats, participate in groups
for a specific task, drawing
conclusions

Web Links

• Elections Canada
www.elections.ca
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.3 demonstrate an understanding
of the structure and operation of
government in Canada under a
federal system
• describe the operation and

responsibilities of government at
the municipal, provincial, and
federal levels

• demonstrate an understanding of
the relationship between the
provincial and federal govern-
ments and account for provincial
and regional variations in this
relationship

• examine the roles and responsi-
bilities of executive, legislative and
judicial branches of government

• examine the processes leading to
the formation and dissolution of
government

Provinces have the most expensive responsibilities (e.g. education, health care,
roads, and social assistance) yet the weakest taxing powers. Because the cost of
such responsibilities has increased dramatically since 1867, provinces are
feeling burdened with costs. Consequently, the financial relationship between
the levels of government has become increasingly important.

The teacher may have students
• individually or in small groups, choose a province or territory and

gather data on the cost of living there. Once the data is collected,
students discuss and analyse their findings for that province and share
the results using graphs and charts. They can discuss the variations
among the provinces and territories and the use of transfer payments
as a means to make up for these disparities. Sample research questions
might include:

• brainstorm and make a list of the factors that influence the differing
relationships between various provinces and territories and the federal
government (e.g., culture, language, geography, and finances).
Discuss the various provincial and regional differences between the
two levels of government.

• create a chart to compare the three levels of government in terms of
their elected officials, along with variations, and some responsibilities.

• organize a Federal/Provincial conference where students represent the
federal government and each of the provincial and territorial govern-
ments to debate federal-provincial issues. Students would argue from
various provincial and territorial perspectives to try and convince the
federal government to allocate more tax dollars to them.
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• assume the role of a provincial or territorial government official
and present arguments for and against each of the following
scenarios. The following chart may serve as a useful organizer.

• examine newspaper articles about interactions between the
provincial and federal governments citizenship (e.g., federal
spending in the province, federal cost sharing projects, taxation
issues) and write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper.
(See page 91 for checklist that may be used as a self-evaluation
tool and/or used by the teacher to assess the quality of the
student work.)
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.3 demonstrate an understanding
of the structure and operation of
government in Canada under a
federal system
• describe the operation and

responsibilities of government at
the municipal, provincial, and
federal levels

• demonstrate an understanding of
the relationship between the
provincial and federal govern-
ments and account for provincial
and regional variations in this
relationship

• examine the roles and responsi-
bilities of executive, legislative, and
judicial branches of government

• examine the processes leading to
the formation and dissolution of
government

The teacher may have students
• participate in a “jigsaw” cooperative learning structure. In each home

group, each student agrees to become an “expert” on one of the branches
of government, i.e., executive, legislative, or judicial. After researching,
reading, and discussing the branch of government with the same expert
from the other home groups, he or she shares his or her expertise with
other members of the home group. (Aboriginal self-government could be
included. To assess student participation in cooperative learning groups, refer to
Appendix I.)

• assume the role of an individual who has membership in one or more of
the three branches of government. Roles would include the following:
Prime Minister (1 card), Minister of Defence, Finance, etc. (1 card per
Ministry), Backbencher (many cards - by name?), Speaker of the House (1
card), Speaker of the Senate (1 card ), Senators (many cards), Member of
Parliament (many cards - by name?), Justice of the Supreme Court (up to 9
cards), Party Whip (1 card per party),  House Leader (1 card per party),
Leader of the Official Opposition (1card), and Governor-General (1 card).
Students representing the branch to which the person on their card
belongs move to the area of the room previously designated as either
executive, legislative, or judiciary branch of government. (It will quickly
become clear that students with cards for the Prime Minister and Cabinet
Ministers have to be in two places at once as they are in both the legislative and
executive branch.) Within their branches, students arrange themselves
hierarchically in the order they believe the government is structured. They
then discuss any changes that need to be made and why.

• carry out the previous activity for the provincial level of government using
the following roles: Premier (1 card); Minister of Finance, Education, etc.
(1 card per Ministry); Lieutenant-Governor (1 card); MLA, MNA, MPP,
MHA, etc. (many cards - by name?); Provincial Court Judge (several cards
- varies by province); Superior Court Judge (e.g., Judge of the Court of
Queen’s Bench) (several cards - fewer than Provincial Court Judges); Party
Whip (1 card per party);  House Leader (1card per party); and Leader of
the Official Opposition (1 card).

• assume the role of a newspaper reporter assigned to interview a key
figure in one of the branches of government and prepare a list of questions
that they would ask that person.
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Unit 4: Citizenship

Suggestions for Assessment Notes

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Students may, for example,

• collect two articles that feature a person in government.
Students are to find out the name of the branch of government
represented, his or her role in government, and why he or she is
in the news.

• prepare an organizer to summarize the membership of each
level of government by branch. Use this information to
create a bulletin board display showing the membership and
structure of the three branches of government.

• complete an organizer to match the branches of government
and their membership with their respective functions. The
chart below, along with some examples, may be helpful.
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CANADIAN IDENTITY

Unit 4: Citizenship

Outcomes Suggestions for Learning and Teaching

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

In grade 8, students will be expected to

8.4.3 demonstrate an understanding
of the structure and operation of
government in Canada under a
federal system
• describe the operation and

responsibilities of government at
the municipal, provincial, and
federal levels

• demonstrate an understanding of
the relationship between the
provincial and federal govern-
ments and account for provincial
and regional variations in this
relationship

• examine the roles and responsi-
bilities of executive, legislative,
and judicial branches of
government

• examine the processes leading to
the formation and dissolution of
government

• stage a mock election or run the student council elections
following Elections Canada rules.

• design a presentation format (e.g., a poster, TV ad, or
newspaper ad) to convince someone to vote who does not
intend to.

• work in a group to design and conduct a survey to find out
what people their age know about the Federal Government of
Canada. Some questions to include are:
- Who is the Prime Minister?
- What political party does the Prime Minister belong to?
- What other political parties are represented in Ottawa

right now?
- Who is the MP representing your community?

• assume the role of an Elections Canada worker who has been
given the task of examining whether or not people should be
forced to vote on election day.

The teacher may have students

• investigate and report on the two conditions under which
dissolution of federal and provincial governments takes place.

• construct a flow chart to illustrate the sequence of events that
leads to the formation of governments. Include the following:
a) candidates for the various political parties are selected for

each electoral district
b) candidates campaign for their election
c) people vote for candidate of choice
d) political party with the most elected representatives

becomes the governing party
e) leader of governing party becomes the Prime Minister, and
f ) Prime Minister chooses the cabinet who runs government

departments.
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Students may, for example,
• write paragraphs in which students describe either the process

for formation of governments or the conditions for dissolution of
governments.

• analyse cartoons about key political players who are trying to
get elected and are in hope of forming the government. The
following organizer may be used.

• complete the following chart to record their analysis of posters
designed to motivate people to vote.

• set up a formal debate to address the following topic: “Be it
resolved that the voting age should be lowered from 18 to 16.”
(For a debate evaluation form, refer to Suggestions for Assessment,
Outcome 8.3.3, page 103 of this curriculum guide.)
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Unit 5

CANADIAN IDENTITY

ATLANTIC CANADA SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM: GRADE 8

Reflections on Canadian Identity

Unit Overview

This concluding unit is designed as a bookend to the introductory unit. Whereas the first unit attempts to
provide students with a foundation for their study of “Canadian Identity,” this unit provides an opportunity
for students to consolidate their year long understandings around the concept of identity. Students will
participate in a culminating activity to demonstrate in a variety of ways their personal understanding of
“Canadian Identity” in a variety of ways. Ideally, students will have the opportunity to share their work with
other students, their parents, and members of the community.

Unit Outcome

In Grade 8 students will be expected to:
8.5.1 portray their personal understanding of Canadian identity

Unit Processes and Skills Emphases:

Communication

• Communicate ideas and information to a specific audience
• Express and support a point of view
• Select media and styles appropriate to a purpose

Inquiry
• Frame questions or hypotheses that give clear focus to an inquiry
• Apply a variety of thinking skills and strategies
• Recognize significant issues and perspectives in an area of inquiry
• Interpret meaning and the significance of information and arguments

Participation
• Engage in a variety of learning experiences that include both independent study and collaboration
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The teacher may have students
• select a topic that will be a major focus during the year to capture selected

attributes of Canadian identity. Examples include but are not limited tothe
following:
- Canada’s northern location shapes what it is to be Canadian.
- The national identity of Canada is rooted in its history.
- The Canadian character is one who exercises responsibility for the welfare

of others.
- Canada needs to identify and deal with challenges that will continue to

shape its identity(ies).
- Canada is too big and culturally diverse to be captured by a single

identity.
- A search for Canadian identity(ies) cannot overlook our failures and

omissions.
• for the selected topic, develop a mind map to make it specific  enough for

study and presentation.
• choose a format for presentation. Examples include but are not limited to the

following:
- A vignette that includes three to four attributes of identity related to the

topic selected. The vignette should be supported by a storyboard.
- A portfolio that contains carefully selected artifacts (e.g., newspaper

articles, poems, songs, diary entries, photos, maps, statistics, and
advertisements) that illustrate attributes of identity for the topic selected.

- A DVD containing a collection of artifacts to include those that would
normally form part of a portfolio. The advantage of a digital collection is
that it provides a greater opportunity for audio and video clips with
student narration. Portfolios may be sampled to construct an electronic
portfolio to be housed on a classroom/school website.

- An accordion book that contains selected artifacts (e.g., newspaper articles,
poems, photos, maps, copies of original documents).

- A mural to visually present a theme.
• reflect upon what they have learned and the learning process during this

culminating exercise. Examples include but are not limited to:
- After the vignette: The student may address the audience about the

significance of what happened (similar to a dialectical journey entry),
express thoughts about how the vignette was developed and how they
learned from it (a metecognitive tone), and look back at the personal
experiences involved (a reflective tone).

- For the portfolio: The student may include journal pages completed
during the year for the topic developed; the pages should be selected to
show speculative, dialectical, metacognitive entries. A final reflection
should summarize these entries. Refer to Appendix G for a discussion of
students response journals: types of entries; cuing questions,
and examples of lead-ins.

- For the DVD format: The student should address the
“audience” about the same aspects that apply to the vignette.

In grade 8, students will
be expected to:

8.5.1 portray their
personal understanding
of Canadian identity
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Students may, for example,

• identify the goals (i.e., outcomes and delineations) that support
the topic.

• develop, and validate with peers in a cooperative structure, a
plan that shows:
- the title
- the beginning of a concept web that will be developed as the

theme is completed
- a checklist to guide the work
- conference with the teacher during the development of the

topic
- use a writing and/or speaking rubric (as appropriate) as a

self-assessment Refer to Appendices J-1 and J-4 respectively

Prescribed Resources

• Canadian Identity,
Unit 6, Chapter 19

Provincial Outcomes

CIT

Web Authorizing
• A11.2: create appropriate text...
• B11.2: create a basic web page
• B11.4: apply website file ...
• B11.6: embed objects
Multimedia
• A8.5: select appropriate medium...
• B8.2: use multimedia creation...
• B8.3: convert file formats for a ...
Word Processing
• B7.9: format multi-page ...
Graphics
• A5.2: apply principles of design
• B5.3: use other graphic creation...
Internet
• A3.2: use various tools ...
• A3.3: obtain/download material...
• B3.3: distinguish among various...
• E3.1: critically evaluate info...
Social/Ethical/Health
• E2.6: adhere to copyright and...
• E2.9: follow publishing etiquette...
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Appendix A: Concepts in Entry-9 Social

Studies

Citizenship, Power, and Governance

authority decision-making freedom power
beliefs democracy governance privilege
citizenship empowerment identity responsibilities
conflict equality justice rights
constitution equity law(s)

Time, Continuity, and Change

bias interpretation
causality perspectives
change primary sources
continuity secondary sources
exploration societies
identity

Culture and Diversity

beliefs identity
conformity institution
culture media
diversity prejudice
ethnicity race
group stereotypes
heritage   world view
customs/traditions multiculturalsm

People, Place, and Environment

constructed systems migration
density movement
distance natural systems
ecosystem patterns
environment place
interaction region
location scale

Interdependence

connections peace
conservation relationship
co-operations society
human rights stewardship
interactions sustainability
interdependence technology
natural system

consumption labour resources
distribution market scarcity
enterprise money supply and demand
economic institutions needs trade
economic systems production wants
goods and services productivity

Social
Studies

Concepts

Individuals, Societies, and
Economic Decisions
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Appendix B: Process-Skills Matrix

The social studies curriculum consists of three major process areas: communication, inquiry, and participa-
tion. Communication requires that students listen to, read, interpret, translate, and express ideas and
information. Inquiry requires that students formulate and clarify questions, investigate problems, analyse
relevant information, and develop rational conclusions supported by evidence. Participation requires that
students act both independently and collaboratively in order to solve problems, make decisions, and
negotiate and enact plans for action in ways that respect and value the customs, beliefs, and practices of
others.

These processes are reflected in the sample suggestions for learning and teaching and in strategies for
assessment that are elaborated in the curriculum guide. These processes constitute a number of skills, some of
which are responsibilities shared across curriculum areas and some of which are critical to social studies.

Skill Critical Responsibilities for       Shared Responsibilities
Social Studies

Read Critically • detect bias in historical accounts • use picture clues and picture
• distinguish fact from fiction captions to aid comprehension
• detect cause-and-effect relationships • differentiate main and subordinate
• detect bias in visual material ideas

• use literature to enrich meaning

Communicate ideas • argue a case clearly, logically, and • write reports and research papers
and information to convincingly
a specific audience

Employ active (see shared responsibilities) • listen critically to others’ ideas or
listening techniques opinions and points of view

• participate in conversation, small
groups, and whole group discussion

Develop map skills • use a variety of maps for a
variety of purposes

• use cardinal and intermediate
directions to locate and describe
places on maps and globes

• construct and interpret maps
that include a title, a legend,
a compass rose, and scale

• express relative and absolute
location

• use a variety of information
sources and technologies in
preparing maps

• express orientation by observing
landscape, by using traditional
knowledge, or by using a
compass or other technology
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Skill Critical Responsibilities for Shared Responsibilities
Social Studies

Express and support • form opinions based on critical • differentiate main and subordinate
a point of view examination of relevant material ideas

• restate major ideas of a complex • respond critically to texts
topic in a concise form

Select media and (see shared responsibilities) • demonstrate an awareness of
styles appropriate purpose and audience
to a purpose

Use a range of media • use maps, globes, and geo- • present information and ideas
and styles to present technologies using visual, material, print or
information, • produce and display models, electronic media
arguments, and murals, collages, dioramas,
conclusions artwork, cartoons, and multi-

media to present
• interpret and use graphs and

other visuals

Present a summary • use appropriate maps, globes, • create outline of topic
report or argument and graphics • prepare summaries

• take notes
• prepare a bibliography

Use various forms of • participate in persuading, • participate in delegating duties,
group and compromising, debating, and organizing, planning, making
inter-personal negotiating to resolve conflicts decisions, and taking action in
communications such and differences group settings
as debating, • contribute to developing a
negotiating, supportive climate in groups
establishing a
consensus,
classifying, and
mediating conflict
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Process Inquiry

Skill Critical Responsibilities for Shared Responsibilities
Social Studies

Frame questions or • identify relevant primary and • identify relevant factual material
hypotheses that give secondary sources • identify relationship between items
clear focus to an • identify relationships between items of factual information
inquiry of historical, geographic, and • group data in categories according

economic information to appropriate criteria
• combine critical social studies • combine critical concepts into

concepts into statements of statement of conclusions based on
conclusion based on information information

• restate major ideas in concise form
• form opinion based on critical

examination of relevant information
• state hypothesis for further study

Solve problems (see shared responsibilities) • identify a situation in which a
creatively and decision is required
critically • secure factual information needed

to make the decision
• recognize the values implicit in the

situation and the issues that flow
from them

• identify alternative courses of action
and predict likely consequences of
each

• make decision based on data
obtained

• select an appropriate strategy to
solve a problem

• self-monitor decision-making
process

Apply a variety of • determine the accuracy and • determine the accuracy and
thinking skills and reliability of primary and secondary reliability of data
strategies sources of geographic data • make inferences from factual

• make inferences from primary and material
secondary materials • recognize inconsistencies in a line

• arrange related events and ideas of argument
in chronological order • determine whether or not the

information is pertinent to the
subject
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Skill Critical Responsibilities for Shared Responsibilities
Social Studies

Recognize significant • research to determine the multiple • review an interpretation from
issues and perspectives perspectives on an issue various perspectives
in an area of inquiry • examine critically relationships

among elements of an issue/topic
• examine and assess a variety of

viewpoints on issues before forming
an opinion

Identify sources • identify an inclusive range • identify and evaluate sources of
of information of sources print
relevant • use card catalogue to locate sources
to the inquiry • use search engine to locate sources

on World Wide Web
• use periodical index

Gather, record, • interpret history through artifacts • use a variety of information sources
evaluate, and • use sources of information in the • conduct interviews of
synthesize community individuals
information • access oral history including • analyse evidence by selecting,

interviews comparing, and categorizing
• use map and globe reading skills information
• interpret pictures, charts, graphs,

photographs, tables, and other
visuals

• organize and record information
using time-lines

• distinguish between primary and
secondary sources

• identify the limitations of primary
and secondary sources

• detect bias in primary and
secondary sources

Interpret meaning • interpret the socio-economic • identify ambiguities and
and the significance and political messages of inconsistencies in an argument
of information and cartoon and other visuals • identify stated and unstated
arguments • interpret the socio-economic assumptions

and political messages of
artistic expressions (e.g., poetry,
literature, folk songs, plays)

Analyse and evaluate • distinguish amongst hypotheses, • estimate the adequacy of the
information for evidence, and generalizations information
logic and bias • distinguish between fact and fiction, • distinguish between relevant and

and fact and opinion irrelevant information
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Skill Critical Responsibilities for Shared Responsibilities
Social Studies

Test data, • compare and contrast credibility • test the validity of information
interpretations, of differing accounts of same event using such criteria as source,
conclusions, and • recognize the value and objectivity, technical correctness,
arguments for significance of interpreting factual currency
accuracy and validity material • apply appropriate models such as

• recognize changing societal values’ diagrams, webs, concept maps,
effects on the interpretation of and flow charts to analyse data
historical events • state relationships between

categories of information

Draw conclusions (see shared responsibilities) • recognize the tentative nature of
that are supported by conclusions
the evidence • recognize values may influence

conclusion or interpretations

Make effective • access, gather, synthesize, and provide
decisions as relevant information and ideas about
consumers, economic issues
producers, savers, • generate new ideas, approaches, and
investors, and possibilities in making economic
citizens decisions

• identify what they gain and what they
give up when they make economic
choices

• use economic data to make predictions
about the future

Process: Participation

Skill Critical Responsibilities for Shared Responsibilities
Social Studies

Engage in a variety (see shared responsibility) • express personal convictions
of learning • communicate own beliefs,
experiences that feelings, and convictions
include both • adjust own behaviour to fit the
independent study dynamics of various groups and
and collaboration situations

• recognize human beings’ mutual
relationship in satisfying one
another’s needs

• reflect upon, assess, and enrich
their learning process
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Skill Critical Responsibilities for Shared Responsibilities
Social Studies

Function in a (see shared responsibilities) • contribute to development of a
variety of groupings, supportive climate in groups
using collaborative • serve as a leader or follower
and cooperative skills • assist in setting goals for the
and strategies group

• participate in making rules and
guidelines for group life

• participate in delegating duties,
organizing, planning, making
decisions, and taking actions in
group settings

• participate in persuading,
compromising, debating and,
negotiating to resolve conflicts and
differences

• use appropriate conflict-resolution
and mediation skills

• relate to others in peaceful,
respectful, and non-discriminating
ways

Respond to class, • keep informed on issues that affect
school, community, society
or national public • identify situations in which social
issues action is required

• work individually or with others to
decide on an appropriate course of
action

• accept and fulfil responsibilities
associated with citizenship

• articulate personal beliefs, values,
and world views with respect to given
issues

• debate differing points of view regarding
an issue

• clarify preferred futures as a guide to
present actions

Relate to the • recognize the economic factors • develop the personal commitment
environment in associated with sustainability (see shared necessary for responsible
sustainable ways and responsibilities) community involvement
promote sustainable • identify ways in which governments can • employ decision-making skills
practices on a local, affect sustainability practices • contribute to community service
regional, national, or environmental projects in
and global level schools and communities or both

• promote sustainable practice in
families, schools, and communities

• self-monitor contributions
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Appendix C: Graphic Organizers
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Appendix D: Studying Local History

The study of local history provides a real opportunity for students to apply concepts and skills they acquire
during their study of grade 8 social studies.  Local history is a legitimate avenue of research as students
develop concepts and skills in a limited but familiar context that can be interconnected to those found in an
expanded but more unfamiliar context. One of the challenges for the social studies teacher is to make social
studies meaningful, significant, challenging, and active (see “Principles Underlying the Social Studies
Curriculum,” page 11).  Studying an aspect of local history provides an opportunity to add these qualities to
teaching and learning, and at the same time, incorporate resource-based learning in its fullest sense into the
classroom.

The following is a planning guide for preparing for a study of local history.  References to specific curriculum
outcomes and delineations are made only as examples of processes and procedures.

1. Preparation for conducting a study of local history

1.1 Choose your area of study
There are many avenues for studying local history.  It  may be examined at a broad level, or in a
more specific and manageable way.  Rather than take on a study of the local community, for
example, it may be more manageable to take selected elements of it.

Research themes for a study of local history

- the school
- a place of worship
- the courthouse
- the hospital
- a local business
- family names
- traditional food ways
- folk medicine
- social movements

It is also possible to combine individual themes into a more comprehensive piece to make up a large
theme in community history and, hence, give the students’ work more significance (refer to section
4.3 of this appendix).
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1.2 Tie the area of research or theme to the historical mode of inquiry and select the outcome and
delineations that legitimize and give direction to the area of study that the student selects.

Historical Inquiry

Outcomes 8.2.2 and 8.2.3, with their emphasis on the causes and impact of
migration, provide an opportunity to incorporate local history. Basically, the
following steps may be used to conduct historical inquiry around such a theme:

• identify an initial source(s) of information
• formulate a key question
• identify other sources to ensure reliability of information
• gather information
• find patterns on information gathered
• draw generalizations from the patterns in the information

1.3 Become familiar with the sources of information.
It is important to help the student prepare for the study by becoming familiar with the historical
source(s) before the research actually begins.

Familiarization with the sources of information

• Visit the site (in case a history of a structure is being studied)
• Visit the archive, museum, or library (in case relevant primary sources are

found there)
• Visit a local person (to familiarize him or her with what is being studied and

to assess his or her comfort with the process)
• Examine photos
• Examine sound/video clips
• Develop a list of materials and equipment needed
• Develop a questionnaire (where applicable) and identify other
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2. Introduce the study of local history

2.1 Fully brief students on the purpose of a study of local history.

Purpose (example)

To find out how the fish plant got started and became important in our community
or
To examine the impact of fast food restaurants on traditional food ways

2.2 Assign tasks to the student.
It is advisable for more than one student to engage in the study of the same theme, but each
student does not necessarily have to be engaged in the same processes.  For example, different steps
in the local study (see Section 1.3) may be assigned to different students according to their
interests and abilities.

2.3 Assign out-of-class activities to the student.
Ensure that students know what they have to do and that they are prepared in advance.

3. Out-of-Class Tasks

3.1 Engage students in the assigned tasks.

Field tasks

• Note taking
• Field sketching
• Taking photos
• Interviewing
• Researching text materials
• Recording in appropriate A/V formats
• Photo copying, or scanning text information

It is important to assign a task that is compatible with a skill a student may have.  For example,
some students may be more skilled at interviewing than note taking, or at taking photos than
sketching.

3.2 Monitor student activities.
As students engage in their field activities, ensure that they exercise good time on task, that
clarification of ideas and tasks are given them, and that tasks are even modelled for them, if
necessary.
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4. In-class Synthesis

4.1 Students prepare and present field data

Back in the classroom, students will analyze their data according to the model for historical
inquiry, outlined in Section 1.2.  The format of the final presentation of their findings may
vary.

Presentation formats

• Written report (or essay)
• Photo-essay
• Oral presentation
• A/V Presentation
• Posture board display
• Published article (e.g., on the school website, in a school or community newspaper)

4.2 Students/Teachers
Use methodologies most suited to the task:
• Independent work as students organize the information and/or materials collected during the

fieldresearch.
• Teacher questioning to (1) help students review what happened during the research phase, and

(2) guide them through the process of historical inquiry in item 1.2.
• Cooperative learning as students in a group compare their findings and prepare reports, displays,

or articles.

4.3 Students/Teachers
Attribute significance to the project.
It is important to give an opportunity for the different pieces of work to be assembled collectively
into a more comprehensive school-based project.  For example, a school web-site could be an
avenue to “publish” a narrative around a school project and, in it, to display examples from
individual projects.  Parents could be invited to view a school display in the gymnasium.  As well,
individual projects may be submitted to a provincial heritage fair.
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Appendix E: Using Primary Sources in the

Classroom

Suggested Uses

Primary sources provide students with opportunities to have more direct encounters with past events and
people. Students can link to the human emotions, aspirations, and values that prevailed in another time. Key
to these learning opportunities is the use of primary sources as written documents, press releases, newspaper
articles, journals, diaries, letters, songs, poetry, video and sound recordings, photos, drawings, posters,
cartoons, advertisements, tables of statistics, charts, and maps. The following chart illustrates instructional
approaches that primary source documents can support.
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Analysing Primary Sources

As stated previously, primary resources include resources that may not come in the form of written docu-
ments. The following suggests graphic organizers that the student may use to analyse such resources as a
family heirloom, a tool or implement, a historical document, a photo, a poster, a sound recording, and a
cartoon. Although the questions and exercises may differ slightly from one graphic to another, the underlying
approach is the same: namely, to identify facts relating to a specific situation, issue, or problem; to find
relationships among the facts and the patterns in these relationships; and to give an interpretation and draw a
conclusion.

Analysing a Family Heirloom (Refer to suggestion for learning Outcome 8.3.5, page 112)
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Analysing a Tool or Implement (Refer to suggestion for learning Outcome 8.3.5, page 112)
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Analysing a Photo (Refer to suggestion for learning Outcome 8.3.6, page 118)
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Analysing a Propaganda Poster (Refer to suggestion for learning Outcome 8.4.3, page 165)
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Analysing a Sound Recording

* Adapted from the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, DC 20408

Analysing a Cartoon (Refer to suggestion for learning Outcome 8.3.4, page 104)
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Appendix F: Examining Issues in History
In social studies, examining issues forms a critical part of learning. This is particularly true in the history
classroom. For a current issue, the goal is to help the student to reach a point at which he or she can look at
an issue from multiple viewpoints, take a position, and provide a supporting rationale. In a history course,
the issue to be analysed is likely one that has happened in the past, and the outcome is part of the historical
record. Nonetheless, some of the critical-thinking steps that are used in any issues-based curriculum still
pertain.

The following framework provides a template for examining issues in grade 8 social studies. Like analysing a
document, examining an issue may also require students to use primary and secondary sources.
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Appendix G: Student Response Journals
A personal response journal requires students to record their feelings, responses, and reactions as they read
text, encounter new concepts, and learn. This device encourages students to analyse and reflect upon what
they are learning and how they are learning it. A journal is evidence of “real-life” application as they form
opinions, make judgements and personal observations, pose questions and speculations, and provide evidence
of self-awareness. Accordingly, entries in a response journal are primarily at the “application” and “integra-
tion” thinking levels; moreover, they provide the teacher with a window into student attitudes, values, and
perspectives. Students should be reminded that a response journal is not a catalogue of events.

It is useful for the teacher to give students cues (e.g., lead-ins) when a text, discussion item, learning activity,
or project provides an opportunity for a journal entry. If necessary, students may be taught key words to start
their entries. The following chart illustrates that the cue, or lead-in, will depend upon the kind of entry that
the learning context suggests. Column one cites examples of types of entries. The following chart provides
samples of lead-ins, but the list should be expanded as you work with students.

Student Response Journal

Possible Type of Cuing Question for the Sample Key Lead-Ins
Entry Journal Response

Speculative: What might happen because of this? I predict that....
Examples: Suggestions It is likely that...
for Learning and As a result...
teaching, Outcome 8.3.5,
page 117

Dialectical Why is this quotation (event, action) This is similar to ...
Example: important or interesting? This event is important because it...
Suggestions for What is significant about what Without this individual, the ...
assessment, happened here? This was a turning point because it...
Outcome 8.3.4., page 107 When I read this (heard this), I

was reminded of when...
This helps me to understand why...

Metacognitive How did you learn this? I was surprised...
Example: What did you experience as you were I don’t understand...
Suggestions for learning learning this? I wonder why...
and teaching, Outcome I found it funny that...
8.3.4, page 106 I think I got a handle on this

Reflective
Examples:
Suggestions for learning
and teaching,
Outcome 8.2.2, page 61,
Suggestions for
Assessment Outcome 8.3.7,
page 129

What do you think of this?
What were your feelings when you
read (heard, experienced) that...?

I find that...
I think that...
I like (don’t like)...
The most confusing part is when...
My favourite part is when...
I would change...
I agree that ....because...
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etaDyrtnE:seidutSlaicoS8edarG etaDyrtnE:seidutSlaicoS8edarG etaDyrtnE:seidutSlaicoS8edarG etaDyrtnE:seidutSlaicoS8edarG etaDyrtnE:seidutSlaicoS8edarG

tnevEgninraeL tnevEgninraeL tnevEgninraeL tnevEgninraeL tnevEgninraeL ...esnopseryM ...esnopseryM ...esnopseryM ...esnopseryM ...esnopseryM

The following chart illustrates the format for a journal page that the student can set up electronically or in a
separate notebook identified with the student’s name.
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Appendix H: Portfolio Assessment

Portfolio assessment is based on a collection of student work across a range of outcomes that gives evidence or
tells a story of his or her growth in knowledge, skills, and attitudes throughout the school year. It is more
than a folder stuffed with pieces of student work. It is intentional and organized. As a student assembles a
portfolio, the teacher should help to:

• establish criteria to guide what will be selected, when, and by whom;
• show evidence of progress in the achievement of course outcomes and delineations;
• reference the pieces of work to these outcomes and delineations;
• keep in mind other audiences (e.g., teachers, administrators, and parents); and
• understand the standards on which the portfolio will be assessed.

A portfolio may have product-oriented and process-oriented dimensions. The purpose of a product-oriented
focus is to document the student’s achievement of outcomes; the “artifacts” tend to relate to the concepts and
skills of the course. The purpose of a process-orientation focus is to forefront the “journey” of acquiring the
concepts and skills; the artifacts include students’ reflections on what they are learning, problems they
encountered, and on how they found solutions to them. For this orientation, journal entries form an
important part of the portfolio.

A portfolio should contain a wide range of learning artifacts. Including, but not restricted to:

written tests sketches
essays artwork
work samples checklists
research papers rating scales
surveys peer reviews
reflections class notes
photos graphic organizers
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Guidelines for the Student Commentary for the Teachers

Task Explain to the student that the portfolio can
have a range of artifacts in it and that they have to

One purpose of grade 8 social studies is to help be carefully selected according to the set purpose.
you to understand who we are as Canadians, Help each student to select a particular theme
how this identify has evolved from the past, and that may extend across more than one unit to
how it may still change. You are required to retain include a cluster of outcomes (e.g., Canadian
samples of your work that relate to a theme you idenitfy).
have chosen and arrange them into a portfolio to
show your progress toward the goals set. - How Canadian Identity is Expressed

(Outcomes 8.1.1, 8.2.2, 8.3.4, 8.3.7)

Learning Goals In your conference with the student, you should
try to balance student interest with what you

After you have selected a theme for your portfolio, deem to be essential outcomes in the course.
we will meet to write down the goals that are worth
achieving. For example: what knowledge about your To help the student focus on the knowledge to
theme should you learn? What skills will you need be learned, write the outcomes in student
to use along the way? What will be your reflections language.
on what you are learning and how you are learning?

Identify the skills that you consider essential
to acquiring the knowledge. For example, if
“Assess the accuracy of regional stereotypes”
present-day Atlantic Canada during this period”
is part of the expression of Canadian theme, then
discussion, collaborative  group participation, and
reflective journaling will be useful skills

Tell the student that he or she will be required
to write about the process of learning–
reflections about what is learned and how it is
learned.

Develop a checklist of the knowledge, skills, and
attitudinal related outcomes as a student guide.

The following is a suggested approach for assembling a portfolio in grade 8 social studies. It is not intended
to be prescriptive, but to present suggestions for teacher and student use. The chart provides a set of
guidelines that represent the kind of information that students need to know as they assemble their
portfolios. The second column contains a rationale for the guidelines.
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Guidelines for the Student Commentary for the Teachers

Contents Explain that the portfolio is not
a place to hold all of his or her work.  In

Cover page (with your name and note to the viewer) consultation with you, he or she will select the
Table of contents kinds of work to be included-work samples and
An explanation of why you chose this theme other artifacts that reflect his or her best efforts
A completed checklist you used to guide your work and are tied to the course outcomes.
Work products
Graphics with audio (can be in DVD format)
A reflections journal
A self-assessment of your work
An assessment by a peer
A rubric used in the assessment

Conferences Provide the student with a conferencing
schedule.

You and I will meet at least twice each semester to
review your progress and to solve problems you may
have. If you should face an unexpected problem that
is blocking your work, you will be responsible for
bringing it to my attention so that we can find a
solution that will get you going again.

Evaluation It will be useful to give the student the
weighting or share of the percentage assigned to

In June, you are required to hand in your portfolio the unit(s) of which the portfolio is a part.
for final evaluation.

Provide the criteria for how the portfolio will be
assessed. If a rubric is going to be used, it should
also be provided for the student to use in his or
her self-assessment.

Communication The skills list for grade 8 social studies includes
expressing and supporting a point of view; selecting

Who will be your audience and how will they media and styles appropriate to a purpose; using a
get to know about your portfolio?  In our first range of media and styles to present information,
conference we will have an opportunity to discuss arguments, and conclusions; and present a
this question. summary report or argument. To make these

outcomes more specific, conference with the
student about how he or she would like to
“publicize” the portfolio. Some students can make
the portfolio completely an electronic one. In
such an instance, the portfolio can be posted on
the school web site.

There is now a move toward the development of electronic portfolios. At the time of writing, an excellent set
of guidelines for building an electronic version can be found a the following web site: www.essdack.org/port/
index.html
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Appendix I: Rubrics in Assessment
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One of the more common approaches to alternate assessment is the use of an assessment rubric, often called
the scoring rubric.  A rubric is a matrix that has a number of traits that indicates student achievement.  Each
trait is defined and, in some instances, accompanied by student work samples (e.g., exemplars) to illustrate
the achievement level.  Finally, levels with numerical values or descriptive labels are assigned to each trait to
indicate levels of achievement.

To build a rubric, a structure or framework is needed to relate levels of achievement to criteria for achieve-
ment for the traits the teacher deems important.  Levels of achievement may be graduated at four or five
levels; the criteria for achievement may be expressed in terms of quality, quantity, or frequency.  The
following chart illustrates the relationship between criteria (i.e., quantity, quality, and frequency) and levels
of achievement.  It should be noted that for a given trait, the same criteria should be used across the levels of
achievement; it is unacceptable to switch from quality to quantity for the same trait.  As well, parallel
structures should be used across the levels for a given trait so that the gradation in the level of achievement is
easily discernible.

The five-trait rubric on the following page is provided to illustrate the structure described above.  In this
example, five levels are used, with quality as the criteria.  The rubric, as written, is an instrument the teacher
may use to assess a student’s participation in a cooperative learning group, but it may be rewritten in student
language for use as a self-assessment tool.  Where appropriate, selected “Suggestions for Learning and
Teaching” and “Suggestions for Assessment” indicate that the following rubric for assessing participation in
collaborative groups may be used, for example:

Outcome 8.2.3  Suggestions for Learning and Teaching, page 68.
Outcome 8.3.7  Suggestions for Learning and Teaching, page 134.
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Proficiency Traits
Level

5 •  outstanding ability to contribute achievement of the group task.
•  outstanding appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group members

Outstanding •  very eager to carry out his or her assigned task(s) in the group
•  brings outstanding knowledge and skills about (identify the topic)
•  very eager to encourage others to contribute to the group task

4 •  strong ability to contribute achievement of the goup task
•  strong appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group members

Strong •  eager to carry out his or her assigned task(s) in the group
•  brings strong knowledge and skills about (identify the topic)
•  eager to encourage others to contribute to the group task

3 •  adequate ability to contribute achievement of the goup task
•  adequate appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group members

Adequate •  inclined to carry out his or her assigned task(s) in the group
•  brings adequate knowledge and skills about (identify the topic)
•  inclined to encourage others to contribute to the group task

2 •  limited ability to contribute achievement of the goup task
•  limited appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group mem

Limited •  inclined, when prompted, to carry out his or her assigned task(s) in the group
•  brings limited knowledge and skills about (identify the topic)
•  inclined, when prompted, to encourage others to contribute to the group task

1 •  very limited ability to contribute achievement of the goup task
•  very limited appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group members

Very Limited •  reluctant to carry out his or her assigned task(s) in the group
•  brings very limited knowledge and skills about (identify the topic)
•  reluctant to encourage others to contribute to the group task

Assessing Collaborative Group Participation
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Appendix J: Rubrics

Some Atlantic provinces have developed a set of holistic scoring rubrics to assess student achievement in
writing, reading/viewing, listening, and speaking. These instruments are critical to assessing these competen-
cies in the content areas such as social studies.

1.  Holistic Writing Rubric

Proficiency Traits
Level

5 • outstanding content that is clear and strongly focused
• compelling and seamless organization

Outstanding • easy flow and rhythm with complex and varied sentence construction
• expressive, sincere, engaging voice that always brings the subject to life
• consistent use of words and expressions that are powerful, vivid, and precise
• outstanding grasp of standard writing conventions

4 • strong content that is clear and focused
• purposeful and coherent organization

Strong • consistent flow and rhythm with complex and varied sentence construction
• expressive, sincere, engaging voice that often brings the subject to life
• frequent use of words and expressions that are often vivid, and precise
• strong grasp of standard writing conventions

3 • adequate content that is generally clear and focused
• predictable organization that is generally coherent and purposeful

Adequate • some flow, rhythm, and variation in sentence construction but that tends to
be mechanical

• a sincere voice that occasionally brings the subject to life
• predominant use of words and expressions that are general and functional
• good grasp of standard writing conventions with so few errors that they do not

affect readability

2 • limited content that is somewhat unclear but does have a discernable focus
• weak and inconsistent organization

Limited • little flow, rhythm, and variation in sentence construction
• voice lacks expression and rarely brings the subject to life
• rare use of words that are clear and precise
• poor grasp of standard writing conventions with frequent errors that are

beginning to affect readability

1 • very limited content that lacks clarity and focus
• awkward and disjointed organization

Very Limited • lack of flow and rhythm with awkward, incomplete sentences that make the
writing difficult to follow

• voice so lacking in expression that it does not bring the subject to life
• use of words and expressions that lack clarity and are ineffective
• very poor grasp of standard writing conventions with frequent errors that

seriously affect readability
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Proficiency Traits
Level

5 • outstanding ability to understand text critically; comments insightful and always supported from the text
Outstanding • outstanding ability to analyse and evaluate text

• outstanding ability to connect personally with and among texts, with responses that expand on text
• outstanding ability to detect purpose and point of view (e.g. bias, stereotyping, prejudice, propaganda)
• outstanding ability to interpret figurative language (e.g. similes, metaphors, personification)
• outstanding ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, subheadings,

glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literacy genres)
• outstanding ability to read orally (e.g. with phrasing, fluency, and expression)

4 • strong ability to understand text critically; comments often insightful and usually supported from the text
Strong • strong ability to analyse and evaluate text

• strong ability to connect personally with and among texts, with responses that expand on text
• strong ability to detect purpose and point of view (e.g. bias, stereotyping, prejudice, propaganda)
• strong ability to interpret figurative language (e.g. similes, metaphors, personification)
• strong ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, subheadings,

glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literacy genres)
• strong ability to read orally (e.g. with phrasing, fluency, and expression). Miscues do not affect meaning.

3 • good ability to understand text critically; comments predictable and sometimes supported from the text
Good • good ability to analyse and evaluate text

• adequate ability to connect personally with and among texts, with responses that expand on text
• fair ability to detect purpose and point of view (e.g. bias, stereotyping, prejudice, propaganda)
• adequate ability to interpret figurative language (e.g. similes, metaphors, personification)
• good ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, subheadings, glossary,

index) and types of text (e.g., literacy genres)
• good ability to read orally (e.g. with phrasing, fluency, and expression). Miscues occasionally affect

meaning.

1 • no demonstrated ability to understand text critically; comments are not supported from the text
Very • very limited ability to analyse and evaluate text
Limited • no demonstrated ability to connect personally with and among texts, with responses that do not

expand on text
• very limited ability to detect purpose and point of view (e.g. bias, stereotyping, prejudice, propaganda)
• very limited ability to interpret figurative language (e.g. similes, metaphors, personification)
• very limited ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, subheadings,

glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literacy genres)
• very limited ability to read orally (e.g. with phrasing, fluency, and expression). Miscues significantly

affect meaning.

2 • insufficient ability to understand text critically; comments rarely supported from the text
Limited • limited ability to analyse and evaluate text

• insufficient ability to connect personally with and among texts, with responses that expand on text
• limited ability to detect purpose and point of view (e.g. bias, stereotyping, prejudice, propaganda)
• limited ability to interpret figurative language (e.g. similes, metaphors, personification)
• limited ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, subheadings,

glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literacy genres)
• limited ability to read orally (e.g. with phrasing, fluency, and expression). Miscues frequently affect

meaning.

2.  Holistic Reading/Viewing Rubric
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Proficiency Traits
Level

5 • complex understanding of orally presented text; comments and other
representations are insightful and always supported from the text

Outstanding •  outstanding ability to connect personally with and expand on orally presented
text, with responses that consistently extend beyond the literal

• outstanding ability to detect point of view (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice,
propaganda)

• outstanding ability to listen attentively and courteously

4 • stong understanding of orally presented text; comments and other
representations often insightful and usually supported from the text

Strong •  strong ability to connect personally with and expand on orally presented
text, with responses that often extend beyond the literal

• strong ability to detect point of view (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice,
propaganda)

• strong ability to listen attentively and courteously

3 • good understanding of orally presented text; comments and other
representations predictable and sometimes supported from the text

Adequate •  adequate ability to connect personally with and expand on orally presented
text, with responses that sometimes extend beyond the literal

• fair ability to detect point of view (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice,
propaganda)

• fair ability to listen attentively and courteously

2 • insufficient understanding of orally presented text; comments and other
representations rarely supported from the text

Limited •  insufficient ability to connect personally with and expand on orally presented
text, with responses that are always literal

• limited ability to detect point of view (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice,
propaganda)

• limited ability to listen attentively and courteously

1 • no demonstrated understanding of orally presented text; comments and other
representations not supported from the text

Very Limited •  no demonstrated ability to connect personally with and expand on orally
presented text, with responses that are disjointed or irrelevant

• very limited ability to detect point of view (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice,
propaganda)

• very limited ability to listen attentively and courteously

3.  Holistic Listening Rubric
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Proficiency Traits
Level

5 • outstanding ability to listen, reflect, and respond critically to clarify
information and explore solutions (e.g., communicating information)

Outstanding •  outstanding ability to connect ideas (e.g., with clarity and supporting details)
• consistent use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., word choice)
• consistent use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone,

intonation, expression, voice)

4 • strong ability to listen, reflect, and respond critically to clarify
information and explore solutions (e.g., communicating information)

Strong •  strong ability to connect ideas (e.g., with clarity and supporting details)
• usual use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., word choice)
• usual use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone,

intonation, expression, voice)

3 • sufficient ability to listen, reflect, and respond critically to clarify
information and explore solutions (e.g., communicating information)

Adequate •  sufficient ability to connect ideas (e.g., with clarity and supporting details)
• frequent use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., word choice)
• frequent use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone,

intonation, expression, voice)

2 • insufficient ability to listen, reflect, and respond to clarify information and
explore solutions (e.g., communicating information)

Limited •  limited ability to connect ideas (e.g., with clarity and supporting details)
• limited use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., word choice)
• limited use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone,

intonation, expression, voice)

1 • no demonstrated ability to listen, reflect, and respond to clarify information
and explore solutions (e.g., communicating information)

Very Limited •  very limited ability to connect ideas (e.g., with clarity and supporting details)
• language not appropriate to the task (e.g., word choice)
• very limited use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone,

intonation, expression, voice)

4.  Holistic Speaking Rubric
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